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PREFACE.

The value of a work like this.cannot be estimated by its 
size or the number of its pages. Gems are never bulky. 
An important truth may be worth a million dollars, yet 
occupy but a linę or two. A  man whose life was despaired 
of, consulted physicians who could not save him; but a 
doctor, who knew the secret of his cure, found it necessary 
to attend him but a few minutes, and the man lived. The 
charge of one hundred dollars was gladly paid.

A  lawyer walking down the streets of New York was 
accosted by a business man, who asked him a ąuestion. It 
was answered in ten words. The fee of $50 was paid.

“ That brief answer was worth fifty thousand dollars to 
me,” said the business man.

“ And it cost me three years of research and a lost case,” 
said the lawyer.

The great truths which are presented in this book ot 
Outside Membership are of themselves worth an untold 
fortunę. Not a page can be found which is not worth 
dollars.

Yet it is not large. There are books many times its size 
which can be.procured for twenty-five cents.

Persons who find fault with a great principle because it 
is not verbose, or with a truth because it is not wordy, will 
derive little or no benefit from the 'present work, as they 
will be out of sympathy with its doctrines.

But any person who is now in the possession of fair 
health, and desires to make that perfect, and to retain its 
perfection, will succeed in so doing by following the course 
prescribed in this volume.



Preface to the Fourth Edition.

It is now near the close of the year 1892. The mission 
of the Ralston Health Club cannot be mistaken. 1 he third 
edition of the book of the Club has been exhausted and a 
fourth produced. In the present work we recogmze the 
high mission of the Club, and bring the members, new and 
old into closer relations with us in many particulars.

First, we take them into the confidences of our “ Labora- 
torv Club,” and partially disclose the origm and purpose 
of a smali company of truth-seeking scientists. No romance 
could be morę fascinating than this weird history.

Second, we divide the club into “ Ralstomtes’ and P10- 
gressive Ralstonites; ” the former being under no obliga- 
tions to take an active interest in the welfare of the clu 3
and its philanthropic mission.

Third we simplify the process of advancement and avoid 
giving offense to people who are either too busy to read 
thoroughly or fail to understand readily.

Fourth, we shall issue no morę editions ; but mstead shall 
put the present book into piąte pages, so that any number 
may be printed. This gives rise to the name p l a t e  e d i
t io n . Under the pręsent method it will be found that the 
Ralston Health Club is in perfect shape for practical useful- 
ness. Improvements have been madę from time to time, 
and were adopted from observations, experience, and the 
suggestions forwarded to us by the thousands of members. 
To them let us $ay that their letters were received and weie 
read with care, and their suggestions acted upon. To have 
answered so many thousands of letters would have reąuired 
a large force of stenographers and type-writers, and the



whole time and attention of the one man who alone could 
have satisfied the reąuests of the members. W e therefore 
trust that our kindest interest and constant watchfulness 
over the welfare of the great generał work of the club, will 
atone for the impossibility of personally answering the 
multitude of letters we receive.

Some day it may be advisable for the club to issue a 
paper of its own, devoted exclusively to the inąuiries and 
experience of the members. In the meantime the “ Shaftes- 
bury Magazine of Orałory,” a beautiful Illustrated Maga- 
zine (twenty-five cents a year) will assign space in each 
issue to the Ralston Health Club. AU members may, for 
the generał good of the club, enter into the discussion of 
such matters as will add to the light already received. 
From this smali beginning a powerful journal will undoubt- 
edly some day be developed.

W e ask all thoughtful persons to approach the perusal 
of this book with a prayerful desire to be afłorded all the 
light that can come from i t ; to act slowly and deliberately 
before deciding to assume the grave obligations of a •' Pro- 
gressive Ralstonite; ” and when once the “ Progressive 
Pledge ” has been signed, to abide by it at all hazards, at 
all times, and in all places, with a firmness of purpose and 
steadfastness of principle that mark a true character.

W a s h in g t o n , D. C., U. S. A., October, 1892.

Preface to the 1893 Issue of the Fourth Edition.

The growth of the Club has been phenomenal. W e add 
a few pages of new matter to this issue, to keep up with the 
times. The day is not far distant, when every sensible man 
and woman will be in the Great Ralston Health Club. 
The majority are here already. The All-wise Being has 
spęd our glorious work by His Grace during the past year. 
Our mission is His will,— to help mankirftl.

S e p t e m b e r , 1893.



THE FOUR CARDINAL POINTS OF HEALTH.
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_ The Four Cardinal Points of Health in the Ralston 
System are as follows :—

1. Glame produces Life.
2. Food produces Growth.
3. Exercise produces Strength.
4. Cheerfulness produces Longevity.
Ali combined produce perfect Health.
Before undertaking to decide what is meant by Glame, 

bood, Exercise, and Cheerfulness, you are respectfully 
invited to read the Chapters on the Four Cardinal Points 
of Health.



Your Club ftutyber is ....J?..
(Never change your Club Number.)

THE CLUB NUMBER IS YOUR COAT OF ARMS. 

ftarrjc......................................................................................
(Write your name here as soon as you receive this book.)

Datę o f Signing the “  P r o g r e ssiv e  P l e d g e ,” ..............
(Fili in the datę when you sign the Pledge.)

Erplanation of tbe Bbov>e.

Your club number cannot be changed under any circum- 
stances. If you ever have occasion to write to us you 
should altoays mention your club number. If you have 
no club number you are not a member of the Ralston 
Health Club. It is also advisable to know the club number 
of each person whom you claim as your recruit. Keep a 
record of them in the back part of this book. In writing to 
us about other members of the club always mention their 
numbers. It is well to know the club numbers of as many 
other Rałstonites as possible. The club number is your 
coat of arms, and will be your passport the world over 
among all Rałstonites of the Fifth Degree. In case you are 
in a distant land, or state, and hołd the Fifth Degree mem- 
bership, you will find some other Fifth Degree members who 
will aid you in case of necessity, or who will make your 
visit pleasant and instructive. This aid is not imperative 
and comes only from “ Progressive Rałstonites ” to the same.

It is not necessary to sign the Progressive Pledge unless 
you choose to become a Progressive Ralstonite; in which 
case you should sign. Such solemn steps are to be taken 
slowly and deliberately, for they mean much to yo u ; and 
much morę to mankind.



n atom y, that sacred genesis, which shows us the
masterpiece of the Creator, and which teaches us how 

little and how great man is, ought to form the constant study 
of mankind. But we ought not to consider the organs of 
the body as the lifeless forms of a mechanical mass, but as 
the living, active Instruments of the soul.— Ling.

Tt should be understood that the efforts of the physician 
must be seconded by the patient, and that this concur- 

rence must nót be faint and faltering, but determined, and 
earnesł. If his energies, or what remains of them, can thus 
be enlisted in his own behalf, the yictory is already half 
gained. The only hopeless invalid is he who has no resolu- 
tion— in whose soul faith and courage have utterly died 
out.—  Taylor.

T a s s e r t  that, with the presence of G LA M E  in the 
1 human system, death is unnecessary. O f the truth of 
this claim, the best proofs are the prolongation of human 
life, and the preservation of health. It is right that people 
should doubt it until the proof is seen in them. Yet we 
are on the threshold of a new system of living. I am 
willing to wait for the result.— Ralston.

T b e l ie v e  that the laws of Naturę, which are the angels 
of the Most High, and obey His mandates, are rolling 

on the time when “ the child shall die a hundred years 
old,” * when sickness shall fade frorn the world and with it 
the sins of the soul. Then men shall stand up with no sick
ness in the body, and no taint of sin in the soul. My hope 
for the human race is bright as the morning star, for a glory 
is coming to man such as the most inspired tongues of 
prophets and of poets have never been able to describe. 
The gate of human opportunity is turning on its hinges, and 
the light is breaking through its chink; possibilities are 
opening, and human naturę is pushing forward toward 
them.— Emerson.

*  Isaiah lx v  ; 20.



CHRPTER ONE,

INQUIRIES.

These inąuiries are for your good as well as for a broader 
purpose.

They apply to your health, your disposition, and your 
character.

If you are in ill-health your answers will be colored by 
its condition. If you are in good health a brighter reply 
will follow each inąuiry.

Answer in ink each ąuestion separately as soon as you 
receive this book, giving the datę. These answers must 
always remain as guides to your futurę progress, for they 
become land marks, showing you what you were at the time 
you joined the Ralston Health Club.

Datę of answering the following ąuestions................ 189
1. Are you in absolutely perfect health?.............................
2. Are you in apparently perfect health ?.............................
3. Are you in fair health only?............. ....... ............ ..........
If you answer “ yes ” to any one of the first three ąues

tions you must consider yourself in Class One.
4. Are you in rather poor health generally ?.......................
5. Are you ill but not ill enough to cali in the services of

a physician ?............................................ ..........................
6. Have you generał ill-health which is ascribed to a

torpid liver, indigestion, or nervous trouble ?...............
7. Have you any organie disease?............................ .........
8. Are you irritable at times when alone?........................
9. Do you wish to have perfect health ?.............................

10. Do you believe that drugs and medicines, while some-
times giving temporary relief, do a permanent injury
to the blood and organs ? ...............................................

( 9 )



11. Do you believe that a person by care and special atten-
tion to the Four Cardinal Points of Health, may ac- 
quire absolutely perfect and permanent health, no 
matter how sick such a person may be ?.......................

12. Do you believe that a person, who has for years ne-
glected health and wantonly abused its laws until the 
blood is poor, the organs weak, and the generał con- 
stitution broken down, may, by strict attention to the 
Four Cardinal Points of Health, recover the fuli
vigor of life?.................  .................................................

i our answers to these ąuestions should be written care- 
fully and preserved in this book. After some time has 
elapsed and you have risen to prominence as a Progressive 
Ralstonite, it will be of value to you to look back upon this 
record and compare it with your views then. One of the 
signs of progress is seen in the growth of opinions.

' Know thyself”-—now and hereafter.
Having attempted, by the ąuestions of this chapter, to 

aiouse in you a disposition to analyze your health and to 
think carefully of the sacred trust reposed in you, we will 
admit you to the “ Private Laboratory.”

Before doing this, we ask you to take one look into your 
mental temperament. Are you a pessimist, or a cynie ? 
Look these words up. If you have either disease, you can 
never have good health. Seek the study of cheerfulness 
first, in a subseąuent chapter.

i o  T H E  R A L S T O N  H E A L T H  C LU B .



CH flPTER t w o .

IN CONFIDENCE.

rhe woHd'd T ^ f  d^interested people i„
. !d' That one or more persons should seek to inves-

ngate the great laws of life for the purpose only of bene- 
ttmg humamty is too strange to be true. The condition 

of the riiman heart is such that it can accept no act of pure 
philantrophy as unalloyed. To lose faith in our f e W  
beings is sad.

The green-hued cynicism whlch stains the heart is the 
outgrowth 0f  an experience composed of disappointments. 
Have you ever met one true, noble soul on earth? Or has 
all your life been one continuous confirmation of the cynieV 
clistrust ofhuman honesty ? Therp  ̂ ,

i i . . 1 nere aie so many pretenders
abroad who seek to wm our confidence under the guise of

believe PU1P°Se’ that Xt ls hard to know whom we shall

• J ^ ref0/ e wken the Ralston Health Club declares that it
aid in th ?  , th atfthe Sole obJect of its esistence is to 
a.d m the creation of a new race of men and women it

havebeePeCtft0 ^  * * * * * * *  of those who
naxe been unfortunate m their dealings with others ; or the

Time and experience alone can unfold the truth. You 
are now a member of the Ralston Health Club, and from

rated mav R ^  5°Ped ^  the relations thu« inaugu- 
. . y g l° w blIghter and pleasanter until you wear the

-sagma of a Ralstonite of the zooth Degree,-the hTghest 
eal honor that can be conferred on any human being

(n )
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As all men are not bad, it must follow that sonie are 
worthy of belief. A  world that had no good men m it 
would be wretched in its wickedness. The author remem- 
bers well an afternoon debate, sonie years ago, m which tłie 
assertion was madę that if a genuine philanthropist came 
upon earth, reared in all the purity of an honest hfe anG 
undertook to do good and only good among his fe low- 
beings, the first thing to be charged against him would be 
that “ he had sonie motive in it all.” Tlns charge would 
dampen his ardor and destroy his usefulness.

“ If you ever try to do good in the world, he sai ,

“  conceal it.”
The man who said this with some good-natured bitterness 

in his tones was past middle life. He had no profession 
and no business to engross his time. Unlunited wealth a 
inherited, and a fondness for books that was unparalleled, 
furnished a combination of unusual power. Books, study, 
inyestigation, filled his days and nights. He was a man ot 
unerring judgment, keen and of clearest possible peicep- 
tion, ąuick to absorb and long to remember. He had a 
library of thousands upon thousands ot books, relatmg to 
biology, and life in all its myriad forms. While he could not 
claim the prodigious memory of Mr. Spofford, the L.branan 
of the United States Congress, yet he could go to anyone o. 
his thousands of books and open it at any subject he wishe -

to review. „ . r ..
Such a man, devoting his whole hfe to study for t 

sake of giving its results to mankind, would naturally have 
felt hurt when a man (who happened to be the object ot a 
certain act of pure philanthrophy conung from this gentle
man), said there must be some selfish object in view.

The charge was so mean that ever after, even to this day, 
that whole-souled, noble-hearted philanthropist has refused 
to permit his name, or even his presence, to be associated 
with the great work of his life, and this edict shall stand 
even to his death, when the world will know him to dc
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his memory due honor. He and his co-laborers are revolu- 
tionizing the thoughts and deeds of mankind in this, the 
nineteenth century.

The co-laborers may be passed over in fewer words. 
One is ready with the pen and a deep student of Nature’s 
laws, a reader of thousands of books of science, an exact 
thinker; the other two are men of great wealth, long ago 
past middle life, of achieved public recognition, and students 
and thinkers of the profoundest depth. They were skilled 
in the laboratory. The highest European Colłeges and 
Universities, of which they were graduates, had yielded 
them their richest Stores of knowledge ; and the experiments 
ol the laboratory and the alchemists’ midnight den, had 
revealed many hidden secrets within the heart of Nature’s 
operative life.

These four persons were Christian gentlemen. They 
were honest. Investigators of great truths often bend their 
energies to prove sonie pet theory, and thus see but one-half 
of a fact. These men had no theory. In private life they 
served their Maker and their fellow-beings without ostenta- 
tion. Their honesty was never paraded; but in all their studies, 
their investigations, their experiments they resolved to seek 
the truth and the whole truth. Their motto was: '‘ No 
łkeories, but honest facts.”  To this they were sworn. A 
friendship that has never been broken by one minutę of 
disloyalty still exists. The years that have passed have 
been crowded with experiments and investigation concern- 
ing the human body, life, and its mysteries. The results of 
deeper studies than Greek, Roman, or modern philosopher 
ever gave to this or to any other linę of investigation, are 
soon to be given to the world; while the men who deserve 
the laurels of highest famę are bound by a compact never 
to be known until their triumphs have been achieved. The 
exclamation of Emerson is about to come to pass: “ A
glory is coming to man suck as the most inspired tongues of 
prophets and of poets have never been able to describe."



14 T H E  R A L S T O N  H E A L T H  CLU B .

In a large, square room, surrounded by smaller apart- 
ments, was the laboratory. The eąuipments could not have 
been possible to persons without wealth. So valuable were 
sonie of the appaiatus j and so miportant were the processes 
of many experiments, that no servant was ever admitted, for 
fear sonie accidental carelessness might do injury. These 
men took care of the room. The building, and especially 
this section of it, became mysterious to sonie who came near 
it during the day, but never entered the room of rooms.

Here every kind 01 light was analyzed. Here heat in its 
varying forms came to be known. Here electricity, mag- 
netism, and G LA M E  were studied. Here air and gases, 
water, oils, liąuids, and all the substances of earth were 
resolved, and re-resolved a hundred times to their elements. 
Here molecules and atoms drew close attention. Here the 
human body, its blood and bonę, nerve, tissue, muscle, 
and brain, and all the operations of all the functions oi 
myriad and mysterious life, were madę to pass and re-pass 
before the searching eye of the investigators. No man and 
no body of men have ever reached truths so valuable and 
important to mankind as those which came to reward the 
efforts of these men. The truths so attained are not all in 
the present work on health, for that would be impossible ; 
but they appear in the following works :—

1. The General Membership Book of the Ralston Health 
Club, known as Volume i.

2. The Inside Membership Book, or Volume 2.
3. The Complete Membership Book, or Vo!ume 3.
4. A  series of works, consisting of several courses of 

study, constituting a so-called School of Philosophy, to 
which all Ralstonites may be admitted free upon taking the 
proper degrees leading thereto.

The truths which have been reached are now in the 
possession of mankind to a limited extent oni)'; but they 
have been steadily undergoing preparation, and are now
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ready for the accomplishment of their mission; a purpose 
probably inspired by the Creator of all wisdorn.

The plan of the Ralston Health Club is one of charity, 
or semi-charity. It seeks no wealth on the one hand ; and 
refuses to aid laziness on the other.

While it is pledged to devote all its surplus money to 
spreading the doctrine of perfect health, it will not confer 
its blessings freely upon those who place no value upon that 
whicli costs nothing.

Its plan is therefore to deal charitably and generously 
with the worthy, and let all others pay a fair price for the 
benefits conferred.

The Motto o f the Ralston Health Club is 

P E R F E C T H EA LTH .

Its  Pu r p o s e : T o E s t a b l ish  a  N ew  R a c e .

A  Ralstonite is an ordinary member, seeking only to 
acquire perfect health, or to preserve it.

A  “ Progressive Ralstonite ” is one who is willing to enter 
ąuietly and unostentatiously upon a life of philanthrophy, 
seeking to do sonie little good in the worłd, and helping to 
spread the doctrine of Perfect Health among a few of his 
fellow-beings, and thereby assisting in establishing a New 
Race. He need do but little, and yet that little may be 
one of a million feeble forces, by whose combined power 
the world is to be revolutionized. Will you be with us, or 
will you choose to remain a Ralstonite only ? The world is 
our subject, and its re-creation our goal. God calls you 
to a higher and nobler sphere of usefulness than you have 
ever yet entered.

This book is called the “  Health Club Book,” or, in other 
words, the General Membership Book of the Ralston Health 
Club. It is intended for Class One, or those who are in



good health and wish to preserve it. It will be divided mto 

two parts :
Part O ne: Theoretical; or the Science of Health.
Part Two : Practical; or the Enjoyment of Health.
The Theoretical Part will deal with the following topics : 
An Explanation of the Methods of the Ralston Health 

C lub; forming Cliapter Three.
Creed of the Ralstonites ; Cliapter Four.
Possibilities of a Long Life; Cliapter Fwe.
W h y w e D ie ; Cliapter Six.
W hy we Live ; Cliapter Seven.
Doctrines of Life and Death; Cliapter Eight.
The foregoing chapters complete Part One.

g  T H E  R A L S T O N  H E A L T H  CLU B .

The Practical Part, or the Enjoyment of Health, is dmded 
into four divisions, and are devoted to the Four Cardinal 
Points of Health, as follows :
Part Two : The Practical Enjoyment of Health.

ist Dmsion: First Cardinal Point of Health: GLAM E. 
2nd D m sion: Second Cardinal Point of Health: Foo . 
, rd Dmsion: Third Cardinal Point of Health: Exercise. 
4th Division: Fourth Cardinal Point of Health: Cheei-

fulness.

THE FOUR CARDINAL POINTS OF HEALTH.

ist Dmsion. GLAM E.
Chapter Ninę : A description of GLAM E.
Cliapter Ten: First Experiments with GLAM E. 
Chapter Eleven :  Habitual Development of GLAM E.

2nd Dmsion. F ood.
Chapter Twelve : The Naturę of Food.
Chapter Thirteen: The Uses of Food.
Chapter Fourteen: Eating for Health.
Chapter F ifteen : What to Eat.
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3rd Division. E x e r c is e .
Chapter Sixteen : Philosophy of Motion.
Cliapter Seventeen: A  Codę of Practice.
Chapter Eighteen : Bathing for Health.

4th Division. C h e e r f u l n e s s .

Chapter Nineteen : The Naturę of Cheerfulness.
Chapter Twenty: The Uses of Cheerfulness.
Chapter Twenty-one : The Cultivation of Cheerfulness.

PART THREE.
Chapter Twenty-two : The Charity W ork of the Ralston 

Health Club in the Cure of Special Diseases.
Chapter Twenty-three: How to take Degrees.
Chapter Twenty-four: Futurę of the Ralston Health 

Club.

W e have outlined the whole plan of this book as far as it 
relates to General Members. The effectiveness of the plan 
has been well tested and will be found to be most satisfactory 
to those who read and re-read the book for the good there 
is in it. As General Membership is intended only for those 
who are in Class One, or in other words in good health, the 
usefulness of the book is limited to that class.

Persons in ill-health may obtain further aid by becoming 
Inside Members, or Complete Members,. which may be 
accomplished in one of three ways :—

1. Either by the payment of money ; or
2. By the charitable aid of the club: or
3. By becoming a Progressive Ralstonite.

These are fully explained in Chapters 22 and 23.



CHHPTER THREE.

AN EXPLANATION OF THE METHODS OF THE RALS
TON HEALTH CLUB.

As is now well known, this club is doing a grand work 
in every part of the country. There is scarcely a locality 
where its members are not found.

By reading its creed it will be seen that the object of the 
Club is three-fold :—

1. The attainment of perfect health.
2. The restoration of youth.
3. The postponement of death as long as possible.
These, we claim, may be accomplished by the observance

of NATURAL la w s , without medicine, and without cost. 
These Natural Laws are the Four Cardinal Poin/s of 
Flealtli.

Thousands of people die every year of diseases that 
should never have caused death. Hundreds of thousands 
are suffering from ills which are the result of ignorance, 
and which could not exist under the Ralston Treatment.

The vast sums of money paid for medicines are drawn 
from unthinking people for mere nostrums, which are 
positively injurious. The lining of the stornach is eaten into 
and partially destroyed by these drugs ; the blood impover- 
ished, and the nerves prostrated. Men grow rich selling 
medicines which do no good. The vast trade in such cure- 
alls could not exist if the Ralston Reginie were adopted ; 
and families would save, every year, many dollars, which 
are now idły thrown away.

The famous Dr. John C. Gunn, in his great treatise 
(page 34), says : “ And I now give you my opinion, founded 
on long observation and reflection, that if there was not 
a single physician, surgeon, apothecary, chemist, or drug-

(iS)



gist on the face of the earth, there would be less sickness 
and less mortality than now takes place.”

W e do not agree that physicans should be or could be 
dispensed with: but they should be honest, and entertain 
an honest desire that their patients should recover health 
as speedily as possible. Honest physicians, knowing well 
that invalids cannot recover by medicines alone, will bring 
their patients into the Ralston Health Club. It is an 
amazing fa ct that the majority o f our members have been 
induced, and some ordered, to jo in  this club by physicians.

“ If you really want good health here is the best way of 
getting it,” they say.

These physicians, some might claim, would lose their 
practice, if their patients got well. This is not the case. 
Sickness will never cease, for thoughtless people will always 
abound; and the physicians who send patients back to 
health instead of onward to the grave, must be regarded as 
successful practitioners, and success wins. Therefore the 
physician who recommends membership in the Ralston 
Health Club, and thereby aids his patient to get well and 
remain well, will win a larger practice among the careless 
and thoughtless people, by reason of his success.

Every fact and doctrine of the Ralston Health Club is 
founded upon good, plain, common sense, sustained by 
science, and for this great reason good physicians take 
pleasure in recommending the Club.

Whether their claims are true or not is quite immaterial. 
This much we do know, every part of the body may be 
kept in health longer than it is.

This method is fuli of common sense , because,—
ist. It admits that disease and death are caused by the 

waste, wear and tear, and break-down of one or morę parts 
of the body.

2d. It discorers the cause .
3d. It checks the cause e f f e c t u a l l y .
4th. It employs no medicines.

M E T H O D S O F  T H E  R A L S T O N  H E A L T H  CLU B . Xg
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A  very prominent physician says: “  In addition to the 
special value of this method, Prof. Ralston’s generał plan 
of caring for the healtli, rules fo r  daily exercise, regime, use 
o f foods, habiłs, etc. would alone render his book worth 
h u n d r ed s  OF d o l l a r s , even if his Discovery were not 
given. No sensible person can fail to admire his simple 
style of stating great truths, and his honest zeal for the 
good of humanity.”

W e śpeak advisedly when we declare that the organs—  
the liver, heart, stornach, and kidneys— ęuickly regenerate 
themselves when the irritating causes are removed; that 
t h is  m e th o d  removes such causes, cleanses them and gives 
them new life. W e are prepared to prove that any disease 
may be completely cured without medicine or cost. For this 
reason, knowing the importance of so great a discovery to 
the world, we seek to carry it to every man and woman in 
the land.

W e propose that every member of the Ralston Health 
Club shall possess the following advantages over the rest 
of mankind:—

i, A  strong physiąue. 2, Perfect complexion. 3. A 
magnificent pair of lungs. 4, A  perfect heart. 5, A  healthy 
stornach. 6, A  perfect liver. 7, A  elear, bright skin on the 
entire body, free from humor or blemish. 8, Sound kidneys.

No person possesses all of these, however good the health 
may seem. Disease ąuietly undermines sonie organ, while 
we have no suspicion of its existence, until it suddenly 
bursts forth. A  man quite recently said that “ he never 
had a sick day in his life,” yet, in three months, died of 
Bright’s disease. How long had the disease been present 
in his system ? “ Over a year,” said the doctor. He never
knew it, and was boasting of perfect health while a fatal 
malady was feeding on his life.

The advantages ofbeing a Ralstonite are many, as will be 
found stated in the chapters of this book, but chief among 
them is the fact that “ once in you are in forever,” and
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expenses cease. Each spell of sickness, each cure, does not 
run up an expensive doctor’s bill.

Doctors’ bills keep some families poor.
In a few years Ralstonites will be known by their ruddy 

complexions, their magnificent physiąue, their bright, elear 
eyes, their enjoyment of life, and their affluent circumstances • 
The three H’s will be their badge.

HEALTH. HAPPINESS. HOME.

They will possess and dwell in all three.
Our greatest pride is to make this universal. W e can- 

not do it by advertising. Y O U  should possess love enough 
of the human race to work constantly, day after day, until 
you have sown good seed.

If you are religious, it should be your religion, for, when 
we solve the ąuestion of health and habits— Brain Regime 
and Body Regime— we have solved nine tenths of the 
wickedness of mankind.

Ili health is the cause of nearly all bad tempers, cross 
words, and fallings from grace. The Health Club cures 
that.

Erratic nerves are the cause of morbid inclinations, 
broodings over crirne, and yieldings to temptation. Per- 
sonal Magnetism cures them.

Insufficient brain health is the cause of misjudgment, 
ailures of plans, weak-mindedness, and conseąuent sins. 
Brain Regime cures that.

It is the universal opinion of the governments of Europę 
and America that crime is a disease. W e know that siekły 
people are not responsible for irritability and cross words.

Good health, then, should be your religion.
But you may not be religious. If you are a philanthro- 

pist, your love of mankind should prompt you to place the 
opportunity of membership in the hands of every man and 
woman who will appreciate it.
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From time immemorial it has been the fate of all great 
discoveries to commence quietly, without the flourish ot 
trumpets, and by the force of their own value to rise to 
their proper level.

Anything that has to be constantly kept before the public 
by advertisements has not merit enough o f its own to be 
worthy o f public approval.

The merits of the Ralston doctrine are tested by the 
unanimity of satisfaction it creates among its members. W e 
receive no complaints, but are constantly told of wonderful 
cures effected by the first and second books. The specific 
cures of these books have never known a failure.

It is well to have them on hand in case of futurę 
emergency, although you may be well at the present time.

H O W  S H A L L  W E  IN C R E A S E  OUR M E M B E R SH IP .

Our Members must do the work. All who have faith 
in the good to be accomplished, all who believe that 
pure bodies will aid in the attainment of pure minds and 
souls,— all such will willingly sacrifice time and patience 
in obtaining recruits for the Health Club.

W e do not advertise the Health Club, as by so doing we 
subject ourselves to the criticism of puffing ourselves, and 
at once sink to the level of medicine venders.

W e depend upon members only for the spread of 
our club and its usefulness. As every member may receive 
practical benefit worth hundreds of dollars, we rely upon 
their zeal and earnestness in spreading the news of this 
movement.

1. W e wish a Ralston Club in every County in the 
United States and Canada.

2. W e wish you to help us, if you feel so disposed. 
You can aid us in the following w ays:—

ist. Write to us for circulars to give to your friends, 
neighbors, and acąuaintances.



2nd. Send circulars to all your acąuaintances out of 
town in the various States, and write them letters, urging 
upon them the necessity of joining the Club by writing to 
Washington.

3rd. Insist upon forming a “ Ralston Club” where you 
live, and do not let the matter drop until you conąuer. 
Persistent effort is one mark of greatness; and there are 
noble characters, uncrowned, in every town and village.

Resume-
1. General Members have no duties to perform.
2. Complete Members may organize Ralston Clubs; and 

for this purpose, if they desire, they will be furnished with 
a charter and constitution, free of expense*

N o t ic e  :— A  smali proportion only of the fees charged 
for books of the Health Club are actually taken by us. 
Fully nine-tenths of all chargeable money will not be 
received. The dollar fee for General Membership is used 
merely to pay the actual running expenses of the club and 
the cost of publications.

The Ralston Health Club is pledged, to accept no profits 
from the sale o f books. Its work is one o f philanthropy.

Money is not needed so much as the life-lasting loyalty 
of its members, who will pledge themselves to do good in 
the world.
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C L U B  N U M B E R  C I R C U L A R S .

W e now issue “ Club Num ber C ircu la rs”  free to our members. E ach circular 
bears a num ber; thus enabling us to credit the person w ho sends them out. To 
show the result of using these circulars, a member recently sent out ioo to 
acąuaintances, w riting a letter to each. Thirty-tw o of them reached us, and the 
sender became a 32d D egree Member.

* T h e Charter and Constitution are now published in fuli in the Book of Com
plete Membership.



CHAPTĘR FOUR.

CREED OF THE RALSTONITES.
A r tic le  I.— W e believe in the existence of a l if e  

p r in c ip l e , called GLAM E, which dwells in the universe, 
and which may be drawn into the human body by certain 
exercises and treatment.

A r t ic l e  II.— W e believe that this l if e  p r in c ip l e  is 
an impelling force, which may direct all the impuls es of 
growth and development.

A r t ic l e  III.— W e believe that (as no scientist has 
hitherto madę a special study of this l if e  p r in c ip l e ) 
the ignorance of the human race upon this, the most vital 
fact of existence, has much to do with the prevalence of 
disease, the untimely approach of old age, and death.

A r t ic l e  IV.— W e believe that it is possible for man 
(by special study, experiment, and investigation) to learn 
about the l if e  p r in c ip l e , or v it a l  s p a r k , called 
G LAM E, and to draw it into the body, and increase the 
power of our vitality for the purpose of securing health, and 
prolonging life.

A r t ic le  V.— W e believe that as a weakened vitality 
yields ąuickly to disease and death, so a strengthened 
vitality may baffle these monsters for many years, and delay 
even the approach of age.

A r t ic l e  VI.— W e believe that ill health is due to one 
or morę of the following causes

i. Inheritance. 2. Carelessness. 3. Ignorance. That 
medicine is positively injurious, and unnecessary, except in 
a crisis, and even then is only the substitute of one ill for 
another; and that exercises and regime for the generation 
of the l if e  p r in c ip l e  called GLAM E, will give a diseased 
body a n e w  b ir t h .

(24)
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A r t ic l e  VII.— W e believe that the adulteration of food 
is increasing every year at an alarming ratę; and is the 
cause of diseases of the liver and kidneys; and that every 
man and woman in America should aid in an organized 
effort to drive these adulterations from the market.

A r t ic le  VIII.— W e believe that a knowledge of what 
is the best food for the stornach, and the obtaining of such 
food i n a pure State; also the cultivation of habits con- 
sistent with the laws of health ; and the practice of exer- 
cises for increasing the power of the l if e  p r in c ip l e , 
must and will result in absolutely perfect health, and the 
prolongation of human life far beyond its present duration.

A r tic le  IX.— W e believe that there are ways of pre- 
venting, and ways of curing, by natural methods, without 
medicine and without cost, all the ills that “ flesh is heir to,” 
from common headaches and colds, to the great incurable 
diseases, so-called.

A r tic le  X .— W e believe that, as every honest physician 
should be willing to encourage the rapid recovery of his 
patient by the aid of Naturę as found in the Four Cardinal 
Points of Health, so should every patient in cases of neces- 
sity employ a physician of the Ralston Health Club, all 
other things being eąual.

A r ticle  X I .— W e believe heartily and unreservedly 
that the Four Cardinal Points of Health are founded on 
Nature’s primeval, permanent, and perfect laws of existence.



CHHPTER FIYE.

POSSIBILITIES OF A LONG LIFE.

No person in the possession of fuli vigor and enjoyment 
of life wishes to die.

Those who seek destruction are generally insane or mor- 
bidly discouraged. Some are “ willing to go ’’ if relief from 
the cares and sufferings of this existence may be obtained. 
But the possession of all the faculties of body and mind, 
attended by an enjoyment of living, can only inspire all 
hurnan beings with a tenacious desire to prolong life to the 
utmost length.

The “ allotted time ”  is three score years and ten; but 
this designated period fails utterly to represent either the 
limit of life, or its average duration. Seventy years ! what 
possible connection has that period of time with the length 
of human life ? Morę people die at the age of ten, or 
twenty, or thirty, or forty, or fifty, or sixty, than at the age 
of seventy. Neither is it the ordinary or average limit of 
a long life. O f all the persons who reach the age of sixty- 
five, six, seven, eight, or nine, a majority pass seventy.

Old people think of their many years and expect soon to 
pass away. In most persons this one thought is constantly 
in mind and it hastens the breaking down of the faculties, 
and actually brings on premature old age, decrepitude, and 
death. Here we have a good illustration of the power of 
the Fourth Cardinal Point of Health, and of the effect of 
its non-observance.

Isaiah, chapter LX V, says: “ There shall be no morę 
thence an infant of days, nor an old man that hath not filled 
his days; for the child shall die an hundred years old.”

(26)
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This cannot refer to the futurę existence, for that is im- 
mortal; but must herald the dawn of a new era, in which 
men shall reach the ends that are possible in this life.

The most interesting experiment that a man could make 
would be to test the possibilities of a long life. The body, 
mind, and nerves are subjected to constant abuse, and give 
way in time to disease. Long life and the preservation of 
health are easily accomplished if the Four Cardinal Points 
o f Health (GLAM E, Food, Exercise, and Cheerfulness) 
are given even ordinary attention. But what are the facts ?

1. Until recently no scientific attempt has ever been madę 
to draw G LAM E into the system.

2. Four-fifths of the food taken into the stornach is in- 
jurious.

3. Exercise is either omitted, or forced, or taken by gym- 
nasium methods; all of which produce short lives.

4. Cheerfulness is never cultivated; and irritability in- 
creases with advancing years.

W e declare that in the life of any man or wornan who 
belongs to the first class of Ralstonites (and all should be in 
this class sooner or later) an extreme age may be reached 
without the decrepitude that ordinarily attends it, if such 
person will give ordinary attention only to the Four Car
dinal Points of Health.

Urdini, a Count of the last century, who, at the age of 
thirty-nine had ruined his health by dissipation, was told by 
his physicians that he must die in less than a year. He 
consulted all the men of learning of that age, but all agreed 
that his constitution was ruined, and had not sufficient vitality 
left to sustain life much longer. An old Alchemist, who 
had studied the circulation of the blood, discovered that it 
fed on two unknown powers; one he described as the 
breath of life (corresponding probably to the recently dis- 
covered GLAM E), and the other he described as a good 
disposition or “ active cheerfulness.” These two powers di- 
gested food and madę blood ; while exercise gave strength.
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Here we find the Four Cardinal Poinłs o f Health uncon- 
sciously discovered by a now unknown Alchemist of the 
last century, and adopted by the Count Urdini. He re- 
solved to recuperate his lost health, to regenerate his blood, 
to rebuild his body and,— to live ! In three years he was a 
new man; he lived to a good old age, and died at 98.

“ Henry Francisco, born in France, died near Whitehall, 
N. Y., in October, 1824, in his one hundred and thirty-fifth 
year.”

Dr. Mussey, formerly a professor of anatomy and surgery 
at Dartmouth College, says that John Gilley, born in the 
County of Cork, Ireland, 1690, died at Augusta, Me., July, 
1813, aged one hundred and twenty-three. “ I saw him,” 
says Dr. Mussey, “ after sunset of a cold evening in De- 
cember at the age of about one hundred and eighteen. At 
that time he took the whole care of the cattle at his barn, 
and cut all the wood for the fire in his house. He lived a 
bachelor till he was between seventy and eighty, when he 
was married to a girl of eighteen. They had eight children 
who had gone out iuto the world to seek their fortunę, leav- 
the old folks to take care of the homestead.”

“ William Scoby, a native of Ireland, died in London- 
derry, N. H., at the age of one hundred and ten years. 
When he was one hundred years of age he travelled on foot 
from Londonderry to Portsmouth, morę than thirty-fiye 
miles, in one day.”

“ Peter Zarten, near Temesvar, in Hungary, died January 
5, 1724, at the age of one hundred and eighty-five.”

“ Henry Jenkins of Yorkshire, England, lived to be eight 
score and nine, or one hundred and sixty-nine years of age.”

“ Thomas Parr, of Shropshire (England), died in 1636, 
aged one hundred and fifty-twc^years and nine months. 
He was twice married ; the first time at eighty, the second 
time at one hundred and twenty years ; he had offspring by 
eacn marriage.”
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“ Nina Zahn, near Berlin, died at the age of one hundred 
and forty-one, having never tasted meat in her life, nor 
used beer.”

“ John Rovin and his wife, of Temesvar, Hungary, died 
1741, he in his one hundred and seventy-second year, she 
in her one hundred and sixty-fourth, having lived together, 
man and wife, one hundred and forty-seven years. He 
was married at the age of twenty-five and his wife at the 
age of seventeen.”

“ The Hon. Mrs. Watkins of Glamorganshire, visited 
London at the age of one hundred and ten, the last year of 
her life, to witness one of the performances of Mrs. Siddons. 
She ascended the many flights of steps, which lead to the 
whispering dome of St. Paul’s. The last forty years of her 
life, Mrs. W . is said to have lived exclusively on potatoes.”

“ Martin Gulesburg of London, England, was over one 
hundred and thirty, by actual proof, when he died. His 
rełatives claimed that he was older by twenty years, but the 
only thoroughly reliable evidence obtainable went back no 
farther than the above age, when he was a smali boy.”

“J. E. Worcester, LL.D., gives a list of ninety-eight per- 
sons in New Hampshire, with the datę of their deaths, 
which occurred within the period of ninety-three years, end- 
ing in 1824, all of whom were one hundred or morę years 
old, besides six others, the dates of whose deaths were 
unknown, the eldest of whom was one hundred and twenty. 
Dr. Worcester gives a table, beginning in 1808 and ending 
in 1821, exhibiting a list of one hundred and thirty-two 
persons in the United States who had attained the age of 
one hundred and ten years or upwards; three at one 
hundred and thirty, three at one hundred and thirty-four; 
one at one hundred and thirty-five; two at one hundred 
and thirty-six; one at one hundred and thirty-seven; one 
at one hundred and forty-two ; one at one hundred and 
forty-three ; one at one hundred and fifty years of age.”
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“ There were in the United States, in 1850, two thousand, 
five hundred and fifty-five persons over one hundred years 
of age, which would make about one person in every nine 
thousand.”

“ In the beginning of the year 1858, there were in the 
New England States, four clergymen, all educated at Dart- 
mouth College, each of whom was one hundred years old.”

“ Robert Metlin died in 1787 at the age of one hundred 
and fifteen. He lived for some time at Portsmouth, and 
followed the occupation of a baker. He was a great 
pedestrian. He usually bought his flour in Boston and 
travelled thither on foot. He performed the journey 
in a day, the distance being then about sixty-six miles, 
niade his purchases, put his flour on board a coaster, and 
returned horne the next day. He was eighty years of age 
the last time he performed this journey. At that time this 
was thought an extraordinary day’s journey for a horse. 
The stage-coaches reąuired the greater part of two days. 
Col. Atkinson with a strong horse and a very light sulky, 
once accomplished it in a day. He set out early in the 
morning, and before he reached Greenland overtook Metlin, 
and inquired where he was bound. Metlin answered, to 
Boston. Atkinson asked if he every expected to reach 
there, and drove on. Atkinson stopped at Greenland, and 
Metlin passed him ; they alternately passed each other at 
every stage on the road, and crossed Charlestown ferry in 
the same boat before sunset.”

“ According to Pliny, in the year 76 of the Christian Era, 
from a taxing of Vespasian it was estimated that between 
the Apennies and the Po, there were living one hundred 
and twenty-four persons one hundred years old or upwards ; 
v iz .: fifty-four of one hundred years ; tifcy-seven of one hun
dred and ten years; two of one hundred and twenty-five 
years; four of one hundred and thirty ; four of one hundred 
and thirty-five years; and three of one hundred and forty. 
Besides these, Parma had five, whereof three fulfilled one
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hundred and twenty, and two, one hundred and thirty ; 
Brussels had one of one hundred and twenty-five ; Placentia 
one of one hundred and thirty-one; Faventio one woman of 
one hundred and thirty-two; a certain town then called 
Velleiacium, situated in the hills about Placentia, afforded 
ten, whereof six fulfilled one hundred and ten years of age, 
four, one hundred and twenty; lastły Rimino, one of one 
hundred and filty years, whose name was Marcus Apponius.”

“ Captain Riley, in the Journal of his Shipwreck, men- 
tions that he was told by Sidi Homet, of an Arab in the 
great African Desert who was nearly three hundred years 
o ld; and he adds ‘ I ara fully of the opinion that a great 
many Arabs in this great expanse of desert actually live to 
the age of two hundred years or morę. ’ ”

“ Maltę Brun says, 1 It was in Punjaub and other elevated 
districts that the ancients collected numerous examples of 
Indian longevity. The Cyrni and the subjects of Prince 
Musicanus, often lived to the age of one hundred and thirty 
or two hundred years.’ ”

“ Faria says an inhabitant of Diu iived to the age of 
three hundred years.”

Eminent scientists and physicians clairn that:
1. The skin may last for nine hundred years.
2. The bones may endure four thousand years.
3. The heart may endure three hundred years.
4. The liver four hundred years.
5. The stornach nearly three hundred years.
6. The kidneys two hundred years or morę.
7. The lungs fifteen hundred years.
H. J. Webber in the American Nałuralist, February, 

1892, says: “ O f certain organisms, however, we cannot 
predicate that death will occur. On the contrary, for the 
Protozoa and probably Protophyta, it has been determined 
that there is no death. They are, according to Weismann, 
immortal, so far as normal death is concerned. Accidental 
death must be considered, and the ravages frorn higher
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ammals to which the Protozoa and Protophyta are exposed 
are enormous. So methods are provided for the reproduc- 
tion of the species.”

The Bibie records the extreme age of the earlier patri- 
archs to be from three hundred up to over nine hundred 
years. Is that a fraud? Disbelievers and believers have 
tried to account for the Bibie statement on various foolish 
hypotheses. “A  year meant less than 365 days.” W hy so ? 
II thoseold Bibie men did not live for hundreds of years, 
then the Hebrew language is wrong, the English translation 
is wrong, the inspiration was wrong, and it is wrong to leave 
the statements in the Bibie.

They knew what G LAM E was. They knew how to get it 
out of the air and sunshine. The earlier races of the world 
were guided morę by instinct than we are to-day. History 
shows that. They possessed probably an instinctive knowl- 
edge ol the value of GLAM E, sińce lost. The word 
G LA M E  was in their language, but never has been repro- 
duced in any language sińce then ; the Greek word, glama, 
having only an accidental approach to the spelling, and 
being in no way related in meaning, or philologically.

A person nnght be laughed at to-day for saying the Bibie 
is true, and for claiming that mail can live now one-fifth as 
l°ng as he could then. Yet there are sonie ladies and 
gentlemen who are not afraid of being laughed at. The 
Ralstomtes are making an honest effort to find out if life 
may be prolonged indefinitely, and youth and freshness 
maintained by storing G LAM E in the system, and by care- 
ful attention to the laws of health.



CHHPTER SIX.

WHY WE DIE.

The ąuestion is often asked why the human organism 
cannot live forever; why, when the body is built with such 
wonderful design and magnificent complications, containing 
as it does the seeds of immortality, and capable of so much 
happiness, it should ever perish. Xhe flesh, bones, tissue, 
muscles, and organs which are used in the processes of 
every day existence it would seem, ought to be capable oi 
an indefinite existence.

The old saying that the moment we commence to live we 
all commence to die is far from being correct. While the 
body is adding to its size, or in other words, while growth 
is going on we are not only not dying, but are morę than 
living. There is at work a certain positive life-principle, 
which asserts for the body a strong existence ; and this life- 
principle morę than holds its own during the years of growth, 
after which it commences the struggle which endures for 
so many years in strong constitutions, and in which it is 
tinally overcome by death. A  careful knowledge of this life- 
principle is essential to us all, and a subseąuent chapter will 
be devoted to the discussion of it.

When the struggle between this essence oi existence and 
the hand of death commences there is only one ąuestion at 
stake, and that is merely one of time. It is a matter oi 
absolute certainty that death,will conąuer in the end, yet 
if we could know just what the death oi the body means 
we would be able to meet it, and, by marshalling our forces, 
win instead of lose the battle. It is tnie that during the 
period of growth, the life-principle may be suddenly arrested

(33)
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by disease and death ensue; but all death from any cause 
except the wearing out of the body is unnatural.

W e will cali death by another name. Disintegration.
Place any specimen from the vegetable world upon the 

ground and a certain process commences, whereby the par- 
ticles which compose it are separated one by one from it, 
and absorbed into new life. This is the disintegration of 
that substance. Place a piece of meat anywhere, and a 
similar process will ensue. Very soon the entire piece be- 
comes corrupt; not only does its corruption cause its own 
disintegration, but by contact with any other species of life 
is very surę to commence a rapid dissolution of that also. 
This is the whole sum and substance of death, stated without 
technical terms, and freed from the language of the medical 
profession, but madę elear to the ordinary reader.

Now we do not mean to say that this same process is de- 
layed in the human body until growth ceases, but we do 
say that the life-principle is much stronger while growth is 
going on in the average person, than after life has obtained 
a foothold upon the human body ; it is powerful enough to 
defeat the results of dissolution. Even after growth has 
ceased the life-principle holds its own against the process of 
disintegration often for many years. When this process 
does commence it is sometimes very rapid, as in the cases 
of fever and other active diseases, and at other times it is 
exceeding slow, struggling for the half of a lifetime.

If we can prove that it is possible to prevent disintegra
tion we can then satisfy the reader that it is possible to delay 
the approach of death.

If we were to ask the ąuestion, how is life sustained, the 
answer would readily corne, by supplying the stornach with 
food. But suppose the stornach is not able to digest that 
food, what then? Or supposing the stornach is able to dis- 
pose of the food, but that the lungs are completely out of 
repair, of what use would the food be to us? You may 
then say that food is supplied to the stornach for the pur-
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pose of making blood, and that the air is breathed into the 
lungs for the purpose of carrying oxygen, which is used for 
purifying the blood. This is an old notion which is in con- 
flict with the true theory of life itself. While the oxygen 
which the blood absorbs from the air undoubtedly purifies 
the blood, if we cali changing its naturę a purification, yet 
the rnain purpose of the Union between the blood and the 
oxygen which first comes from the air, is to establish that 
vital process which governs the nervous system. It is in 
this very act that life itself originates.

The food that passes into the stornach ought to find a 
willing and anxious digestive organ,—in other words an 
appetite. Hunger is the true source of perfect digestion. 
A  morbid appetite is the result of an unnatural or diseased 
condition of the stornach. W e assert, and are prepared to 
prove to all our classification members by a species of treat- 
ment which it is not proper to make too public in this work, 
and which it would be dangerous to give to all classes of 
people alike, that the loss of appetite and morbid hunger, 
may both be entirely overcome. Having taken the position 
that the stornach can be madę to do its fuli duty and thereby 
generate the proper supply of blood for the existence of the 
body, and being also ready to prove in another chapter 
that the proper amount of oxygen can be developed even in 
diseased lungs, we are ready for the examination of the next 
ąuestion.

After the food has left the stornach, we find two processes 
at work at the same tirne in the body: one, active life by 
means of the circulation of the blood throughout the body, 
which is only the better portion of the food passing to every 
possible fibrę in the entire system,— to bonę, sinew, muscle, 
nerve, giand, tissue, and organ,— life and existence; and at 
the same time that portion of the food for which the body 
has no further use passing onward for the purpose of seeking 
an escape through the proper channels. If it were possible 
for the refuse of the stornach to escape immediately upon
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the completion of the process of digestion, we assert and 
are still prepared to prove that this one fact alone, would 
add a hundred years to a person’s life; but naturę has uses 
even beyond the duodenum for this refuse matter, and yet 
the recompense is death.

Disintegration on a very active scalę commences even in 
the stornach itself, in which case the unpleasant results are 
forced directly upon our taste, as for instance, the fermen- 
tation of food before it leaves the stornach ; but in the natural 
process disintegration ought not to commence until the food 
has passed from the stornach; a barrier being placed be- 
tween this decay and our consciousness of it. It is true 
that with even the healthier portion of the food, known as 
the blood, stagnation may occur; and this, combined with 
the corruption of the refuse matter, tends to invite disease 
and hasten the termination of life. Could we prevent dis
integration of both portions of the food while in the body, 
a person could live till the end of time, barring accidents 
of a mechanical naturę.

For the purpose of rendering our theories easily under- 
stood we will treat the entire body as two divisions of the 
food which is taken into the stornach.

First Dwision.— Ali that healthy portion of the body 
which is fuli of the active life-principle.

SeconcL Dwision.— -Ali that portion of the body that is 
mere refuse or dead matter.

To keep the first division in repair requires the applica- 
tion of the life-principle, and here we use the Shaftesbury 
doctrine of vitality, as found in his wonderful book on Per- 
sonal Magnetism, and from which we are permitted to take 
but little, owing to a copyright which exists upon that work.

By far the most difficult problem now before us is the 
proper disposal of the second division, or the refuse matter 
of the body. It is not only in the intestinal canal that 
this corrupt matter does incalculable damage, but around 
all organs; in the kidneys especially, the liver, the heart,
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and on the entire surface of the skin do we find the process 
of death going on with great activity.

In order to dispose of this matter we lay down the two 
following reąuirements:—

First.— A  thorough cleansing by proper methods of the 
entire surface of the body, and an eąually thorough cleansing 
by a method peculiarly our own, of the entire inward organi- 
zation of the body. This last method of cleansing can only 
be madę known to classification members, for the reasons 
which they will clearly understand.

Second.— By the aid of the life-principle in rebuilding 
new matter so thoroughly healthy that it forces itsell into the 
place of the old.

There is no such thing as the wear and tear ol the 
machinery of the human system. This has been assigned 
over and over again, as the reason for the wearing out of 
life. W e die only as the piece of rneat decays. The use ot 
medicines, except in desperate crises, only adds to the cor- 
ruption of the body.

With the liver coated with a polluted slime of decay, with 
the heart surrounded by a mass of corruption, with the 
kidneys in the midst of the rankest refuse of the body, how 
can we expect to prolong life to any farther period than the 
usual span of existence ? When we understand how to pre- 
vent this corruption that surrounds the outer body and fills 
the inner, there will be no fact left to support the claim ot a 
limited duration of existence.

W e do not beliere in establishing theories and afterwards 
forcing the facts to conform to them ; we have proceeded in 
our experiments during many years, upon the basis of first 
finding what are the facts and then applying the theories ; 
and experience will demonstrate the truth of the great prin- 
ciples laicl down in this chapter which we have endeavored 
to State with such simplicity, that the crudest minds would 
easily understand all that we claim.
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There are three causes of death.
1. — Accident.
2. — Ossification.
3. — Disease.

ACCIDENT.

The chances of dying of accident are exceedingly slight. 
Ordinary care would have prevented a majority of even those 
which have occurred.

OSSIFICATION.

The second cause of death— the natural ossification of the 
body— may be postponed many years by dissolving the 
calcareous deposits. To teach this is one of the chief pur- 
poses of the present volume.

DISEASE.

To ward off disease is to save the body for the grand 
struggle of the Health Club, whose rnain purpose is to 
retard the second cause of death— the natural ossification 
of the body. Disease comes . so unexpectedly and from 
such slight beginnings that life often seems to hang by a 
fragile thread. Yet all diseases may be traced to two 
causes:—

1. — Colds.
2. — Derangement or abuse of the stornach.

COLDS.

W e walk through life attended by a cold ready to seize 
upon us. If we depart ever so little from a regular course 
of living we catch cold. If we are overheated, or under- 
heated, if we exercise too much or too little, we catch cold. 
It is often impossible to avoid a cold, even with the most 
exacting watchfulness. Sometimes it seems that the morę 
careful we are the morę readily we get a cold.

COLDS CAUSE MORĘ DEATHS THAN ALL OTHER DISEASES COM-
BINED.

If a cold does not settle upon the lungs, it generally 
affects sonie important organ. It is by a succession of colds
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that the dreaded diseases of the kidneys are called into 
existence.

A  cold will bring into active operation many a latent 
inherited disease, which might have lain dormant forever.

Neuralgia, rheumatism, catarrh, throat and lung diseases 
never could obtain a hołd upon the system were it not for 
a cold.

Go through the entire catalogue of physical ills, and 
select those which are not caused or developed by a cold, 
and the list will be very smali.

Diseases wear out the body.
Colds cause or develop diseases.
If we cannot prevent catching cold, we cannot fight 

disease.
The author asserts that it is unnecessary to ever catch 

cold. The observance of a proper regime will prove a safe- 
guard, and consists of the following :—

1. Derelop the entire lung capacity.
2. Fili the system with GLAM E.
3. Guard the throat by proper breathing.
4. Keep the skin in proper condition.

1. HOW TO DEVELOP THE ENTIRE LUNG CAPACITY.

It is not a difficult matter to derelop the lungs. True 
they may be wrongly developed or injured by incorrect 
practice ; but if you obtain any reliable work on deep breath
ing, and put into daily practice the exercises therein pre- 
scribed, you will be a new being.

2 . HOW TO FILL THE SYSTEM WITH GLAM E.

This is discussed in Chapter Ninę.

3 . HOW TO GUARD THE THROAT BY PROPER BREATHING.

This is discussed in Special Diseases.
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4. HOW TO KEEP THE SKIN IN PROPER CONDITION.

Here we come to the most important ąuestion in the 
management of the body. W e lay down the following facts :

1. The unhealthy condition of the skin subjects a person 
to constant colds.

2. Colds cause morę diseases and ill health than all other 
agencies combined.

3. Hot water bathing weakens the pores of the skin, 
destroys the vitality of the nerves, and exhausts the power 
of the body.

4. Cold water bathing may shock the system, if it has 
been weakened by many hot water baths.

5. The lack of bathing results in skin diseases, unhealthy 
lives, and a bad breath.

6. Those who do not bathe freąuently, and those who use 
hot water, are subject to freąuent attacks of colds, and a con- 
seąuent undermining of the constitution, although it may 
be going on ąuietly.

7. A  person who uses the “ Ra l s t o n  b a t h  ” will not 
have a cold once in ten years. W e guarantee this to be 
true.

Since the “ Ralston Bath ” was first madę known to the 
public, it has attracted wide attention everywhere. Among 
its most ardent supporters are the eminent physicians of 
the land, morę particularly in the great cities. And let us 
say right here that the author has received the warmest 
letters of appreciation of his system from physicians of ster- 
łing integrity, whose interests might seem to prompt others 
to discourage the spread of a method of cure that must 
eventually decrease^their practice. But the great physicians 
of every locality, whether in city, town, or village, are honest 
men. Self-interest will prompt all dishonest physicians to 
denounce the Ralston doctrines.

You are reąuested to give the “ Ralston Bath ” a test.



CHHPTER SEYEN.

THE RALSTON DOCTRINES OF LIFE AND DEATH.

W e are in accord with the best science of to-day. The 
German microscopists are men of accuracy ; their micro- 
scopes are the wonders of civilization; and lt is to the 
shame of American skill that this is so. Prof. Ralston and 
his co-laborers have gone no farther than others, but they 
declared years ago what scientists now admit, that disease is 
a sin, and the longevity of youth and health a positive duty.

No one desires old age. Yet, if one could arrive at one 
hundred and look only forty, with wealth, ease, power, and 
happiness, would age then be undesirable? No. Now 
that is the Ralston doctrine; and science, scientists, facts, 
and Naturę all endorse it. W e will lay down the principles 
which underlie the new doctrine; or this exposition of the 
first laws of life.

Naturę affords a process to youth, which shc intends 
should be reuersed when growth is attained.

This claim has never been stated by any scientist except 
Ralston ; yet, although the statement is new, the facts which 
support it are old and authenticated. These facts we will 
look at now. A  glance at the diagram will show the large 
formation of bonę in the vital parts of the body, and near 
the heart. At birth this bonę was gelatine. Life begins in 
gelatine and ends in bones. Ask any physician; he will 
tell you that old age is but the osseous tendency of heart, 
brain, and arteries; that ninety-seven per cent of all people 
past rniddle life are ossifying, or turning to bones, in the 
heart, in the brain, and in the arteries; that a steady, 
gradual change in this direction is going on frorn youth to 
age ; and that when any part of the body, excepting the
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bones, begins to secrete bony matter, disease follows; first 
by reducing the circulation, second by impoverishing the 
blood, third by breaking down tissues, and fourth by expos-



ing the organs to the ravages of germ life. These facts are 
stated by Koch, Grumaine, Browne, Lewes, Bichat, Baillie, 
and a score of others : and are proven by observation.

It is necessary that the osseous tendency should occur in 
youth. This process makes the bones, and gives the hard- 
ness. Ali foods and liąuids, except fruits and distilłed water, 
contain carbonate and phosphate of limę and other calcar- 
eous salts, which develop bones; and, by a continuous 
action, carry the tendency to every part of the body. When 
the bones become hardened, the body reaches its limit of 
growth.. If a young person should eat fruits, drink only 
distilłed water, and follow the Ralston system of foods, the 
bones would not harden for many years; and the body 
would attain to great size.

This hardening of the bones determines why some per- 
sons are smali, and others large. In one hundred families 
of Ralston followers the experiment is being tried oi giving 
the proper foods, fruit, and water to children, and the claim 
is proved already; although further reports will be madę at 
intervals.

Medical works say “ it is as natural to die as to be born.” 
Until within a few years all physicians have asserted that 
“ there comes a time when the body wears out, and death is 
the penalty, visiting all that live.”

Apart from disease which destroys life, the wear and tear 
of the body which brings on age are absolutely unnecessary.

W e have seen that ossification is necessary to youth, in 
order that the bones may be formed and madę strong. This 
action of the blood which deposits bony matter is kept up 
through life. W hy do w e not reverse  th e  pr o ce ss? 
Old age, the wear and tear of life, the breaking down of the 
functions of the body, are all caused by this osseous process, 
which itself is caused by calcareous deposits.

What do these calcareous deposits cause ?
1. The hardening of the skin; thereupon the skin 

wrinkles, gets old, the hair is killed, and the blood does not
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circulate freely, causing an aged look in place of the fresh- 
ness of youth. We say this ćan be prevented.

2• The brain turns to bony substance in its intricate parts ; 
it loses flexibility, becomes hard, gets “ set,” and deep think- 
ing is impossible.

3- 1 he heart is likewise clogged; its circulative action is 
impeded, the body suffers by reason of poor blood, all 
the organs begin to break down from lack of blood, and 
sickness or severe exhaustion is liable at any moment to 
cause ‘ heart failure.” We say this can be prevented.

4- The aiteries all through the body become clogged by 
the osseous tendency and weariness results, causing the 
most serious loss of energy. We say this can be prevented.

5• T he bones, muscles, sinews, tendons, ligaments, and 
tissues become stiff, and old age,— “ Rheumaticky ” old 
a^e’ even at forty, sets in, attended by multitudinous ills. 
We say this ca7i be prevented.

HOW PREVENTED?

Expenments, everywhere universal, prove that our theories 
aie coirect. Naturę, and Nature’s God, decreed to man the 
power of reasoning out his life; to animals the misfortune of 
a diminished brain. So animals die from the osseous 
tendency. Yet we can prolong the life and buoyancy of 
any animal by giving it distilled water altogether. Animals 
cannot ot their own volition reverse the process of youth ; 

can.
THE RALSTON RULE.

A t the age o f twenty-one, and ever after, liabitually 
dissolve the osseous depo sits o f the body.

Distilled water of itself is sufficient; but, as it can not 
always be obtained, the use of the following fruits will aid 
to a great extent:—

Apples at all seasons, pears, grapes, orange juice (not the 
pulp), cherries, plums, peaches, and berries.

Also follow the directions on “ Eating ” in this book, 
especially the chapter “ What to Eat.”



To show that all the leading scientists of the woiid are 
now accepting the Ralston doctrines, we refer our members 
to the latest medical Works and publications not only in 
America but everywhere in Europę. Physicians and sci
entists are beginning to think in new channels. Notable 
among the late writings of scientists is the article by Dr. 
Wm. Kinnear in the June (1893) number of the North 
American Review, beginning at page 755. W e ąuote it 
in fuli:—-

THE ART OF LIVING TWO HUNDRED YEARS.

Very few people, it is safe to say, desire old age. Rfen 
and wornen harassed by trouble, or overpowered by sorrow, 
surrounded by disgrace or tortured by pain, may long for 
death, but not for a hundred or two hundred years of hurnan 
life. Old age is of two kinds. One, the calm passing of 
many years; the other, brought about by excesses either 
mental or physical. The latter is not within the province 
of*this brief essay. The possibility of living two hundred 
years in average good health seems to many a wild sort of 
scientific dream. So did Crossing the Atlantic by steam- 
ships; so did conveying intelligence by electricity; so did 
all the many startling inventions of these latter days. Every 
week we read of people who have lived to be a hundred or 
a hundred and ten years old. Let us not be surprised at 
anything.

W e cannot defy death. But we may, by searching, find 
certain secrets of naturę and apply thern to the renewal of 
the organs whose decay is constantly going on in the body. 
Anatomical experiment and investigation show that the chief 
characteristics of old age are deposits of earthy matter of a 
gelatinous and fibrinous character in the human system. 
Carbonate and phosphate of limę, mixed with other salts of 
a calcareous naturę, have been found to furnish the greater 
part of these earthy deposits. As observation shows, man 
begins in a gelatinous condition ; he ends in an osseous or
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bony one— soft in infancy, hard in old age. By oradual 
change in the long space of years, the ossification comes on ■ 
but after middle life is passed, a morę marked developmen* 
of the ossific character takes place. O f C0Urse these earthy 
deposits, which affect all the physical organs, naturally in- 
terfere with their functions. Partial ossification of the heart 
produces the .mperfect circulation of the blood, which affects 
the aged. When the arteries are clogged with calcareous 
matter there is interference with the circulation upon which 
nutndon depends. Without nutrition there is no repair of 
the body. Hence, G. H. Lewes States, that “ If the repair 
were always identical with the waste, life would only then 
be termmated by accident, never by old ao-e ”

To  repair the waste of the body, so that the exquisite 
eqmpo.se ca led perfect health may be maintained, and the 
decay and blockage which advances with age may be kept 
at bay, is to prolong our years. If this secret be known 
why not hundreds of years of life ? Keep the means of 
lepair ol the system always in good working order, and you 
l.ve, accordmg to naturę, in the highest, finest sense Then
what are the means of checking these osseous and cartila’ 
ginous enemies ol life ?

In the Chemical changes constantly taking place in our 
bod.es, oxygen plays the most important part by all odds 
Ly oxidation, which is a constant waste or rust of life the 
phys.cal system .s hourly destroyed, and then again built 
up by the reparation of the food we l.ve upon. Albumen 
and fibnne ex.st m the blood, and are resolved into their 
component elements, carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen 
sulphur and phosphorus. By oxidation, the albumen is’ 
conyerted into fibnne, which nourishes the organs of our 
bod.es. But m repa.ring their waste an excess of this sub- 
stance accumulates m the blood yessels, causing their indu- 
ration, and thus. gradually lessening their calibre. Gelatine 
is an ox.de of fibnne, as fibnne is an oxide of albumen 
Ox.dat.on causes these substances in part to be decomposed
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and afterwards eliminated through the kidneys. A  constant 
struggle is daily going on in our bodies when in the most 
perfect health between accumulation and elimination. And 
these accumulations, becoming greater in old age than the 
power of elimination, produce the effects we term feeling 
one’s age.

In order to extend and prolong life, how shall they be 
counteracted ? Let us see. Seventy per cent. of the hu- 
man body is water— nearly three-fourths. Not a single 
tissue is there in which water is not found as an ingredient. 
Certain salts are held in solution by this water, portions of 
which— notwithstanding the large ąuantity eliminated by the 
secretions— become morę or less deposits in the body. 
When these become excessive and resist expulsion, they 
then cause the stiffness and dryness of old age. Entire 
blockage of the functions of the body is then a mere matter 
of time and the refuse matter deposited by the blood, in its 
constant passage through the system, stops the delicate and 
exquisite machinery which we cali life. This is death. It 
has been proved by analysis that human blood contains 
compounds of limę, magnesia, and iron. In the blood itself 
are thus contained the earth salts.

Hence, as blood is produced by assimilation of the food 
we eat, to this food we must look for the earthy accumula
tions which in time błock up the system and bring on old 
age. It is thus seen that in the necessary elements of nutri- 
tion lurkthe enemies oflife, for food contains salts of a cal- 
careous character. Does it then follow that man, by careful 
selection of his daily food, may prolong his life ? In a mea- 
sure, yes. Bathing, pure air to live and sleep in, exercise, 
and other means of presen ing health must be attended to, 
of course ; but what we put into our mouths to make our 
blood is the important matter either in retaining health or 
prolonging life. Almost everything we eat contains morę 
or less of these elements for destroying life by means of cal- 
careous salts deposited by the all-nourishing blood. Care-
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ful selection, however, may enable us to avoid the worst ol 
them.

Paradoxical as it may sound, certain foods which we put 
into our mouths to preserve our lives, help at the same time 
to hurry us to the inevitable gate of the cemetery. Earth 
salts abound in the cereals, and bread itself, though seem- 
ingly the most innocent of edibles, greatly assists in the 
deposition of calcareous matter in our bodies. Nitroge- 
nous food abounds in this element. Hence a diet madę up 
of fruit principally is best for people advancing in years, for 
the reason that being deficient in nitrogen the ossific deposits 
so much to be dreaded are morę likely to be suspended. 
Moderate eaters have in all cases a much better chance of 
long life than those addicted to excesses of the table. 
Blockages of the functions of the stornach are morę usual to 
those who eat morę than the stornach can utilize, than to 
light eaters.

Mr. De Lacy Evans, who madę many careful researches 
in these regions of science, comes to the conclusion that 
fruits, fish, and poultry, and young mutton and veal contain 
less of the earthy salts than other articles of food, and are 
therefore best for people. Beef and old mutton usually are 
overcharged with salts and should be avoided. If one 
desires to prolong life, therefore, it seems that moderate eat- 
ing and a diet containing a minimum amount of earthy 
particles is most suitable to retard old age by preserving the 
system from functional blockages. Excessive action of 
atmospheric oxygen must be counteracted. Ossific matter 
deposited in the body must be dissolved as far as practica- 
ble. To produce this desired effect distilled water and 
diluted phosphoric acid are perhaps the most efficacious and 
the least harmless. Their combined Chemical action retards 
old age.

The powerful solvent properties of distilled water are well 
known. As carbonate of limę exists in nearly all drinking 
water, the careful distillation eliminates this harmful element.
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As a beverage, distilled water is rapidly absorbed into die 
blood ; it keeps soluble those salts already in the blood and 
facilitates their excretion, thus preventing their undue 
deposit. The daily use of distilled water is, after middle 
life, one of the most important means of preventing 
secretions and the derangement of health. As to diluted 
phosphoric acid, it is one of the most powerful influences 
known to science for shielding the human system from the 
inconveniences of old age. Daily use of it mixed with 
distilled water helps to retard the approach of senility. 
By its affinity for oxygen, the fibrinous and gelatinous 
deposits previously alluded to are checked, and their expul- 
sion from the system hastened. Waste of the tissues is 
believed to be preventable also by the use of hypophos- 
phite.

Hence, to sum up : The most rational modes of keeping 
physical decay or deterioration at bay, and thus retarding 
the approach of old age, are avoiding all foods rich in the 
earth salts, using much fruit, especially juicy, uncooked 
apples, and by taking daily two or three tumblerfuls of 
distilled water with about ten or fifteen drops of diluted 
phosphoric acid in each glassful.

As sonie objector may say, “ I would not take all this 
trouble to live 200 years.” I will only answer, take your 
choice.

W illiam  K in n ea r .

W e agree with the foregoing article, except in the matter 
of foods. W e claim that distilled water will dissolve, with 
the aid of fruits, all the calcareous deposits of foocl.



CHHPTER EIGHT

THE L1FE-PRINCIPLE, OR WHY WE LIVE.

The ąuestion is often asked, what is life, referring to mere 
physical existence.

In a broad sense we can say that all creation teems with 
life. There is hardly a spot on this globe in a temperaturę 
suited to existence, where animal and vegetable life do not 
spring up spontaneously. This life, as far as the earth is 
concerned, comes directly from the sun, which generates 
the spark of life, and transmits it to every species of exist- 
ence. Behind this mysterious influence, is a still morę mys- 
terious cause which no person can even attempt to explain. 
There lies latent in every particie of matter the influence of 
the suns vitality; to bring this influence into play reąuires 
an exciting cause whićh stimulates its own growth. In the 
hurnan body the exciting cause is found at that particular 
point where the new blood from the foocl of the stornach 
meets the oxygen in the air which is breathed into the 
lungs. At this meeting there takes place a Chemical change, 
which, like the development of electricity in a Chemical 
battery, excites into life that certain spark which holds the 
soul in the body.

It is necessary therefore, in order to develop the best 
degree and ąuality of Life-principle, to geńerate good 
blood from good food, and to unitę it with good oxygen 
from good air. The larger the ąuantity of good oxygen 
breathed into the lungs, the greater must be the vitality ot 
the system, provided there is sufficient blood of the proper 
kind to unitę with it. Volumes might be written by scien- 
tific men in technical parlance with profound theories and

(5°)



complicated discussion, but the entire mass of such litera
turę would be verbosity unless it contained this simple 
principle; and if it did not contain this simple principle all 
the rest might be thrown away.

W e find ourselves therefore coming down to this focus oi 
truth: That the principle of life finds its creation at that 
point where the blood extracted from the food joins the 
oxygen breathed into the lungs; and that the degree and 
ąuality of this principle depend entirely upon the naturę 
and ąuantity of blood so extracted and the air so breathed..

One of the most essential things in endeavoring to con- 
trol our existence is to be able to observe the following 
rules:—

First.— The food taken into the stornach should be fit 
for the generation of good blood.

Second.— It should be taken into a hungry stornach.
Third.— It should be acted upon by a healthy stornach.
Fourth.— It should be United to a sufficient ąuantity of 

oxygen to vitalize the whole of it.
Fifth .— The refuse matter should not be allowed to dis- 

integrate in the body or permeate the entire system to any 
greater extent than is necessary.

Sixth .— The magnetic uses of the vital principle for the 
purpose of prolonging life should be carefully studied and 
constantly directed to this great purpose.

The markets of America are fuli of food, the greater 
part of which is unfit for the stornach. The desire of gain 
has tempted the ingenuity of Americans to add deleterious- 
matters to every possible kind of food, where such may be 
done with but slight fear of discovery. One of the chief 
purposes in the formation of Ralston clubs all over the 
country, is to create a public sentiment which shall be 
organized in such a way as to be placed beyond the power 
of political manipulations and which shall be turned intO' 
the much desired result of obtaining absolutely pure food. 
Then another thing of importance is a source of directions

T H E  L IF E -F R IN C IP L E , O R W H Y  tV'E L I W .  5 1 '
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as to the proper kinds of food for the different tempera'- ■ 
ments and for the different stages of life as well as o£ dis- 
ease; for it must be admitted that what is good for one 
temperament is not always good for another. It is for this 
Teason that we propose a system of classifying our mem • 
bers so as to aid them to procure the best possible kinds of 
food.

Taking it for granted that we shall ultimately acąuire 
unadulterated food, and the Local Ralston Clubs will see 
fhat such object is attained, the next step to be taken 
is to create a hungry stornach. This is a matter of abso- 
lute certainty regardless of what may be the condition of 
one’s stornach, whether afflicted with dyspepsia, or broken 
down with paralysis. The treatment necessary for this can 
only be safely given to classification members ; otherwise it 
might prove a failure.

Assuming now that the proper kinds of food have been 
taken into a hungry stornach, and that this stornach has been 
restored to perfect health by the treatment referred to, we 
are surę to get an excellent ąuality of blood for the lungs ; 
and the next step to be taken is to get a healthy pair of 
lungs and the ability to use them. No person can hope to 
have perfect health or to attain long life ekher with weak 
lungs or an insufficient respiration.

Thus far there is no reason why life should ever cease, 
for the generation of the vital spark may continue in this 
way to an indefinite period. But decay stares us in the 
face in the form of refuse matter which finds its way 
through the entire body from the deepest centers to the 
farthest extremes of the surface, and is constantly endeav- 
oring to break down the body itself by its own process of 
Disintegration. The disposal of this matter is by far the 
most serious ąuestion that we have to deal with. To its aid 
we shall constantly direct the magnetic uses of the vital 
principle.

Life itself eannot be suppressed.
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The matter of our own bodies will live in some form or 
other, either yegetable or animal, in spite of all the coni- 
bined efforts of the world to prevent. If we allow ourselves 
to sufler it is due either to ignorance or the lack of courage 
to fight with this agency of death.

W e now commence the active work of the club.



P A R T  T W O _

This portion of the present book is deyoted to practical 
health. It deals with the Four Cardinal Points of Health, 
and is arranged in four diyisions.

ist. Diyision: First Cardinal Point of Health: GLAM E.

CHHPTER FTINĘ,

A DESCRIPTION OF G L A M E .

If a student, possessed only of ordinary ability, were to 
think studiously of life he would stop at that inrpassable 
bairier, the origin of vitality. If a scientist, as profound 
and skillful as any can be, were to tell the world of this vi- 
tality, he would be able only to describe its results, not the 
power itself.

The first disposition of the human mind is to doubt what 
it cannot deal with. It is our intention therefore, on the 
threshold of this description, to show that G LA M E  is dealt 
with in daily life; or, our members will regard it as sonie 
visionary claini.

The nearest word that can be found in the English lan- 
guage to represent G LAM E is vitality. This does not 
properly describe it, for two reasons: ist. G LAM E is not 
the same as vitality in its operations ; 2nd. it is the power 
which Controls yitality.

There are four kinds of yitality.
1. Mechanical yitality.
2. Organie yitality.
3. Electric yitality.
4. A E  yitality.

(54)
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Meclianical vitality is seen in the power of steani, powder, 
fermentation, decay, death, and other operations by which 
change occurs. These changes follow rules as fixed as 
mathematics, and may all be directed, controlled, or stopped 
by man. Yet this species of life is traceable to beat, but 
G LA M E  is neither generated nor active during the process. 
By death is here meant the activity which transfers the pai- 
ticles of the body to other conditions.

Organie viiality is seen in the growth of every species of 
vegetation, and conseąuently in animal life; lor it is a well 
established fact that all matter which goes into the human 
body or any species of animal life must first be organized in 
some yegetable. Organie mtality is originated, directed, 
and controlled by GLAM E, and when this is gone the life 
becomes at once mechanical yitality. To illustrate the dis- 
tinction : milk, just taken from the cow is of the temperaturę 
of 98°, and is so charged with GLAM E, that its effect upon 
the health of a person drinking it immediately, if relished, 
is very marked. Let the milk drop to 96° and the GLAM E 
is lost forever. Restore it to 98° and the G LAM E is not 
only not fortheoming, but mechanical vitality takes its 
place— decay begins; or in other words when GLAM E 
departs from any organie yitality, decay at once commences. 
This proves the necessity of maintaining and adding to the 
G LA M E  of the human body, for as long as it is present 
death is impossible. But, you say, the milk is morę healthful 
while it retains the natural warmth of the cow, because it 
has the life of the cow in it. Well, this is GLAM E. Now 
you understand what G LAM E is like, do you not? /et 
no scientist has ever been able to measure, describe, or ana- 
lyze this subtle influence.

Another instance is seen in the death of any lile. The 
life itself is G LA M E; but is called organie zńtality; and 
its passing away is distinctly traceable in its effect upon 
other liyes present. All physicians know that if a peison 
is standing in a slaughter house near to cattle at the time
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the life is passing from the cattle, some of that life enters the 
person, This is GLAM E. Consumptives are often or- 
dered by their physicians to drink blood warm from the 
dying ox, or other animal. This is to absorb GLAM E. 
In a minutę the subtle power is gone. Ali physicians and a 
large number of the reading people know what is meant by 
GLAM E.

But, you ask, if milk and meat lose their G LA M E  in a few 
minutes, are they then not nutritious? Yes. The mechan- 
ical elements reąuired by the body are taken into the blood, 
as a part of the mechanical structure of the body only, and 
G LAM E must be united with them by other'processes 
which we shall soon State. Yegetables just picked and 
cooked contain some of this influence, but of entirely difter- 
ent value, the naturę of which cannot be described in this 
limited treatise.

Young people have much morę G LAM E than those past 
middle life; but the constant presence of one with the other 
tends to eąualize this yitality. Old people who sleep with 
children draw yitality from them, and the latter grow old 
faster, while the former assume less of old age. So well 
established is this fact that a theory ot longeyity was ad- 
yanced a generation ago and endorsed by the ablest scientists, 
which declared that an old man could renew his youth by 
keeping about him continually a few robust children. The 
principle is still sound, and many present cases might be 
cited.

It will be seen that mechanical nitality is never associated 
with growth, but is often the destroyer of growth. Man 
also uses these forces of destruction. Organie vitality is 
tar beyond his power. With all his science and skifl he

5Ó

1 In O u r  E x i s t c n c e s  ”  there w ill be found a morę thorough analysis of the life 
wlnch leaves the body, not only of animals, but of human beings. M any 
m stances are given  of the passing aw ay of human life, and w ell attested facts are 
furm shed, show ing that other yitalities and even objects are affected by human 
death ; and m four instances the pathw ay of the departing yitality has been traced
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cannot create or start into operation one fibrę or celi ol or- 
eanic life, for he cannot control the G LA M E  that gwfes it 
fts vitality. If a person were lying dead, electncity or mag- 
netism might impart to the musdes and nerves certom con- 
tracting or convulsive movements which resemble life bu 
lo u ld  not give it. Apply G LAM E to the same dead body 
and the heart beats, the lungs breathe, and man hves. u 
entific experiments based upon the assumption that elec- 
tricity will restore the dead to life have always failed and 
will continue to do so because electncity is only an mcident 
of life while G LA M E  is life itself. li we could draw irom 
the elements of naturę all the substances and fluids neces- 
sary to make the human body, it we could build the fiame, 
encase the skeleton with skin, place the organs m proper 
position and fili the structure with arteries and vems as per- 
fect as the Creative Genius of the world has clone ; ii, m iact, 
the skill of man could complete a human being ready to re- 
ceive the spark of life, to breathe and move and take withm 
itself an immortal soul, there is no device known, even to 
the wizard electrician, whereby the soul could utilize the 
body as a living frame until the life-prmciple, called GLAM E,

should start the fire within. , . , ,, , „
G LAM E is not the soul (unless the body is the soul), but 

is the life that is co-extensive with the body. i his pnn- 
ciple is therefore present in all persons, but in a minimum 
degree. Being retained in the system as the result o 
Strict necessity, the growing body draws it from the air, but 
after we have reached our growth it becomes gradually 
feebler year by year, owing to the iact that we do not 
know how to draw it from the universe into ourselves; then
our yitality ebbs and we are dead.

Accepting the antedeluvian story oi the Bibie as tiue.it 
must be a fact that men were instinctively supplied with 
G LAM E or else were given knowledge oi lts existence and 
the way of acquiring it, which would account for the ex- 
traordinary age to which they lived.
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i hey knew what G LAM E was. They knew how to get it 
out of the air and sunshine. The earlier races of the world 
were guided morę by instinct than we are to-day. History 
shows that. They possessed probably an instinctive knowl- 
edge of the value of GLAM E, sińce lost.

Electric vitality. W e have discussed mechanical and 
organie intalities at length and eonie now to the third. 
which will close this chapter; for A E  vitalUy is too sacred 
and too vast a subject for the present work. The third, or 
electnc ińtahty, is morę difficult to explain than the second ; 
and much of the clearness of the following description will 
depend upon the reader’s aptitude of understanding.

An author had sent his manuscript, which represented 
the labor ot years, to a dozen publishers with unyarying 
failure. One day he received word that the work had been 
accepted. With the joyful news burning in his hearl he 
iesolved to go to his home and family at night with the 
same serious face, and unchanged manners. He succeeded 
adnnrably, as he thought; but his wife noticed a brightness 
m the eye, and felt a warmth of joy as he entered the house. 
He felt, what people cali, happy. It was electrical yitality. 
A  vast amount of G LA M E  had entered the system, and 
the result was happiness. The laws of cause and effect are 
so difficult to make elear in all cases of electrical yitality 
that those who wish to pursue the study further must seek 
the larger works of Shaftesbiiry on Magnetism where all 
phenomena are fully explained.

A  man at a theatre during a performance felt the power 
of the acting until it seemed to him like real life, and he 
applauded. Another man heard that his nation’s flag had 
been fired upon, and a thrill of patriotism filled his heart. 
He was a transformed man. Napoleon, by a few words, 
swayed his soldiers to do deeds of daring almost without 
parallel. Orators sway audiences. Good news thrills us 
with joy. Success, triumph, pride, hope, trust, ambition, 
zeal, all are exhibitions of a life within, known as electrical
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vitality, and attended by morę G LA M E  than can be 
extracted in a day from warm milk, warm blood, or depart- 
ing life.

Here is a lesson for us.
W e ask all members of the Ralston Health Club to read 

all these chapters three times with great care, and then 
read what is said on G LAM E in connection with what is said 
on the other three Cardinal Points of Health; or in other 
words, read all the chapters on the Four Cardinal Points 
o f FFealtli, three times together, so as to compare them and 
become familiar with the close relationship between these 
elements of vitality.



CHAPTER TEN.

F IR S T  E X P E R IE N C E S  W I T H  G L A M Ę .

ih e  main work of the present volume is deroted to 
those members of the Health Club who are either m per- 
fect health and desire to retain it, or are in fairly good 
health and desire to perfect it. This may be done by the 
observation of two things.

ist. Filling the system with GLAM E.
end. Supporting this G LAM E by proper regime.
The present chapter is devoted to first experiences only.
I he claim of the author is substantially that for the last 

4000 years man has never used the vital principle whose 
presence fills the entire universe. That such a principle 
exists we propose to prove to each one of our members by 
the exercises given in this chapter. It is possible for 
every person old enough to understand the directions of 
this chapter, to absorb G LAM E into the system. This is 
not an ldle boast, tor the reason that the proof is offered 
to each and every one of you. It is not a magie claim, fol
ii it were we could tell you manyjcurious things about this 
word ltself whose existence ceased from the languages of 
the earth many centuries before the Christian Era."

uhSSe thingS d° n0t aPPeal t0 men of sound sense. 
Wild theones and broad assertions do not win the judgment 
ot conservative thinkers. W e start therefore with the 
simple fact, adnntted by all, that there is such a power as 
J n ex t s(:eP  is to know its uses, and the means

whereby it may be acąuired, and place these opportunities 
Hithm reach of all our members. The past year has been 
prohhc 111 proofs of this Natural power; and this fact 
coupled with our knowledge of thousands of cures in recent

(60)
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years, and the experiments madę at the “ s e c r e t  l a b o r a - 

t o r y ”  warrant the following statement:
q0 to be conservative, to avoid shockmg the good sense 

ot "careful minds, we make only the following claims, ol the 
truth of which we are absolutely surę

1. The accumulałion of G L A M E  in the system unii 
incrcase the uitalizing cnergy which supports lifc.

2. It is furnished by Naturę.
It is not a stimulant to life , but L ife  itself, and conse- 

cjucntly increases life instead of consuming it, as stimulants 
and medicines do.

. Jt will guard the hecilth agamst disease.
5. It will orercome diseases, especially chrome and organ

ie troubles.
6. It willprolong life as long as it is kept in the system.
7. By simplc ejforts it may be kept in the system fo r  many 

years beyond the ordinary duration of life.
G LA M E  is accumulated in the following ways : 
ist  In the physical body, organs, and muscles, by the 

exercises and regirne oi the Ralston Health Club
2Ó. In the brain by the exercises of the book called

Ralston Brain Reginie. . , , , „ ,
d̂. In the nerves by the exercises ot the book called

Shaftesbury s Personal Magnetism.
“ A  sound rnind in a sound body.” These are acąuired 

in the study of the first two books, Health Club and Brain 
Reginie, the former providing a perfect body, the latter a

perfect brain.
HOW SHALL WE KNOW WHEN G LAM E  ENTERS THE SYSTEM. ?

This is the all-important ąuestion. It does not knock 
loudly to announce its approach, and it makes no dem on- 
stration when it has eonie. It enters so gradually and its 
inerease is of so fine a naturę, that only by the utmost 
attention to the inward feeling can we at first detect its 
presence. It often happens that G LA M E  is present 111 great

F IR S T  E X P E R IE N C E S  W IT H  G L A M E .
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abundance, yet the person does not know it. A  glearn ot 
brightness in the eye is a suredetector of this new LIFE.

However, there is a class of people, generally those who 
have passed thirty years of life, where the vitality of the 
early G LA M E  has ebbed so far that the acąuisition of a new 
supply is morę distinctly felt by contrast with the loss, who 
will lecognize the approach of G LA M E  at the very begin. 
ning of onr exercises.

There is another class of persons of fine nervous organism 
and ąuick brain perception who will recognize this G LAM E 
even morę readily than the class just referred to. To 
them its piesence will impart a buoyancy ofspirit, a kind of 
ecstacy of feeling that will be very marked.

We reguest each and every person belonging ło the c/asses 
jn st named who do recognize this feelirig, to write to us at 
once. To them life presents the possibilities of a brilliant 
futurę, no matter what their present State of health may be.

Gtheis ot oiu members will not perceive the presence of 
G LAM E so leadily, but will surely detect its entrance into 
the body by unmistakable feelings, although slighter in their 
naturę. A  very delicate and fine sensation will be exper- 
lenced, accompanied by a little stronger beating ofthe heart. 
As G LA M E  becomes morę abundant the pulse will becorne 
firmer, the skin will take on a morę healthy lnie, the eye 
will grcw brighter, the step becorne morę elastic, and day 
by day life will grow morę joyous.

G LA M E  increases of itself after we bave laid in a posi- 
tive supply.

The author has for many years devoted himself to ex- 
periments with this great principle and thought to use it 
before this; but desiring certain results before he gave it to 
the woild he lefrained from doing so. He has now per- 
fectecl his system and will give to the members of the 
Health Club in the present volume as much of the work as 
is applicable to them ; devoting the next volume to the 
members of the second class (those who are not in good



health) and therein apply G LAM E to the cure of specific 
diseases or generał ill health.

Members shoułd becorne Progressive Ralstonites or 
should join the Local Health Clubs. These will, in connec- 
tion with the author, go on with these experiments, aiding 
each other by mutual suggestions and help, until this great 
energy of the universe is reduced to a science as perfect as 
can be madę.

PREL1MINARY EXERCISES FOR ACQUIRING GLAME.

ist. Principle— G LAM E is every\vhere present. It ex- 
ists in the sun, in the stars, in the earth, and in all space.

2nd. Principle.— G LAM E is attracted by energy and is 
lost by lassitude.

3rd. Principle.— Oxygen, being the most energetic of the 
elements alfecting human life, draws G LA M E  to itself.

jth. Principle.— G LA M E  enters the body with the oxy- 
gen that we breathe, and passes out of the body with every 
exhalation. It is thus wasted and lost.

§th. Principle.— To separate G LA M E  from oxygen w hile 

in the lungs reąuires a drawing power of a greater en ergy  

than oxygen its e lf; which, in a corrupt or new Chemical 

conipound, leaves the body w ith  each exhalation.

óth. Principle.— The energy of the body is in the nerves, 
which forrii the source of all physical power.

•jth. Principle.— Nerve energy is madę manifest by an 
exercise known as the tensing exercise.

8 th. Principle.— Performance of the tensing exercise while 
oxygen is retained in the lungs will draw G LAM E from it 
in ąuantities, depending upon the amount of air in the lungs.

ęth. Principle.— Air in motion, upon which the sun is 
shining or has recently shone, imparts the largest possible 
ąuantity of GLAM E to oxygen; therefore performing the 
tensing exercises while breathing such air, ąuickly draws it 
into the system.

The experiments are now at hand. The members of this 
Health Club if they are blessed with large chest deyelop-

F IR S T  E X P E R IE N C E S  W IT H  G L A M E . 63
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ment probably do not have morę that one-tenth of the lung 
capacity developed. The other nine-tenths remain dor- 
mant. It is a shame that people neglect a thing which 
means so much to the human race ; the development of the 
lungs. No matter what may be the size of the chest, it does 
not follow that the lungs are correspondingly developed, 
for muscular size without and the presence of the fatty 
tissue within may often pass for developed lungs; especially 
in athletes, who instead of living to a good old age, as a rule 
die young and often of consumption. Fully developed 
lungs reąuire the opening of the minutę air cells within the 
chest frame and especially the lower portion of it. There- 
fore, if you want to draw into the system large ąuantities 
of GLAM E, it is necessary to develop the lungs morę and 
morę each day and week and month you live. Even in per- 
sons of very weak lung capacity the following exercises are 
surę to develop this new principle.

FIRST EXERC1SE.

Sit or stand perfectly still in any place where the air is 
in motion, or has recertly been in motion, however lightly, 
and upon which the sun has shone. It is not necessary 
to sit in the san. Fili the lungs to their utmost capacity 
and hołd the breath long' enough to count three and no 
morę. The time should be about three seconds. Let the 
breath escape very slowly. Repeat by drawing in the fullest 
possible breath and hołd four seconds and no morę. Let 
the breath out very slowly. Repeat by drawing in the 
breath very gradually and hołd for five seconds. Always 
inhale through the nose if possible.

SECOND ENERCISE.

Empty the lungs completely; inhale a quick short breath 
through the nostrils without hearing the breath pass in ; 
without allowing this to escape immediately add another 
quick short breath to it j and keep on so doing until the 
lungs are packed tuli. This may be carried on until the air
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in the lungs becomes condensed by the force of the mhala- 
tions prorided it does not result in coughing. Bear down 
on the shoulders while inhaling, and never raise the
shoulders under any circumstances. .

This exercise may be repeated as often as desired, but as 
it may cause an unpleasant feeling it is best not to over-

d °  !t- t h ir d  e x e r c is e .

Fili the lungs fuli, clasp with the right liand and with 
the lefta piece of wood about the diameter of a broom 
handle For gentlemen a broom handle of large diametei 
will suffice, and for ladies one of smaller diameter Clasp 
this as gently as possible while holding the bieath 11 is 
at this stageof the work that a faint presence of G LAM E 
will be detected, although not till after many tnals m sonie 
persons. It enters the body, whether lelt or not.

THE PRESENCE OF GLAM E.

This disassociating itself from the oxygen and entenng mto 
the body will make itself felt the very second the mcrease 
of pressure of the liand is begun. The person expenment- 
ina should be careful to notę the effect of this as soon as it 
beo-ins, for it is the most important epoch 111 the history 01 
our bodies when we commence voluntarily to draw 
G LAM E into the system. It is a new birtli.

The exercise should be carefully performed while the 
person is sitting perfectly still, not moring a single muscle 
except in the hands as decribed. It is well to p ian ce 
alone at first until surę of the entrance of G LAM E mto 
the body, and then parfies of a dozen or twenty should meet 
and practice it together, and each in turn should be per- 
mitted to relate his or her experience and State what per- 
centage of GLAM E as far as can be estimated is drawn 
into the body. A  very delicate degree of happmess is
evidence of remarkable strength of GLAM E.
 ̂ No peison should be permitted to participate 111 this 

practice who is not a member of the Ralston Health Club.
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as all others would lack permanent interest; and after a 
few trials would make light of the exercises. As dead- 
heads in theatres or entertainments do all the fault finding, 
so dead-heads in this work would do all the criticizing, and 
spend their time in jocular remarks.

HOW TO ESTIMATE THE PERCENTAGE OF GLAM E.

If no buoyancy of feeling, no firmness of heart-beat, or no 
new sensation is present while performing the exercise, 
write down the percentage as nothing, using the zero.

If the slightest is felt, but not strong enough to be recog- 
nized. mark it one per cent.

If a very faint feeling of exuberance or buoyancy is 
felt, but exceedingly fine and delicate, mark it five per cent.

If a feeling of buoyancy strong enough to be easily 
detected, but no morę, is felt, mark it ten per cent.

Proceed in this way by fives until an unmistakable 
ąuantity of G LAM E of great power is experienced, leav- 
ing the body for some seconds after the exercise is over in 
an exhilarated State. This would be ranked one-hundred 
per cent; Y\ of this as seventy-five per cent; as fifty per 
cent. and %  as twenty-five per cent; depending upon the 
brain and fine nervous temperament of the person experi- 
menting.

In estimating the percentage the person is allowed to use 
his or her discretion and goocl judgment until this new 
property is ąuite under control; after which there will very 
rarely be any serious errors in estimation.

W e ask you to send us a letter as soon as you discoyer 
the presence of GLAM E, telling us what you estimate your 
percentage to be. You are permitted to show your book or 
even lend it to your friends, or to give one to a friend who 
may be really interested in the work. All members of the 
Health Club who can, should meet or correspond and 
compare the results of experiments in the acąuisition of 
G LA M E  and notę the corresponding increase of health. 
For this reason it is valuable to all Ralstonites to know the
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club numbers of as many members as possible. Corres- 
pondence by club members may be carried on through Lhe 
Washington office without disclosing the names of the 
members to each other, if desired.

REMARKS ON GLAME.

Have the rnind passive during the exercises.

F IR S T  E X P E R IE N C E S  W IT H  G L A M E .

Do not reject the idea until it has been tested one 
thousand times.

Be willing and anxious to believe it.

The first feeling of G LAM E is sometimes a delicate flut- 
ter of the heart, as when good news reaches us—a flutter ot

joy- ____ _

Sorae persons are so affected by the first approach of 
G LA M E  that they feel an irresistible desire to shout for 
joy. The throat swells, the heart leaps, and the eyes dilate.

Sonie years ago before G LA M E  was discovered, one of 
the methods of amusements at parties, was to hit a person 
from the floor by the first finger of each hand. Ererybo y 
ńlled the lungs fuli, held the breath, and four or six persons 
liftecl another from the floor.

A person having G LA M E  in the system can commum- 
cate it to others by holding hands. Many diseases are 
cured in this way, and now and then a man or woman who 
has learned to accumulate GLAM E, either unconsciously 
or by practicing the art, has astounded the world b> great

cures.

A  person 
brought to 
generating 
This power

, dead from drowning or suftocation, can not be 
life by electricity; but four persons, capable of 
GLAM E, ban, soon after death, restore hfe 
never fails. Christ also used it to raise the dead.
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A  Society of persons who have practiced this art could, 
by following the directions gjven to the members of the 
Ralston Local Clubs, perform many pleasant and interesting 
■ exercises, highly beneficial to the health.

The limę is not far distant when the practice of acąuiring 
G LA M E  will become universal; for the reason that no in- 
vention of the age has so much substantial and practical 
merit, and is so easily within the reach of all. Its presence 
kills all disease-germs, tuberculosis, and ossification. It will 
cure consumption in three months. W e invite any case ot 
consumption, lung' trouble, heart disease, or nervousness : 
and will absolutely cure the same by the exercises in this 
book on G LAM E.

6 H
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T H E  H A B IT U  A L  D E Y E L O P M E N T  O F  G L A M E .  

N o th in g  is free r  than  G LAM E an d  n o th in g  is eas ier to  

d raw  in to  th e  b o d y . I f  w e  w e re  to  d e s c n b e  it in  p ia is m g  

te rm s  w e  sh ou ld  say  it was th e  g o ld e n  g i f t  o t the C ie a to r , 

w o rth  m o rę  than  w ea lth  o r  p o w e r , fo r  it g iv e s  us th e  m eans 

o f  a cn u ir in g  b o t h ; w o rth  m orę  than  iru its o r  fo o d , for it is 

th e  sou rce  th at feeds them  ; w o rth  m orę  than  healtn  and 

happ iness, fo r  it su pp lies  the hrst an d  it b rm g s  th e  secon d .

It is a tact because we can firovc it, not by promises, but by 
the results of the exercises of this chapter. It is a great tac 
because all the members of our own Club who acąuue it 
land every one may), will come into the possession of a new 
species of life. It is not a far away castle m the air prom- 
ised in glowing terms; but a substantial pałace in the im- 
mediate present whose doors we are now preparecl to enter.
I t  is no  va in  boast a lth o u g h  a g re a t  on e, to  say  th at the 

hu m an race is on  the th resh o ld  o f  a n ew  e a s te n c e , th e  p ro o t 

o f  w h ich  is at hand  ; an ex is ten ce  pu rch ased  n ot w ith  rn on ey, 

n o t w ith  g re a t  b o d ily  e ffo rt, n o t w ith  t ir in g  pa tience, n o t 

w ith  lo n g  w a it in g  w ith  u n w a v e r in g  fa ith , n o t b y  an y  d e - 

m ands u p on  ou r fa ith  at all, n o r  b y  a n y  ap p ea l to  the n n ag i- 

n a t io n ; but an ex is ten ce  p ro cu red  b y  the s im p le  tests o l  a 

few  s im p le  e x e rc is e s I w h ich  w ill n o t in th e  case o f  a s in g le  

in d iv id u a l e ith er  fa il o r  le a v e  h im  m  d o u b t as to  th e  m a n  e ls 

o f  th is g re a t p rin c ip le .
N o  w o n d e r  th en  th at E m erso n  ex c la im e d  : I b e lier  e that 

the law s o f  N a tu rę , w h ich  a re  th e  an ge ls  o l th e  M o s t  H ig h ,  

and  o b e y  H is  m andates, a re  r o l l in g  on  the Un ie w h en  ‘th e  

ch ild  shall d ie  a hunclred  y ea rs  o ld ’ , w h en  s ickness shall lad ę  

from  th e  w o r ld  and  w ith  it th e  sins o f  th e  s o u l. 1 hen m en

( £ 9 )
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shall stand up with no sickness in the body, and no taint of 
sin in the soul. My hope for the human race is bright as the 
morning star, for a glory is coming to man such as the most 
inspired tongues of prophets and of poets have never been 
able to describe. The gate of human opportunity is turning 
on its hinges, and the light is breaking through its chink ; 
possibilities are opening, and human naturę is pushing for- 
ward toward them.”

W e ask our members to put into practice the exercises of 
this chapter ; we ask them to wait until they feel the first 
great workings of this newly acąuired \ itality ; and then we 
ask them to become enthusiastic in spreading this new 
gospel to every man and woman in the world.

W e come now to the great tensing exercise, for the pur- 
pose of separating G LAM E front its association with the 
oxygen of the lungs; and before we give the exercise let us 
explain the principle.

The energy of the body is in the nenes. Oxygen also 
contains energy which causes G LAM E to associate itself 
with this Chemical element. A greater energy than oxygen 
is necessary to draw it front its association. This greater 
energy is in the nerves and is probably of a magnetic or 
electric character, which may be investigated bv reference to 
Shattesbury’s book on “ Personal Magnetism” * which deals 
with the electricity of the body and the power of develop- 
ing magnetism by a large number of exercises which he 
prescribes. With that we have nothing to do in this book.

If the hand suddenly closes with great power, the nerves 
act instantly and affect only the muscles. Any sudden use 
of lituscular strength develops the activity and power of the 
muscles only. The nerves take on no growth. But if the 
hand is placed upon this round piece of wood so lightly

*“  Personal M agnetism ,” $4. A ddress W ebster E dgerly, W ashington, D. C\. 
P. O. 60 x291. A sk  for fifth edition. W e recommend this w ork to all persons 
w ho cannot feel the pow er of G L A M E ; and to all who wish to develop a life- 
sav in g  power.
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that it seems to be entirely devoicl of strength, not able in 
fact to hołd up its own weight and then gradually begin to 
show muscular power, but in a very slight degree, and so 
on evenly and smoothly keeps tightening its grasp until it 
develops the utmost strength of which it is capable, then the 
neryes are calłed into active play by what is known as the 
tension exercises. The lighter the grasp at the beginning 
and the stronger its power at the end with a regular graded 
increase from this weakness and this strength, the morę 
energy is displayed by the nerves. Now this energy, al- 
though it shows itself in the hands as it is set in the 
ganglionic cells, in the main portion of the body, and in the 
display of this crude or growing energy of the neryes, its 
power is chiefly acąuired while holding the breath by the 
absorptive power of the lungs. Holding the breath there- 
fore, while performing the tensing exercises will cause the 
G LA M E  which is associated with the oxygen to leave it and 
pass directly into the neryes, going at once to the fountain 
of the yitality of the body, whence it reappears in a richer 
condition of the blood and a healthier actiyity of all the 
functions ot life.

W e ask our members to read and re-read the last sen- 
tences oyer, and over, and over again until they can be 
repeated from memory. This part ol our work we insist 
upon should be learned by heart.

THE GREAT TENSING ENERCISE.

After repeating the first thręe exercises until they can be 
performed readily and even then repeating them each three 
times before taking this one up daily:—

Clasp a piece of wood in each hand, ot the size recently 
given and perform the exercise as just stated while holding 
the breath. Increase of nerve energy should be so gradual 
that it will take from five to ten seconds betore the strongest 
oower of the hand is reached.
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In the books which accompany Inside Membership, as 
well as Completej Membership, in the Ralston Health Club, 
the application^of this life-principle, called GLAM E, in the 
eure of special diseases will be abundantly shown. It is 
well for all persons who are now in good health to be pro- 
vided with all the knowledge possible in case an emergency 
ever arises.

But it is not a g'ood plan for you, who may belong' only 
to class one, to practice the present exercises excessively, as 
the wear and tear of excessive practice results in lameness 
of muscles and exhaustion of nerves. Oxygen giveslife; 
but a mouse, placed in a receiver containing only pure 
oxygen, was so fuli of life and actiyity that it ran itselfto death.

Alter once recognizing GLAM E cease to use it, except in 
case of illness. Never make the tension so great as to cause 
lameness in the muscles. O f the thousands of reports con- 
cerning G LA M E  and its heavy effects on the health, most 
ol which were concurred in by able physicians, the majority 
said that the gentle pressure ol the clinched hand, very 
gradually increased, but never with real strength, developed 
by far the largest quantities of this vitality.

To a person who has once lelt true G LAM E the following 
methods of drawing it at will fronr the oxygen in the lungs 
will be understood and appreciated.

a. Take a gentle breath vcry calmly. When the lungs 
are easily fuli, but not crowded, close the hand so lightly 
that the most delicate pressure is felt. Think of the hap- 
piest prospect possible in your heart. A flutter of ecstasy 
will foJlow so plainly that its presence will teem with yitality. 
Force, hastę, impatience, ill humor, or disbelief will destroy 
all chances of drawing GLAM E.

b. Repeat the foregoing exercise by the will alone, with- 
out any action of the hand.

c. II stupidity, sluggishness, or ennui may be classed as 
your troublesome attendants, draw GLAM E, and see ho w 
ąuickly they disappear.



A  person who cannot draw G LAM E is entirely lacking 
in Magnetism, and should take the ioth Ralston Degree as 
soon as possible, so as to be able to develop and recognize 
this power by first creating active Magnetism from the couise 
of lessons which we furnish to members oi the ioth Degree.

The remaining Cardinal Points of Health, Food, Exercise, 
and Cheerfulness, are associated with GLAM E, and the 
further consideration of this wonderful power will be found 
in the chapters following this. Especially interesting aie the 
experiments with food which has lost its G LAM E and that 
which retains it. It will also be shown that medicines, 
drugs, deorganized vegetation, and artificial magnetism, 
electricity, and oxygen ; which constitute so large a propor- 
tion of the cure-alls, or specialties of advertising ąuacks and 
others ; cannot possibly contain GLAM E, and are therefore 
not only worthless as rneans of cure, but even hasten disease 
and death.

Our method is Naturę, not deorganized by man, but 
Naturę straight from the hand of its great Creator. W e 
seek to deal with the origin ol life, and not with the pet - 
verted results of man’s device,-—drugs and medicines.

W e have that within us which lives. This piece ot lite is 
only a part of the great pulsing power of the univeise, ot 
the Sun if we wish to speak the truth, although that Sun is 
the embodiment of a still higher power. If the life within 
us should clie it would find some new matter to attach ltselt 
to, and thus prove its dying was merely a change. It is for 
ourselves to decide how long that lite shall stay with us, tor 
as soon as the body wears out we cannot expect to retain it.

T H E  H A B IT U A L  D E V E L O P M E N T  O F G L A M E . 7 3



2nd Division: Second Cardinal Point of Health : FOOD 

C H H P T E R  T W E L Y E .

T H E  N A T U R Ę  O F  F O O D .

Food includes whatever adds substance to the body, to 
supply a nerve growth in place of that which is lost by daily 
waste,  ̂ This growth may fali below the amount reąuired to 
maintain the same size and weight; in which case there is a 
loss. It may be about eąual to the daily waste, in which 
case there is a continuance of the same size and weight. It 
may be in excess of the daily waste, in which case the body 
increases, as in the case of the child whose GLAM E, furn-
tshed by Naturę, is in larger proportion than in the maturer
mail.

Food may consist of many things, which will be sepa- 
rately stated in this chapter; but over and above all in im- 
portance is oxygen. Oxygen is the first, foremost, greatest, 
and most active element that can be taken into the system : 
no other matter can eąual it in importance whether it is 
tound m what we eat, drink, or breathe. A man of averao-e 
weight, say about 160 pounds, would have 1x4 pounds of 
oxygen m his body. It is present in great abundance in air, 
water, and food, and no element changes morę readily than 
tlns from one form to another. Mingled with certain ele- 
ments it becomes air, with others water, and again it is solid. 
Without it fire cannot burn, and all food-eating creation 
would mstantly die. What then shall we do ?

Our duty iŝ  so unmistakably plain that a special course 
oi exercises will be given in a subseąuent chapter for the 
purpose of keeping the body supplied with oxygen ; and 
diere we will learn the beautiful unity of the Four Cardinal 
Points ol Character.
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The different elements, from which the earth and all that 
eKists in the universe are madę, are few in number; and o. 
this number fourteen are necessary to make the human 
bodv. The particles of which the body is composed are ot 
the'earth and from the earth; and before they can ente: 
into the human organism they must have been organized 
by Naturę, and thus be charged with the power ot becoming

a nart of life. . ,.
This is the foundation of all food and we must not lose

sight of so important a pnnciple. But this orgamzation 
must take place in some yegetable. Man eats two kmds o. 
f0od: ist. That of food-eating creation: and. Vegetation. 
The first we cali meat, the second is selected from the vast 
division of life which includes plants, roots, herbs, seec.s, 
wrasses, fruits, etc. Meat fit for food is found m the bodies 
of animal life which feeds on regetation, and all othei

meat is unfit for food. _ . ,, i;f
Aside from the ąuestion of fitness, lt is a lact tha < 

must originate in some vegetable; and all unorgamzed 
matter is unfit for food ; and likewise all matter that ha. 
once formed a part of some food but has sińce been 
deorganized is no longer fit for the body. The absuicht) 
of taking iron in any deorganized form to supply the lack 
0f  this element in the blood, is seen in many cases _ o 
imalids who have suffered from patent medicines whicli 
furnished this minerał. There is no medicine or mrxture 
now on the market or possible to be madę which can - 
nish iron in organized form. Persons ot ieeble cons i u- 
tion, especially females, go about eating pUls, or taku g 
syrups, or others mixtures contannng iron and tam > 
imagine that it may thus be restored to the blood. The 
famous French physician, J. Francis Churchill, ąuotes tron. 
Trousseau as follows: »M. Trousseau declares that iron 
hastens the develooment of tubercles. The iron mat indum 
a fictitious return to health ; the physician may flatter hira- 
self that he has succeeded ; but, to his surpnse, he will tmct
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the. patient soon after fali into a phthisical State, from  
u hich thei e is no return. 1 his result M. Trousseau attri- 
butes to iron, and he denounces the administration of 
iron as crinunal in the highest degree

It is a elear proof of the folly of taking any food into the 
system which has not been organized in some yegetable; anc! 
yet, as will be seen in a subseąuent chapter, there are 
many kinds of food, rich in iron, any of which will supply 
this needed element in the blood ; and it is to these foods 
that we must have recourse wheneyer the blood is poor.

i hosphorus, which is the physical source of all yitality. 
is essential to health, and is often lacking in the system, 
because people know nothing of the elements of food 
reąuired to produce health. The great importance of phos
phorus and its generał deficiency have encouraged hundreds 
ol medicme yenders and patent-drug proprietaries to place 
upon the market a yariety of phosphorus mixtures, “ for the 
neryes and brain.”

It is neyertheless a fact that unorganized phosphorus 
taken into the system not only fails utterly to assimilate, 
but is positiyely injurious. Any person who knows that 
foods contain phosphorus in organized form, would go at 
once to them. Therefore we say that it is the duty ofevery 
man, woman, and intelligent child to know (i)  what are the 
elements ol the body, (2) what are their proportions, and 
(3) what foods contain these elements and in (4) what pro- 
portion. Sucli knowledge is fully as important as any in 
hfe. W e hope to introduce the Ralston Health Principles 
mto all the public schools of America. In the meantime 
our members should use every opportunity to create a public 
sentiment in favor of the introduction of sucli knowledge in 
the schools ; for it is as yaluable as other branches.

The body is composed of fourteen elements, which are as 
follows:—

1. Oxygen. 2. Caibon. 3- Hydrogen. 4. Nitrogen. 
5. Calcium. 6. Phosphorus. 7. Sulphur. 8. Sodium.
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, Chlorine. io. Fluorine. i i . Iron. 12. Potassium.
1 .̂ Magnesium. 14- Silicon.

These are stated as elements, but are reąuired m combina- 
tions. Thus water is a combination of oxygen and hydro- 
oen, and as such combination is needed as food.

Without trying the patience of the reader too much by 
the use of scientific terms we will State the Chemical names 
only of these combinations, and try hereafter to describe all
facts in simple, every day language.

In the haman body, there are seventeen combinations of
the Fourteen Elements of food:

1. Water. 2. Gelatin. 3. Fat. 4. Phosphate of Limę. 
Albumen. 6. Caibonate of Limę. 7. hibrin. 8. 

Fluoride of Calcium. 9. Phosphate of Soda. 10. Phos
phate of Potash. 11. Phosphate of Magnesia. 12. Chloride 
of sodium (common salt). 13. Sulphate of Soda. 14. Car- 
bonate of Soda. 15. Sulphate of Potash. 16. Peroxide of 
Iron. 17. Silica.

Our purpose in furnishing a list of the seventeen combina- 
tions which are found in the body is to give tirem as they are 
reąuired in food ; as for instance, in the example of oxygen 
and hydrogen, which the body receiyes in the combination 
called water, although they are in other forms of food also.

The naturę of food may now be seen by examining the 
above list of seventeen combinations.

The process of life in the body has the following dirisions :
1 The governing portion ; consisting of the brain which 

orders the muscles ; and of the nerves which carry all Com
munications between the brain and the muscles.

2. The executive portion ; called the muscular system. 
The fuel which, by burning (in a Chemical sense) in the 

body, keeps up a supply of heat, which is the source of all 
actirity or motion.

The true description of heat is given in Shaftesbury’s 
■■ Our Existences ” with many phenomena; and there it is 
shown that all motion of every conceirable kind is traceable
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to its origin in heat. So in the human body if we move, 
-ve must ha\e heat. Fire is a form of exceedingly rapid 
change or interchange of the minutę particles of matter, and 
ns apphcation to the body causes so violent a change of 
matter that “ burning,” so-called, is the result. But heat. 
which is only a lesser degree of activity, is essential to life. 
Its tendency when healthful is from the centre of the body 
outward. This should always be borne in mind ; as if it 
were reversed, injury would result. Heat is the me mis of 
actmty, but not the origin, directing energy, nor executive 
power.

* °°d  must therefore supply these three great divisions of 
the processes of life, and the naturę of the foocl should be 
determined by its ability to do this. Every day we live 
we must take into the system every one of the fourteen 
elements in their seyenteen combinations, as before described 
or there will be something the matter. The absence of any 
one element, or its deficiency, will result in some disarrange- 
ment tending to sickness and death. This will appear morę 
iully 111 the next chapter. It is better at the present time to 
keep the classification of foods in the three great diyisions, 
which furnish:—

1. Yitality; or brain, nerves, and bones.
2. Strength ; or muscle development.
3. H eat; or fat.
Ol th e  fou rteen  e lem en ts  n eed ed  in the b o d y , and  w h ich  

m ust b e  su p p lied  in  th e  fo o d  taken  in th e  sys tem , th ose 

w h ich  s u p p ly  th e  th ree  g re a t  d em an ds, y ita lity , s tren gth  

and  heat, a re  c la ss ified  u n der g en e ra ł te rm s  as fo llo w s  : "th e  

w o rd s  b e in g  u sed  in th e ir  p o p u la r  and n o t th e ir  C hem ical sense.

x. The Phosphates, in which phosphorus predominates, 
supply yitality, or brain, nerves, and bones.

2. The Nitrates, in which mtrogen predominates, supply 
the muscles for strength.

3. The Carbonates, in which carbon predominates, supply 
heat, and make fat.

7 S
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It is a sad fact that people in generał know nothing oi the 
naturę of the food they eat, and many wonder why they are 
not well. It is physically impossible to live upon any one 
kind of food morę than a month or two : that is, it iood 
contained only carbonates, the person would soon die ; or ii 
the carbonates were in excess, although accompanied by the 
nitrates, the person would have fever, headache, poorblood, 
pimples, and humors. There is also disarrangement in the 
system when nitrates or phosphates piedominate.

These three words : carbonates, nitrates, and phosphates . 
should be committed to memory by all persons who intend 
to enter upon that higher life of health which is provided 
for Progressive Ralstonites. The words are popular, and 
not the scientific words that have the strict meaning given 
them in deeper science. It is not hard to speak of carbonates 
as heat-makers ; nitrates as muscle-makers ; and phosphates 
as brain-makers. The brain is identical in its life with the 
nervous system, and the phosphates therefore strengthen the 
brain and nerves, and furnish substance for the bones, after 
having been useful in supplying vitality.

Are all foods to contain an equal share of carbonates, ni
trates, and phosphates ? No. T h e  proportion is furnished
by Naturę, and should be maintained by us in taking iood. 
Herein lies the opportunity for maintaining health and cur- 
ing disease; for it is a fact to-day that physicians are curing 
disease by prescribing the proper proportion of the fourteen 
elements of food.

Should these elements be supplied in meclicines ? No, for 
medicines which contain any of the fourteen elements oi food, 
have them in deorganized form and are therefore deroid oi 
G LAM E. Any pliysician who will prescribe the Four 
Cardinal Points o f Health, and order food which contains 
the fourteen elements organized in sonie vcgetable (includ- 
ing meat') in their proper proportion, and in vanety, will 
succeed in curing disease and in winning the highest success 
as a practitioner.
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Such physicians should see that their patients are mem- 
bers of the Health Club; for the patient who desires to get 
well must help the physician.

Naturę intends that all persons should be well, and her 
tendency in sickness toward the recovery of health is so 
strong that, wlien the cause of illness is removed, the patient 
almost invariably gets well.

W e wish to be fully informed of the case of any person 
who is a Complete Member of the Ralston Health Club, who, 
having followed the directions of the three books (see last 
chapters ol this volume), is not in perfect health. W e niain- 
tain that diseases can and must be cured ; and, in the interest 
of the absolute laws of Naturę' we wish to know of any 
Complete Member of this Club who remains ill.



CHHPTER THIRTEEN,

THE USES OF FOOD.

It is your duty to learn what proportion of the elementy 
of life are contained in the common articles of daily food.. 
To enable you to do fhis we shall furnish a “ T a b l e  of  
F o o d s .”  If the present chapter seems too scientific for you 
to understand, drop it and read only the next chapter which 
treats of the art of “ Eating for Health.”

W e  h a ve  s tr ip p ed  th e  p resen t ch ap te r  o f  the techn ica l 

te rm s and  h e a v y  Chem ica l d escr ip tion s  w h ich  are  fou n d  in 

all b o o k s  th at treat o f  h ea lth  and p h y s io lo g y .  E v e n  the 

su p p osed  s im p lifie d  fo rm s  o f  in s tru ction  p re p a re d  fo r  c o m 

m on  sch oo ls  a re  r ea lly  to o  d ifficu lt to  b e  rea d ily  u n ders tood  

b y  pupils , and are  th ere fo re  fru itless  stu d ies  o w in g  to  th is 

fact.

Before studying the present Table of Foods let us first 
impress our minds with the fact that tables which show the 
value of food are not to be followed as guides, except as 
studied in connection with the facts laid down in this chapter. 
For instance, if two kinds of food are eąually rich in a cer- 
tain element, the presence of other elements, or the degree 
of ease with which it is digested, may affect its value as food, 
and these are not apparent in tables. Many tables furnished 
in medical works are very misleading.

In the last chapter we have considered the naturę of tood 
in a generał w ay; but the present chapter will be devoted 
to the specińc uses of food furnished by Naturę for the 
human body. Not one of the fourteen elements remains 
permanent in the system ; they all have their duties to per- 
form, and then rnust give way to new supplies of the same 
elements which rnust be furnished in the food, or the body

-(Si)
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suffers. Each organ of the body demands elements peculiar 
to its own existence, and the particles are taken from the 
blood from the generał mixture of elements which are 
carried in the circulation. As long as these fourteen ele
ments, if they have been organized in sonie vegetable, are 
found in the body in their proper proportion, perfect health 
must necessarily result; but if any particles from other ele
ments besides these fourteen enter the system rebellion fol- 
lows until the foreign matter is thrown off. So also if any 
of the fourteen elements have been deorganized and are 
introcluced into the system, injury follows.

It is to supply these elements and to furnish a harmony in 
the system that we shall suggest certain foods and describe 
their uses; so that the members of the Health Club may 
know at each meal the especial value of each kind of food 
of which they partake.

Is there any single food which contains the fourteen ele
ments, or in other words which supplies carbonates, phos- 
phates, and nitrates ? There are a few that do this, one of 
which is wheat. The nitrates are found in the outside shell, 
the carbonates in the main portion, constituting about two- 
thirds of the entire grain, and the phosphates in the chit or 
germ. In fine white flour the centre alone is used, consisting 
of carbonates or heat-producing substance, with but a very 
slight mixture of nitrates. It is the common evil at all 
meals to set morę heat-producing food before the family 
than other kinds. White bread, butter and sugar as well as 
potatoes are all heat-producers and contain but little else; 
and the blood becomes seriously impoyerished by inflam- 
mations, headaches, fevers, and neuralgic pains which follow 
the use of this one kind of food to the exclusion of the 
others. Few mothers know that phosphates are demanded 
for growing children; and yet if they knew this fact they 
would not be able to tell the foods which furnish phosphorus. 
The result is that a majority of children die in their infancy ; 
and many of those who survive grow up with defective teeth,
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weak muscles, and shattered nerves ; all owing to the igno- 
rance of parents upon the subject of food.

The extensive use of white bread, butter, and sugai, 
potatoes, rice, and heat-producing foods is the cause oi morę 
fever, diseased bodies, deficient blood, and weak nervous 
Systems, and the torments and pains of neuralgia and head- 
ache than any other thing ; and yet the same food balanced 
by nitrates and phosphates, as for instance lean meat, 
cheese, milk, etc. in due proportion, would furnish perfectly 
healthy bodies. A  man suffering from running sores was 
found to be living upon the common one-sided diet just 
described and had been doing so for years ; dunng which 
tinie he could obtain no relief for his malady, although he 
had taken drugs and medicines, and employed the services 
0f good pliysicians. After awhile he was advised as to his 
food and the fourteen elements in their natural proportion 
were given him in place of his heat-producers; and he was 
completely restored to health. Harmony in his body was 
produced by complying with Nature’s reąuirements. A 
lady suffered from chronic headache and for six years baf- 
fled the skill of her physicians; the trouble arose from eat- 
ing one kind of food only, and in this case they were also 
the carbonates or heat-producers ; and upon changing her 
diet to that reąuired by Naturę she was immediately cuied. 
It is almost a matter of absolute certainty that ii a person 
should indulge only in food which contained nitrates  ̂ car
bonates, and phosphates in due proportion, the majority ot 
all aches and pains would ąuickly disappear.

It is a wonderful fact that a grain of wheat, including 
the outer shell, contains all the fourteen elements and m 
very nearly the proper proportion. Graham bread contains 
all that the body reąuires, and it has been prored that it 
wrill sustain life indefinitely; while white bread, which 
contains but little morę than the carbonates, can haidly 
sustain life for two months unless other food is used with it. 
A  person living on whitę bread, butter, and sugar is depriv-

« 3
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Ing the body of mtrates and phosphorus but the additior 
ol lean meats and cheese will furnish the necessary elements.

VV hole wheat, m gnts, or in graham bread, is the best 
lood known, because it contains all the fourteen elements in 
proper proportion; but in cases of diarrhoea or when the 
bowels are in an irritated State, -fine wlhte flour should be 
temporarily used.

. Wheat &rits or cracked wheat, taken with milk and su-ar 
is a perfect food. '

Farina with milk and sugar is also a perfect food and 
morę dehcate than either graham bread or wheat grits.

Rye is not so good as wheat, but eaten with^cheese or 
meat makes a perfect food, and is valuable to persons who 
are constipated,

Sugar, butter, lard, or animal fats of any kind are inca- 
pable of sustaimng life, without any other food, morę than 
Jrom twentyto thirtydays; and wlhte flour being mosth 
starch, has been proved by experiments on animals to be 
capable ol sustaining life, without other food, only from fiftv 
to sixty days. These belong to the carbonates.

Meats, cheese, lean fish, peas, and beans in which the 
muscle-making element is too large in proportion to the 
heat-producing, would be capable of sustaining life only for 
a short time without some carbonates to keep sufficiem 
warmth in the body. These belong to the nitrates.

Shell fishes, lean meats, active fishes birds (and many 
other foods in which the proportion which supports the 
nervjs and bram, and gives vital energy of both muscle and 
mmd), are too great for the common duties of life. These 
belong to the class called phosphates.

in fruits, berries, green vegetables and many others there 
>s morę waste than nutrition. Ifthey are eaten alone they 
Produce diarrhoea and debility, but if they are taken in con- 
nection with food containing morę nutrition, they serve the 
important purpose of keeping the bowels in action, and 
t le system cool and free by preventing any surplus of morę 
stimulating food.
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Foods not easily digested are better on account of their 
staying power, and are best for persons who are addicted to 
strong exercise; while they would not do for the delicate 
stomachs of sedentary persons. An excellent combination 
of food for those who exercise in the open air is cheese and 
corn bread.

Cheese has nearly three times the nutriment of any other 
food, and must be taken in smali ąuantities. A  weak 
stornach may be taught to digest it by taking but little ot 
it mixed with carbonaceous food at breakfast.

People who do not exercise much in cold weather need 
morę carbonaceous food. Heat-producing food such as 
buckwheat, or flour cakes, rice, sugar, etc; and even 
articles less easily digestible, which cannot be eaten in 
wann weather, as pork, beans, cheese, etc. may be eaten 
with impunity in winter upon the above stated principle. 
As much morę food is reąuired in winter than in summer, 
proportionate powers of digestion are given to correspond. 
W e seldom find any trouble from dyspepsia in cold weather, 
especially in those who exercise much in the open a ir; and 
it is always best, in order to strengthen the stornach, to 
take articles of food that will tax the fuli power of digestion, 
just as it is best to take active exercise in order to 
strengthen *the muscles. One who lives on rice can digest 
nothing else ; but one who can eat and digest beans, cheese, 
etc. can generally digest everything.

Rice contains four-fifths carbonates and a very smali pro- 
portion of nitrates. Rice eaters the world over are lazy and 
feeble, with inactive brains and sluggish bodies. It is very 
easily digested and serves to keep the stornach active, where 
extreme weakness prevents morę nutritious foods being 
taken; and is very valuable and safe food in such cases.

A  person suffering from over-activity of the muscles, 
should indulge in rice for a few weeks.

Beans contain carbonates, nitrates, and phosphates in 
much better proportion than any other food excepting milk,
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cheese, meat, 'and whole wheat. The advantage of beans 
over other foods is that they furnish a staying power for 
persons who have work to do with either muscles or brain ; 
but as their muscle-making substance is in the form of casein, 
they can be digested only by strong stomachs. They are 
deficient in carbonates and should be accompanied by white 
bread and butter, or fat meat of sonie kind. A  pound of 
beans will do nearly as much muscular work as two pounds 
of whole wheat, and fully as much brain work. Beans when 
eaten green have very little heat-producing power.

Peas are fully as valuable as beans and are digested by 
morę delicate stomachs. They are so rich in nutrition that 
diey should be accompanied by food which contains a great 
deal of waste, and in this the potato seerns to take the lead. 
Mashed potatoes mixed with fresh cream or buttered well 
and generously sprinkled with green peas, furnish an ideał 
dish for warm weather, and provide all elements necessary 
for life. '

Potatoes are among the most yaluable of foods, and are 
almost indispensable where meat is eaten, as they furnish 
u hat is lacking in meat, and sufficient waste matter to over- 
come the influence of concentrated nutriment. They should 
be eaten with the entire skin in order to get their fuli quan- 
dty of nourishment. Perfect nutrition for the entire body 
can be found in a meal consisting of milk, meat, and whole 
potatoes; or better still oatmeal porridge, milk, and whole 
potatoes.

Compare persons fed upon such wholesome food with 
those who eat white bread and butter and the modern foods 
as they are ordinarily prepared, and you will find on the 
one hand a race perfect in brain, nerves, muscle, and 
organie health, while on the other hand you will see pallid 
faces, poor skin, duli eyes, and eridences of ill health sug- 
gesting aches and pains.

The best food is always the cheapest, costingless to begin 
with and going' farther in its health-producing effeets.



Sweet potatoes furnish three times as much bram food as 
whole white potatoes, and morę heat.

Northern corn is too heating for summer iood, and should 
not be indulged in excessively in the winter except m con-
nection with other food.

The white corn of the south is less heating.
Oatmeal should never be eaten unless it is weakened by 

water or cookecl in milk. Oatmeal porridge in which there 
is much morę liąuid than oatmeal is remarkable lor pro- 
ducing great mental and physical stiength. One pmt 
oatmeal porridge contains morę muscle-producmg materia 
and brain food, than ten loaves of white bread ol the ordinary 
ńve-cent size. Oatmeal mush is not good aŝ  food and 
bas a poisonous eflfect on sonie stomachs. Owing to the 
strength of oats they should be diffused among a large 
nuantity of liąuid. A people fed upon this porridge madę 
with milk and upon potatoes with butter, would have per- 
fect health and strong mental and physical powers.

Two per cent only of our nourishment may consist ol 
phosphates in order to keep the brain and nerves m good

health. . . ..
The use of salt seems to be confined to exciting the salwa

of the mouth and gastric juice of the stornach. By so 
doing it renders digestion easier; and in cases of d™cuit 
digestion a spoonful of salt water ofien gives relief if the 
stornach has not been too much addicted to the use ol sa t 
in the past. It is also supposed that salt excites glandular
action throughout the entire body.

Buckwheat is an excessive heat-producer and causes 
eruptions in the blood and ill-health, unless nitrates and 
phosphates are eaten with it. It should be accompanied by 
beefsteak, cheese, or milk.

Barley contains morę brain-producing elements than any 
other grain ; it contains morę than twice as much as wheat, 
and is probably the finest food for men of sedentary habits, 
as it strengthens the action of the bram and keeps tl e

T H E  USES O F  FO O D . ?7



bowels pleasantly active. It should always be eaten in the 
lorm of porndge cooked in milk and water. Millet also 
abounds in brain food, as do nuts, especially the almond.

-he gladiators were fed only on barley bread. The 
niuscles of beef and mutton contain the same elements as 
nurnan niuscles, and are therefore adapted to nourish them 
whde unbolted wheat and barley furnish also a due propor- 
t‘on of flesh-making materials; and also in each of these 
articles  ̂are the phosphates, which give vital force, wheat 
containmg them in proportions necessary for common 
exercise, and barley and the flesh of beef and mutton morę 
than double the proportion of those in wheat.

Starch, tapioca, sago, and moss are deficient in food 
quantities but may accompany such food as meat, cheese 
or milk. Lean meat consists chiefly of nitrogen and, com ’
bmed with potatoes and cheese, would furnish an excellent 
meal.

Parsnips, turnips, carrots, beets, and onions consist mostly 
of water and waste, furnishing hardly any muscle or brain 
elements, and but a smali percentage of heat excepting in 
the case of beets, which contain considerable sugar. Onions 
contain so little food that a man who tried to live upon them 
would hterally starve to death. It would reąuire eighteen 
pounds of turnips, or seventy-three pounds of cucumbers to 
furnish as much heat as one pound of northern corn. These 
vegetables are, however, valuable in the summer time as are 
also cabbage, cauliflower, and lettuce and all fruits and 
bernes, because they furnish bulk and waste, both of which 
■ are necessary for digestion and intestinal activity In the 
wmter time such fruits and vegetables as may be had to- 
gether with potatoes will serve the same purpose; and are 
absolutely necessary for perfect health wheneyer concen- 
tratea food is taken.

Fat and lean meat together furnish all of the fourteen 
elements necessary for health; but only the flesh of 
animals that feed upon yegetables should ever be eaten by
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man. Fat meat furnishes heat and lean meat muscle. 
While the brain food in the fat of beef and of good veal is 
in very large porportion, pork, on the other hand, is much 
morę deficient in food for the brain.

Good veal contains morę muscle than beef, but beel 
contains morę heat and brain food than veał, and is by far 
the best of the meats; then in their order corae veal, 
mutton, and lamb.

Fish will next be considered. Haddock and codfish con- 
tain the same elements as lean beef and mutton excepting 
the unusual amount of phosphates or brain food in which 
the fish abounds. Halibut produces less muscle and brain 
food than other fish, while the cod and salmon produce 
morę.

Fatty fishes are not so easily digested as those which con- 
tain less carbon, but may be eaten by persons who take a 
great deal of active exercise out of doors.

An important principle in determining the use of food 
is as follows; birds, fowl, fish, and animal life generally 
will furnish the best food for man from that part of the 
body which is most exercised. It is a well known fact that 
beef contains morę strength than mutton or lamb; and 
that the least value in meat food comes from pork, which 
is produced by the laziest of animals. So there are differ- 
ent values in meat taken from different parts of beef: the 
tenderloin gives less strength than the sirloin, and the 
sirloin less than the rump, and the rump less than the 
round. Following this principle, the white meat of chicken 
and turkey which comes from that part of the body which 
is but little exercised, contains no morę nutrition than 
common white bread; while the dark meat is rich in phos
phates and muscle-making food. Still following this prin
ciple we find that the reverse parts of birds who live upon 
the wing resemble those just described ; the meat upon the 
breasts of birds who live in the air is rich in phosphates 
and nitrates, and their thighs and side-bones contain meat
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which is devoid of these elements as the breast of turkeys 
and chickens that do not live upon the wing.

Ali parts ot the turtle are nutritous, combining the 
ąuantities of fish, fowl, and egg; but to be fully enjoyed 
should be eaten fresh from the water.

Lobsters and crabs contain phosphates and nitrates in 
compact form and are very hard to digest; the best way to 
eat lobster is to reduce it to a fine pulp and make a milk 
stew with plenty of butter, and in this form we have a per- 
fect food rich in all the fourteen elements of the body.

Fish, crabs, and lobsters should not be eaten within five 
hours of sleeping; and this rule applies to grains and meats 
which are best adapted to working men. Sonie fish, 
although chemically in good condition, is nevertheless 
poisonous and the same is true of oysters. The best rule to 
totlow is to detect if possible any unpleasant odor arising 
trom fish or oysters and if any is noticeable, no matter how 
slight, such food should be rejected. It is common practice 
in hotels to keep beef until decomposition is ready to com- 
mence, and then cook it as approaching decay makes it 
tender. Very little harm comes from this, although the 
nutrition has been lessened; but in the case of oysters and 
hsh, if tliey are not perfectly fresh they should never be 
eaten.

Ot all the toolish ideas concerning food, that which 
supposes oysters contain brain or muscle-making food 
is the most absurd. A  mail who ate nothing but oysters 
woulcl soon lose both muscle and brain power. All that 
can be said in favor ot this food is merely that it has an 
excellent ,flavor and is delightful to the taste. It is the 
prevaihng custom to eat the entire oyster with its abdom- 
mal contents, the latter containing almost nothing but 
mu cl: the effect of this may be easily felt in the case of a 
mail who has devoured a dozen good sized oysters; the 
body of the oyster is ąuickly digested and his stornach is 
iined nearly an inch deep with mud taken from the bottom
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of the sea, and to dispose of this filth reąuires as much 
extra strength on the part of the stornach as has been 
acąuired from the slight food contained i-n the oyster 
Oysters are delicious but the abdomen should m a 
instances be thrown away and not eaten.

Milk of the cow contains all the elements of the hunuin 
system, and in the right proportions ; and ił concentratec, 
or if the stornach were large enough to contain these ele
ments in their diluted State, in sufficient ąuantities, would 
support the life and health of any man indefinitely.

Tea is in no way beneficial to the system, and contains a 
Very large proportion of tannic acid which is admitted by 
all scientists and first-class physicians to be positiyely m- 
jurious to the nervous system. The neryous escitement 
caused by tea is always followed by depression.

Coffee is morę beneficial than tea, but should never be 
boiled or steamed. The best way of cooking is to allow 
hotwater to flow or drip throughit; even at lts best lt is 
only beneficial for the aroma which serves as an appetizei. 
Every coffee dr inkę r we ever met had sonie chronię illness, 
but would never admit that coffee caused it.

Food must be relished or its value will be nearly de- 
stroyed. Naturę imparts to food a certain essence wlnch 
indicates that GLAM E is still present but which is only one 
of the results of G LAM E ; this is called osmazome by sonie 
and flavor by others, and may be cooked out ol lood or 
otherwise. One of the most satisfactory experiments is 
with drinking water and this shows clearly the influence of 
G LAM E upon what we eat and drink. Water may be dis- 
tiUecl until it is absolutely pure or all the harmful ingredients 
may be boiled out of it. Such water is chemically pure, but 
having lost its G LAM E is deorganized and has only a very 
fiat taste which makes it repulsive. It is therefore allowed 
to stand in the air or to be mingled with melted ice m order 
to partially restore its flavor. Water which is chemically 
pure but deorganized, regains flavor by passmg through the
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air drop by drop. Air and water both become stagnant by 
standing too long even if they do not come in contact with 
impurities.

Distilled water mingled with ice, and any fresh fruit juice, 
not only is rich in GLAM E, but is a powerful agent for dis- 
solving calcareous deposits in the body. Distilled water and 
pure ice is the most beneficial drink in existence. Minerał 
waters are not harmful to a person of youth and flesh, but 
hasten age by turning the brain, heart, and arteries into an 
osseous or bony condition.

Persons who eat the least meat and the greatest quantity 
of fruits, retain their youth and fresh complexion the longest, 
provided tea, coffee, and alcohol are let alone.
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T A B L E  OF FOODS.

ARTICLES. ZO
X<O

uiW

XH
Z

Ulw
'<
Xcu
Ul
o

Xwh<>

Asparagus.........; 5-4
Bacon.................! 62.5
Barley................ 1 52-1
Beans ..............: 4°-°
Beef....................| x4 0
Buckwheat........' 53-°
Butter................| 100.0
Cabbage............I 6.2
Carrots.............. j 122
Caulifłower.......| 4-6
Cheese...............j 28.0
Cherries............ j 21.0
Chicken .......... : i -9
Chocolate......... ! 88.0 .
Clam ................very little
Codfish............ I-O
Corn, northern 67.5
Corn, Southern. 39 2
Cream............  4-5
Cucumber....... i -7
Currants.......... 6.8
Dates, fresh.....  73-7
Eels.................. somefat
Eggs, white of..j................
Eggs, yolk of... 29.8
Figs.................. 57-9
Flounder.........  somefat
Green gages.... 26.8
Haddock........ 0.6
Halibut__ ....; somefat
H am ................ 32-?
Herring........... j sonie lat
Horseradish.... 4.7
Kidney............. ! 09
Lamb................ | 14-3
Lard.................. ! 100.0

0.6 0.4 | 93.6
8.4 0.5 | 28.6

12.8 4.2 14.0
24-0 3-5 H-8
19.O : 2.0 | 65.0

8.6 1.8 14.2

1.2 0.8 91.3
1 1  1.0 82.5
3.6 1.0 90.0

30.8 4-7 36 5
0.6 1.0 76.3

21.6 , 2.8 : 73-7
8.8 j  1.8 : . . . . . . . . . . j

12.0 i 2.5 !. . . . . . . . . . j
16.5 2.5 80.0 i
12.3 1.1 14.0
34.6 4.1 14-0 i
3-5    92-°
0.1 0.5 97-1 i
0.9 0.3 ! 81.3

..........................   24.0
17.0 3.5 | 75-° j
13.0 2.8 1 84.2
169 2.0 i 51.3

5.0 3.4 18.7
15-° 3-5 | 78.o
0.3   71-1

14.0 2.6 82.8
18.0 j  3.5 74-0
35.0 4.4 28.6
18.0 4.5 75-o
O.I 1.0 : 78.2

21.2 1-4 i 76-5
19.6 2.2 63.9

M
Ul<>

16.9
17.7

22.4

0-5
3-2
0.8

1.4

5-i
8.1

0.6
10.7
2-3

15.0

1.8

16.0
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T A B L E  OF FOODS.

ARTICLES.

CA
RB

ON
AT

ES
.

N
IT

RA
TE

S.

PH
OS

PH
AT

ES
.

W
AT

ER
.

Lentils............. 39-o 26.0 i -5 14.0
Liver................ 3-9 26 3 1.2 68.6
Lobster............ very little I4.O S-S 79.C)
Milk of cow..... 8.0 5-o 1.0 86.0
Milk, human.... 7.0 3-° o-5 89-5
Mutton............. 14.0 21.0 2.0 63.0
Oats................. 50.8 17.0 3-o 13.6
Onions............. 5-2 0.5 0.5 93-8
O ysters............ 12.6 0.2 87.2
Parsnips .......... 14-5 2.1 1.0 794
Pearl Barley.... 78.0 4-7 0.2 9-5
Pears................ 9.6 O. I 86.4
Peas................. 41.0 23-4 2.5 14.1
Pigeon............. 1.9 23.0 2.7 72.4
Plaice..... ......... very little 14.0 5-5 80.0
Pork................. 16.0 !7-5 2.2 64-3
Potatoes........... 15-8 1.4 0.9 74.8
Prunes............. 78.6 3-9 4-5 13.0
Radishes.......... 7-4 1.2 1.0 89.1
Rice................. 82.0 5-i 0.5 9.0
R ye.................. 75-2 6-5 0.5 13-5
Salmon............ some fat 20.0 6.5 74.0
Smelt............... very little 17.0 5-5 75-o
Sole.................. 0.8 I7.O 2.5 79-7
Suet.................. 100.0
Sweet potatoes 21.8 i -5 2.9 67-5
Trout............... 0.8 16.9 4-3 78.0
Turbot............. very little 17.0 5-5 79.0
Turnips............ 4.0 1.2 0.5 90.4
Y eal................. 14-3 17.7 2-3 65-7
Yenison ........ 8.0 20.4 2.8 68.8
Yermicelli........ 3S.0 47-5 i -7 12.8
W  beat............. 66.4 14.6 1.6 14.0
W h e y .............. 4.6 0.7 94-7
W hiting........... very little 15.0 5-5 78.0

19-5

15.6

3-°
7.6
3-9

19.0

7-i

!-3
3- 4
4- 3

6.3

3-9

3-4



CHHPTER FOURTEEN

EATING FOR HEALTH.
This chapter is not scientific in its language nor in the pre- 

sentation of its facts, although all the statements here are 
scientifically correct. To burden a book of this kind with 
language that could be understood only by the most schol- 
arly scientists would be to defeat its usefulness,

When we say that all the Ralston Health Club books are 
used by physicians, not only for study, but for reference, 
and that the same, books are madę so plain and so easily 
understood that the most illiterate person can learn the great 
facts of life and health therefrom, we are able to realize the 
importance of the Club in aiding mankind to avoid disease.

The principal meal of the day should commence with 
soup, as this excites the stornach to healthy activity, and 
prepares it to receive morę solid food.

A  person in ciass One may eat most anything wdiich is 
relished, if the taste be not previously perverted.

A  person of average w'eight who exercises sufficiently to 
maintain good health, reąuires five ounces ot nitrates for the 
muscles, twenty ounces of carbonates for heat, two or tw'0 
and a half per cent of phosphates for the brain, nerves, and 
bones, with waste to accompany it for bulk which may con- 
sist in part of water and natural acids to enable the liver to 
eliminate the effete matter from the blood.

As we have said in the previous chapter the great danger 
is in eating too much carbonaceous food which overheats 
and inflames the blood, and is a fruitful cause of disease. 
But on the other hand it is asked is there not too great a 
danger in eating food which contains an excess in nitrates 
and phosphates; and we will say that the latter is not suffi
ciently abundant to overstock the system, while one of the
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chief dangers of eating an undue proportion of nitrates is 
their liability to contract the stornach and injure digestion. 
A  person living on nothing but cheese would possess a storn - 
ach about one-seventh of its natural size which, therefore, 
would not secrete the gastric juice which is necessary for 
digestion; and it is well known that the distention of the 
stornach is necessary in order to secrete these juices. The 
foods which are over-rich in nitrates are cheese, Southern 
corn, beans, peas, fish, lean meats, fruits, and yegetables. 
These are great muscle-makers but must be avoided in com- 
binations unless accompanied by a due proportion of car- 
bonaceous food and waste.

For the convenience of our members we give the follow- 
ing classifications ;—

The best of the common phosphatic or brain foods are 
lean meat, fish, cheese, whole wheat, oatmeal, almond nuts, 
Southern corn, beans, peas, sweet potatoes, figs, and prunes.

The best of the common carbonaceous or heat-producing 
foods are fat, sugar, butter, rice, rye, chocolate, dates, buck- 
wheat and northern corn, and white "bread. The eating of 
too much of this class of food is the cause of ill health, poor 
blood, and bad skin.

The best of the common nitrogenous or muscle-producing 
foods are vermicelli, cheese, meats, Southern corn, salmon, 
lentils, beans, and peas. The first two, vermicelli and cheese 
are the best muscle-producers known.

The necessity of phosphorus for persons of strong men- 
tality, or for those who study much, or whose habits are 
sedentary, may be clearly demonstrated in the fact that when 
the brain has been very active, or a person has been worry- 
ing, the excretions frorn the body contain a larger proportion 
of phosphorus than at any other time. Clergymen on Mon- 
day, lawyers during a court trial, and physicians when over- 
worked, by actual proof lose unusual ąuantities of phos
phorus. This shows the necessity of knowing what to eat, 
and in what proportions to eat the different elements.
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School girls grow pale and their parents ascribe the cause 
to something else, when it is due solely to the loss of phos- 
phorus and the lack of foods which contain that element. 
Some physicians knowing the real cause prescribe phos- 
phates, in medicines, from deorganized phosphates, as al! 
medicines are. This is mockery at Naturę and Nature s 
God, w ho has furnished these organized phosphates m fish, 
grain, and meat, ready for digestion and assimilation in the 
hunran system.

Less carbonaceous food should be eaten in suminei, ana 
morę in winter. The fault of tne nation is in eating to( 
much carbonaceous food at all seasons of the year, and as 
this food supplies nonę of the substance of the bod}-, but 
only the heat necessary for its existence, it should never be 
eaten in excess. Disease, which attends its over-use, is 
probably due to the lack of phosphates and nitrates.

Too little carbonaceous food causes leanness.
Too much carbonaceous food causes fevers, inflammations, 

and generał disease.
It will thus be seen that persons who are suffering from a 

deficiency of one kind of food, and who seek lO ovei eonie 
the defect by indulgence in the opposite kinds of food, run 
the risk almost invariably of bringing on some other trouble, 
unless a knowledge of each kind of food is brought to bear 
upon the diet; and such persons generally have a bad 
opinion of the attempted cure from its failure in their cases. 
But the worst of all evils is the attempt to supply the defi
ciency in the elements of the body(from which morę diseases 
arise than from any other cause) by the use of deorganized 
elements. It is now dawning fully upon the medical world 
that phosphates, carbonates, and nitrates when introduced 
into the system in deorganized State, are contrary to the 
rule of Naturę and the fixed plan of God ; and all medicines 
whether in powders, pills, or liąuids which contain any of the 
fourteen elements reąuired by the body, have them in de
organized form and are therefore injurious ; and all othei
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elements than the fourteen reąuired by the body whether de
organized or organie, are poisonous to the system 

Carbonaceous foods in warm climates or warm seasons 
p * malaria, bihous fevers, liver troubles, and slow fevers 
People with such troubles should avoid wbite bread, spices. 
and pork; and live on fruits, vegetables, and grain.

Ihe most nourishing drink for the brain and nervous sys
tem, as well as for the generał yitality, is what is called 

R alston  Bran  L em onade.” This is madę in the same 
way as lemonade, excepting that the water has been madę 
almost of the consistency of milk by being mixed with bran 
and standmg at least six hours. The use of bran water for 

nn mg PulP°ses is not likely to become popular as it is too 
simple m its composition; but let any person whose brain is 
dred or who is over-worked or wearied from any employ- 
ment that saps the yitality take a glass of bran water, either 
with or without the lemonade, and the result will be surpris- 
mg. Owmg to the great predominance of phosphorus in 
bran, the neryous system as well as yitality of body and 
biam are ąuickly nourished, and the eye becomes bright and 
1  ^ eanness departs. Persons who are easily fatigued during 
the day should drink bran water occasionally. Shop o-irls 
elerks, people of sedentary habits, and care-worn mothers 
will become new beings under the influence of phosphorm 
taken m this way ; while on the other hand any phosphates 
aken in medicinal drinks or liquid form sold as medicine, 

be found to be deorganized and therefore injurious to 
ie health. Never take into the system any deorganized 

e ements no matter how pure they may be.

, I" ° rtder n0t onl>’ cure ourselyes and maintain perfect

healhv Ł ° , t0 deVd0P the COming 8'eneraP°n intohealthy men and women, the Ralston Health Club Method
srou foim a part of the common school system of educa- 
tion and should be insisted upon in all communities that 
pretend to practical education. Eyery man and woman, and 
every child. of mtelligent age should bepermitted to become 
members of the Ralston Health Club.
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Scrofulous diseases, including blotches upontbe face and 
body, and ulcers upon the surface and even within the lungs 
(as will be seen in the book of Complete Membership oi the 
Ralston Health Club), can be cured by the combined influ
ence of nitrates and phosphates when organized in natural 
food ; but the same elements in the form of medicines fa.il 
to effect this cure. The reason is that deorganized elements 
are entirely lacking in GLAM E. Experiments in many 
cases resulting in remarkable cures, prove that a restoration 
in the body of the proper proportion of the fourteen ele
ments will bring perfect health.

Food which is most easily digested is generally the least 
wholesome for a well person. The digestive organs reąuire 
that kind of food which creates energy and strength of action. 
W e have known many persons having weak stomachs 
hardly capable of digesting anything stronger than rice, whO' 
have gradually acąuired the power by carefully training the 
stornach, and attending to the four Cardinal points of health, 
to digest the most difficult food.

Food which contains the most nourishment is usually the 
least wholesome when taken alone. Waste matter is neces- 
sary every day in order to distend the stornach and intestines, 
and to produce an excitement of good digestion and a stimu- 
lant to the bowels to throw off their excretions.

The use of condiments such as mustard, cloves, horse- 
radish, sauces, and pungent spices have been proved to be 
injurious to the stornach, liver, and especially to the heart; 
ye( they are of no harm to a strong stornach if taken in yery 
small ąuantities.

Any food, however indigestible, which the stornach de- 
mands, should be given to excite the glands and juices of 
digestion, but in smali ąuantities.

Food must contain a łarge proportion of waste, in order 
to give healthy action to the bowels.

Hard physical workers reąuire food that is hard to digest. 
owing to its staying longer with them.
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We wish we had space in this book to speak of the many 
cures which have been brought about by combining the ni- 
trates and phoSphates in natural food, and thus using them 
to fight down the influence of carbonaceous food; but all 
this will be fully stated in the book of Complete Member- 
ship.

A  person who eats no meat would reąuire about six 
pounds of food daily; whereas if mixed food is used includ- 
ing meat, four pounds usually suffices.

Fruits and yegetables, by their acids and juices serve to 
drive the effete matter from the system, and should be par- 
taken of every day.

Fruits and yegetables which contain but little nutrition, 
are designed by Naturę to be eaten as eliminators, as they 
eliminate from the system the dead matter which would 
otherwise clog it.

Bran cakes madę from the outside shell of wheat, which is 
exceedingly rich in phosphorus, containing as it does about 
all the phosphorus there is in wheat, furnish the best brain 
food attainable; but bran should not be eaten if the bowels 
are easily irritated.

A  person who is unable to digest strong food, is mentally 
and physically weak. Rice eaters are weak, effeminate, and 
stupid.

Meat ought not to be eaten by very young persons, as it 
often causes nervous derangements, fits, and certain indis- 
cretions in youth. The healthiest and purest lives come 
from those who are not permitted to eat meat before the 
age of fifteen.

Potatoes sliced thin and fried are indigestible; and, while 
delicious to the taste, they not only afford no real nourish- 
ment, but injure the processes of digestion as to other food. 
They also cause a disarrangement of the liver.

Cake clogs the stornach. All rich pastry is poison to the 
liver.

Glucose, which is a peryerted form of corn, is preyalent
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in beer and in other drinks, and especially in soft caramels 
and creams, and in syrups, jellies, and similar things. 
Although derived from a nutritious food it is in a perverted 
shape, and to G LU CO SE may be attributed the rapid 
spread of B R IG H T’S D ISEASE.

Trichinće and tape worrn cysts come from pork, raw meat, 
and sausages. Bologna sausages, meat-cheese, and any 
cooked sausages which contain red meat, should be avoided

FO0D FOR, T H E  A G E D .

Grandfather is getting old; the jolly good-natured face 
is not as bright as it used to be, though the old gentleman 
seems to be putting on morę flesh, while his daily lood 
consists mostly of buckwheat cakes and syrup, white bieao 
and butter, sugar, rice, pork, and fat meats. His strength 
of mind and body have gone, and he drones about the house 
in a continual stupor. He needs a change of food : lean 
meat and fish, cracked wheat and potatoes, barley cakes 
rye bread, or Southern corn cakes. Give him these and his 
mental vigor will come back again. Instead of sitting 
indoors all day he will be morę active.

May be he is ąuite thin and lean, with pale blue flesh. 
He needs buckwheat cakes, molasses, fat meats, potatoes 
mashed in milk and well buttered, together with northeru 
corn, cracked wheat, and fish, oatmeal porridge, and 
fruits every morning. Are grandfather and grandmother 
both living; and would you desire to have thern with yov 
for a great many years yet, hale and hearty, good-naturec. 
and vigorous, actively useful both to themselves and to 
those about them? You can make them happy, and make 
their lives 'such as we have described, by giving them 
General Membership in the Ralston Health Club.
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WHAT TO EAT.

G E N E R A L  R U L E S  F O R  U N S C IE N T IF IC  P E R SO N S .

The theory of the Ralstonites, as far as the present volume 
is ; oncerned, may be divided into two parts :—

’ st. The storing of G LA M E  in the system.
pad. Eating for health.
31'd. General ( but not special) Exercise.
Ali. The cultivation of Cheerfulness.
The latter furnishes a healthy and happy modę of living. 

and renders G LAM E morę at home in the body ; although it 
is a fact that the latter agency is so powerful that it over- 
comes many a vicious habit and wanton neglect of the laws 
of health.

Without attempting at the present time to classify our 
members, for we could not do so without knowing morę of 
their temperaments and conditions, we will lay down the fol- 
lowing generał rules. Do not fali into the error of suppos- 
ing that the rules are all there are, or that the food described 
skonld be imperatively used.

F ir s t  G e n e r a l  R ulf.. Milk.— This is undoubtedly 
the simplest and most closely allied to naturę of all means 
of sustaining the body. It is, however, inadeąuate. It 
wr uld not be a difficult matter for a local club to arrange to 
have pure milk from healthy cows, properly taken care of 
until ready for use. Milk absorbs both the animal and 
vegetable life that fioats about in invisible form, in the 
atmosphere. There is magnetic life or G LAM E in milk, as 
long as it retains its original warmth, and any subseąuent 
warming will never restore its first yitality. As soon as it 
is taken from the cow it should be instantly poured into

(102)
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glass jars that have been previously scalded, then sealed air- 
tight. This prevents the milk from absorbing the poisons 
which exist in every atmosphere. The scalding will kill the 
germs that may already be in the jar, otherwise Disinte- 
gration would commence in the milk before taken into the 
sromach.

Many persons claim that they are unable to drink milk. 
This indicates simply a diseased condition of the stornach, 
and needs to be remedied by our special treatment. An ex- 
celient way of drinking milk is to put lumps of ice in a glass, 
and over this pour enough milk to fili in between the pieces 
:if ice and instantly drink the whole of it. The cream of 
course should be left upon the milk unless the patient is 
troubled with diseases of the kidneys, in which case no 
aream should be allowed to enter the stornach until the dis- 
ease has been cured. Not only the cream, but crusts of 
hread in which there may be lard, fat of all kinds, especially 
fried cake and pastry, beer, alcohol, and glucose, which  ̂is 
used in many adulterations,— all these are exceedingly inju- 
rious if the kidneys are not in good health, but are not apt 
;0 do harm otherwise. Still referring to our special treatment 
for classified members, we say that the worst diseases of the 
kidneys, including the well known and supposed fatal 
attacks of diabetes and Bright’» disease may be cured, and 
absolute health restored. This we will demonstrate without 
the use of any medicines and free of all cost.

S econ d  G e n e r a l  R u l e . Cheese.— This excellent
aniele of food may be used as a complete substitufe for 
milk, and reąuires the following things to be observed in its 
nroduction and keeping: It should be madę from puie milk 
and cream, taking the milk in the natural State; it should be 
mild, always fresh, and should be kept in as pure an atmos
phere as possible. W e confidently expect that in each town 
and city there will be a club who will elect an executive 
committee, to serve for a limited time, whose duty shall be 
to look personally after these matters for the benefit of the 
entire club.



T h ir d  G e n e r a l  R u l e . Eggs.— As milk is not of itself 
sumcient to sustain life, we shall have to look to other 
toods; Eggs 0f  themselves contain substantially the entir, 
pnnciples and elements necessary for the existence of tli 
b°dy- Eggs and milk alone liave been known to sustain life 
tor many years. It costs no morę to get fresh, pure eggs 
than to get the kind ordinarily found in the markets. It may 
takea little morę trouble, but the executive committee 
your club will look after this for you, and as all of you i;: 
turn act on that committee, you will find the social pleasure= 
to morę than pay you for the trouble. Eggs obtain a bad 
odor or flavor from the impure food of which the hens are 
surę to get too much if they are not fed by the owners. F< r 
the purpose of obtaining the best eggs for the health, the 
hens should be fed upon good, wholesome food and pure 
water in the morning, and again at night, and then be ai- 
lowed to pick up what they may during the daj-. O f coursc 
the better way of preparing the eggs is to mix them wid: 
milk anci cook them as lightly as possible.

F ourth  G e n e r a l  R u l e . Appies.— This excellent 
iuit should always be kept where it can be partaken of 

at any hour of the day, and an appetite for it should be 
created. There are but few brands of appies which suit 
f le taste ol an mdividual. These should be ascertained and 
secured ; the only reąuisite being that the apple should be 
mlly ripe. As it is a good plan never to allow the stornach 
to be empty morę than an hour at a time, and as the disease 
germs m the air are never absorbed by the stornach wher. i: 
contams food, no better kind of light food could be taken 
than appies, crackers, and cheese once everyhouror so dtir- 
ing the day.

o i f t h  G e n e r a l  R u l e . Fruit.— Oranges which are 
very sweet are generally poisonous. So also are oran- ĉ  
whose skin emits a stinging oil. This may be tested by 
placmg the skin to the lips and bending it backwards so a? 
to slightly bruise it. The thin-skinned, sour, or middlińg
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sweet oranges are the best. ' Splendid health results from 
taking only the juice (not the pulp) ol six Florida or Cali- 
fornia oranges daily. Iry  this lor one yeai, and see what 
bright eyes, elear brains, and excellent health you will have. 
Bananas eaten in America are positiyely injunous uncler alł 
circumstances, 110 rnatter how they are raised or how they 
are ripened. In their native country they are excellent as 
food. In this country they are nearly eąual to poison, ano 
commence disintegration of the body the moment they enie. 
the stornach. No decayed fruit under any circumstances 
should ever be touched, even if the decay could be cut out, 
for the smallest speck of decay permeates the entire fruit. 
Lemons, if ripe, should be taken either very early in the 
morning, or just before retiring at night. They are very 
yaluable especially if taken without the aid of sugar. Raisins 
if large and not decayed, and if they contain no worms, are 
a morę powerful stimulant to the body than winę, and ex- 
hilarate the nervous system without any fear of intoxicatior.. 
But as nearly all brands of raisins contain worms which are 
not yisible to the naked eye, it would be well for the club in 
your town to borrow a microscope and inrestigate the con- 
■ dition of the raisins they use. Grapes are generally yery 
good; some are not safe to take; for instance, the little 
Catawbas will poison a person. The Concords are the most 
common, easiest raised, and always perfectly safe, il the little 
fine dust of a bluish tint is on them. Never eat a grapę 
where this is absent, for it indicates that the fruit may have 
been raised either in the shade or some unhealthy spot, o; 
that they are stale. Grapes should always be on the bunch, 
and not split nor open, for they ąuickly absorb the poisonous 
life in the atmosphere. The better way to eat them is to go 
out in the early morning and take them directly from the 
v ines, or else eat them at home when they are not wami. 
Peaches, if not tart, are very good, but the large, coarse. 
yellow-fleshed peaches are too harsh. All pears are exceed- 
ingly beneficial if not decayed, or specked with decay. The
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well-known Bartlett pear is one of the most yaluable aids to

tikt t I T T  the kidneyS' When eaten to excess, so
at the body is crowded with them, they become very

cleansmg. Watermelons thrive best in malaria! countrieś
and even m non-malarial countrieś absorb the Iow poisons
dL t lurk near the ground. Not only is this the case, but
watei melons also senously injure the action of the liyer
although most persons who have eaten heavily of this fruit

shouId h1"' 3SCribe the CaUSe t0 S° methin^ eI-se. Tomatoes 
should be eaten sparmgly, and generally ayoided in soups 
or tans.

S ix t h  G e n e r a l  R u l e . M Os.-A U  nuts, excepting the 
a mend contam an o.l that acts as a poison upon the organs.

nlL aq! Ctlng the heart> s°nie the liver, and sonie the kid- 
1 i , u almond is very nutritious and fattenine. It i= 
probable that no mjury could arise from eating them Nuts 
however, are so rich in phosphorus that a few should be

mended ^  dinn6r’ and alm0nds are spedally recorn-

S e y e n t h  G e n e r a l  R u l e . Vegetables.~T here is no 
oubt but that onions stand at the head of this list of foods 

ThZ  ,°Ut d cooked m milk, and generally well done.
y d ,l 16 bod>' ln manY ways, but saturating the en tire 

sys.em with them tends to produce a sallow complexion 
JNext o onions, turmps are to be preferred : the little white 
ones bemg the best for health. Beets, parsnips, carrdts 
g ’ a‘ld a11 ve8'etables come next, with about an eouG 

egiee of iavor. The amount of nourishment contained in 
iose already named is not as great as that which we find in 

peas, and beans, and corn. The last three will therefore be 
moie yaluable for nutrition, but bulk and waste are needed 
o aid d,gestiom Every kind of yegetable has its yalue 

and is morę to be preferred than meat. W e must remember 
that the strong horse, and ox, and mule, all of which per
onu such wonderful feats of strength, get their great power 

n om the common grains, and yegetables, and grasses. Who
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ever heard of an ox, or a horse, or a mule, eatmg meat ? 
Persons who live mostly upon vegetables have h 
health the best nerves, and thefbest complexion.
' E ig h t h  G e n e r a l  R u l e . M ea ts.-Meats may be par a- 

ken of, but the proportion at one meal should never be giez ei 
than one-sixth of all the food consumed, excludmg dnnks- 
This proportion would probably aid, and cannot m any way 
njure, the process of digestion. Investigation has shown 
hat the human stornach was created for the digestion 

both vegetables and meat. Persons who eat morę than this 
proportion of one-sixth of meat generally are irntable, and 
have bad complexions, and a tendency to pimples and stan 
diseases It is claimed by physicians to be a fact that n 
regetarian ever died of cancer. Whether this is true the 
■ uithor does not know, but it is probably a fact. No poi k m 
any form should ever enter the stornach. Sonie expermient 
■ nade by the author with this kind of meat developed very 
startling results, as it is eąually true of healthy as well as 
diseased pork. The best meat is good beef; it may be lare 
i; q:S e  ,vell clone. The la„er is the safer. Beef not,hor- 
oughly cooked in a majority of cases produces germs of dis- 
ease which ■ cooking would completely erad.cate, The old 
theory that rare beef contained yaluable blood properties is 
he sheerest nonsense, and although maintamed to-day by a 

few careless physicians, is ridiculed by the best of the pro- 
•eśsion. The only advantage meat is to the stomac is 
;n the fibers, and not in the juice. Lamb should never e 
eaten rare. All fowl is difficult of digestion, but to a strong 
stornach presents no danger. To a weak stornach the best 
-nethod of preparing it is to boil the meat very thoroug > 
hi the form of a stew. The same remark apphes to all other 
kinds of meat not specifically mentioned. All sausages are 
suspicious, and the red meat is apt to be dangerous

N in th  G e n e r a l  R u l e . F is h .- All kinds of fresh fis i 
are valuable, but we doubt if the salted or prepared fish 
should be indulged in to any great extent. Oysters contain
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woiliH t T  nUtnment at all> and> compared with beef, i" 
would take twenty times the weight in cysters to produce

Th ' u ™  ? 7 nt3 mSnt that C° Uld be obta’ned frommea;,
wonde? 1 f ’1 13 freSh SaIm0n : its generał effects are

ondeiful m supplymg strength to the body as well as to tli-
nerves and the brain. Canned salmon is e.iellent. Hali k u  
and trouL stand next in value.

st-nEl TH, GENERAL R u le ' Drink* .-T e a  and coffee de- 
°\  the bestactlon of the nerves, produce headaches brim 

°n yspepsia, and do positive injury in every w ay ' The 
persons who do not feel the injurious effects now, will here- 
A ei‘ . here 1S 110 P ure chocolate or broma sold in the

buTlta-lT r ! ark? ‘ , 7 ^  miXtUre CHlled chocolate contains Jt httle of it, and winie it may not be injurious in all cases
*  is in a majority. Cocoa is less adulterated than chocolate
oi broma, and occasionally sonie may be found that is near'-
Pure; this therefore may be used, and produces a lid u  ■■
dnnk, not so nch as chocolate. The best drinks for the
stornach are hot water, as hot as the throat can stand 0-

h“ t a S r " " '  ^  S,i"  “

E l e y e n t h  G e n e r a l  R u l e . * Red Pepper.— This is 
one of the most yaluable of all foods, and should be take- 
not as a medicme but as a food. If the health seems to be 
pei ect and no malaria or blood-poisoning is present red 
pepper should be eaten once a week as follows: Take 

e ąuantity ot a pea in a large tablespoon filled with milk 
Oi Soup, swallow it, and immediately wash the throat wim 
some kmd of drink. This ąuantity should neyer be 
ncreased, but a person who is not feeling well, and esoe- 

oially one troubled with malaria, should take the sam- 
ąuanuty once a day until the symptons entirely disappear.

he yalue of red pepper upon the liver cannot be fu h y  

understood until one has used it. W e have neyer seen e 
oase of malaria, or of intermittent fever, or of congestire 
onlls, whtch could not be completely destroyed by this
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s im ple method. It is a well known fact that red pepper m 
very smali doses given to hens, will prevent nearly all kmds 
of disease among them. The club of which you are a mem- 
ber sliould see that pure red pepper, ground mto powder 
known as Cayenne pepper, is obtainable in your locality.

Ili health is caused by improper food and by ar. impropei 
disposal of it after reacliing the stornach; or by food which 
is in a bad condition when eaten. Pure digestion is not a 
species of decay, but on the other hand, it is dissolution 
without decay. The latter occurs by the natural law o, 
death and as little opportunity as possible sliould be givei. 
it to take place in the body. The whole secret of a <ong 
life seems to lie at the door of this fact, coupled with the 
generation of the Life Principle to sustain it. Hence, it may 
be seen that food sliould not be put into the stornach 111 a 
condition of decay or adulteration, so as to dog the system 
and hołd the process of Disintegration there. _T he disposal 
of the refuse matter will be plainly stated in special pamphlets 
to classified members.

T H IN K  A S  Y O U  E A T .

In closing this important chapter it is well to ask our 
members to think when they eat of what they are eating. 
By this time the naturę of the food which you eat will be 
well known to you, and its uses understood.

What did you eat to-day ?
Was it too much carbonaceous ? or nitrogenous ? 01

phosphatic? The first undoubtedly.
Now we will say that you have changed your diet and 

have been eating plenty of nitrates and phosphates. Still 
something is the matter : the food is too condensed. \ ou 
need waste matter, and you are apt to regard carbonaceous 
food as waste; so be careful. Look at the labie o, 
Foods ” in Chapter Twelre, and act accordmgly.

Another trouble may arise; you need eliminators, sucli
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SiSt;rfo: n r ,ables',o cmy °ff ̂  «**—
What did you eat to-day ?

Hus ąuestion is a Ralston question and you must answe- 
^  °r you are nota Ralstonite; and what is more T m  1
— USt ^  in the of ca.bonat nVat
pnosphates, wastes, and eliminators

a . i o t 'o f  f o o T "  k” W"  “ ,,hk'S ab“ ‘ consider-

= 5 £ E ś = - 3 - " - ~
J g h ,  "  “  T 8" '  the fO0d' ° r “ * » » » „  te
do l  tń k , ?WS a arge mar8'in ; and all you need
food 1  ‘T f  ,ie Sellera, coniposition of f c

Lr— -

o fP erfec t H ealth .”  She is timid ahr j .T ? L M ’ based °n the Ralston Doctrines 
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CHHPTER SIXTEEN.

PHILOSOPHY OF MOVEMENT.

A  man wagered that he could lie in bed a week without 
any materiał change in his health. Upon arising he 
łound that he had not strength sufficient to enable him to 
stand on his feet. Muscles, bones, tissue, nerves, and even 
the blood had been yitiated, and were remarkably weaker.. 
He could not understand why absolute stillness should not 
rest a man, instead of destroying his strength.

Another man carried his arm in a sling for three months 
to see what would happen to it. The muscles and skin 
shrivelled, and the flesh was flabby and siekły. The bonę 
of the arm became stiff as though all the vital spring had 
departed from it.

People who do not exercise sufficiently have flabby flesh, 
soft and siekły muscles, and their bones are dry as chalk, 
and are easily broken in a fali. On the other hand, ii 
sufficient exercise is taken, the bones are fuli of sap and 
have a spring or flexibility that will resist a fracture. 
Such a person is generally safe against disease. Persons 
once in health ought. never to be ill, if generał attention is 
paid to the Four Cardinal Points of Health ; and persons in 
ClassTwo should obtain good health by following the course 
prescribed in volumes two and three of this club; after 
which they may always remain in Class One. It is only a 
weakened person who is attacked by contagious diseases, 
or epidemics such as La Grippe.

(nr)
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W e will lay down the great law of exercise which is as 
follows:—

R A L S T O N  L A W  O F  E N E R C IS E .

Nutrition is drawn into any part o f the body in propor- 
tion io the amount o f movement o f that part.

This rule is subject to two limitations:—
1. The nutrition can come only from proper food.
2. The movement must not be excessive.
Food, however nutritious it may be, will not become a 

part of the active, vital organism, until it is drawn to sonie 
portion of the body by exercise, and that part receives it as 
nutrition. Much valuable food in lazy people passes away 
in the excretions or becomes efifete in the system. Such 
persons have bad breaths and carry a semi-corpse about. 
I.earn that exercise is an imperative law of Naturę, and in 
partaking of what may be madę a luxury in life,-—namely 
invigorating activity,— always keep in mind the close rela- 
tion between all the Four Cardinal Points o f Health. Re- 
member that a walk without G LAM E is a tedious affair even 
to a sedentary person. Exercise, then, is for the purpose of 
imńting nutrition to all parts of the body. O f course you 
are in Class One and have good health; and it is not our 
purpose to make this volume a book for invalids.

If you are ill, you will find it necessary to become a com- 
plete member, and as such you will be benefited by the 
great Massage cure, and all the Swedish movements, which 
are given in Vol. III, together with the fuli course of Phy- 
sical Culture, in four departments : Heroic, Hygienic, Psychic, 
and Aesthetic. These three divisions of exercise form too 
vast a system for this book. Exercises and movements 
have for generations been a part of all methods of aiding the 
physician to restore health in the patient. To establish and 
maintain two great forces is the main object of all the opera- 
tions of the numan system. These are the mechanical and 
nervous forces.
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It is through these that he impresses surrounding 
things, acts upon them in a thousand ways, modifies their 
relations to assist his purposes, and secures through their 
use the object of his own desires. It is through the use of 
these agents, also, that he fathoms the designs of Naturę 
and of God, discovering the laws that appertain to sur
rounding things, and to his own spiritual naturę. The 
possession of these powers fulfils in him his utmost desires, 
and he can covet nothing rnore as respects the ąuality of 
these powers. They are capable of a progressive and 
almost limitless expansion, at least this may be said of 
those belonging to the nervous system. But they may act 
inharmoniously, feebly, painfully, or antagonistically.

The latter condition constitutes disease. As a man’s 
possibilities of power in this mortal State can not be 
realized without instruments, so will they find imperfect 
Instruments. Hence we must go to the source of these 
manifestations, if we would correct or improye them when- 
ever they are imperfect or defectiye.

To improye these capabilities, and to train them to their 
proper use, is, in short, to put an indiyidual in possession of 
himself. Ili health is evidence of loss of such control; 
medical efforts are merely endeavors to restore this control.

According to Draper, the water taken into the system of 
a man weighing 140 pounds, in the course of twenty-four 
hours amounts to 4.1 Ibs.; the dry food, 2.25 Ibs.; the oxy- 
gen, 2.19 Ibs.; the whole amounting to about eight and a 
half pounds of materiał every day, furnished the system to 
sustain its powers. A  proportionate amount, we discoyer, 
is discharged front the body in the same time, there being 
no increase of its weight. But in the meantime these 
materials have become greatly changed in conseąuence 
of Chemical combinations with each other. About a pound 
and a half of water has been produced in the course of 
these combinations, half a pound of carbon has been 
dismissed through the lungs, and a great yariety of organie
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and earthy salts have been concocted in the system, and 
drained off by the kidneys. To convey oxygen and 
nutriment to the changing structures, about twenty-five 
pounds of blood have been kept in unceasing circula- 
tion through all, even to the minutest, channels of the 
body : and about twenty-one pounds of solvent juices have 
been poured into the digestive canal to efifect the solution 
of the food, to be again absorbed into the blood.

Disease is a deviation from the usual and prescribed pro- 
cesses of atomie changes.

i i 4



CHHPTER SEYENTEEN.

A CODĘ OF PRACTICE.

B y way of review let us State that 
i y Nutrition to the body can only come through the

tivity of the body. rr:qP
2. Food attracted to any part of the body by exercise,

gives health and vigor to that part.
,  Food, no matter how nutntious lt may be m t 

meńts, is not so easily drawn into the organie hfe ot the 
system, or “ assimilated” as physicians say unless muscular 
activity is going on. Much of the best food, not being 

assimilated, is lost as waste.
' 4 Assimilated food, after having served its purpose 
becomes effete; and such effete matter should be thrown off

by exercise and the eating ol fruit. _ . , .
'M e n  and women who are not in a position to d ero tea  

specified amount of time daily to the fuli exercise of the 
body, will be pleased to have us iurnish them with a codę 
of practice which shall contain the sunplest possible move- 

and yet be effecti™ m serying the dentands o 
Health. Such is the purpose of the present chaptei. _ 
aU our General Members will sooner or later come mto 
complete membership, and probably in course ot time wiU 
reach the tooth Degree, we feel surę that they will learn Z appreciate the splendid system of physical cultnre which 
is found in the book of Complete Membership, to which all 
Fifth Degree members are entitled. The tom courses 
Heroic, Hygienic, Psychic, and yEsthetic furnish a complete 
and beautiful system of physical culture especially designe 
for schools and home practice. W e have examined every 
method of physical culture in use m the two hemispheres, 
and we assert that the Ralston system is the best, for the rea-

( 1 1 5 )
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h e a lt^ b n ^ r 6"01565, ^  0nly adapted t0 the "eeds of 
,but they are also an-anged in a system of relationshin

felt andVfhSlfied °-f ^  b°dy’ S° that weariness is not and they result ln g'lvmg good form, physinue and de
f o r m Z h '  f,IheySeekt° eStabHsh beauty andstrength of 
1 m’ rather than mere muscular development.

could ° f  SUCh \ C°mpIete system (for which there
bG ° °  r° °m 111 a book of Ais kind), we now offer the 

present codę ot practice. It is simple and without elabora- 
tion and is not in any sense a part of the regular system 
ot the book ot Complete Membership.

A  C O D Ę  O F  P R A C T IC E .

Exercise must be applied to 
t- 1 he body in generał.
-•— I he lungs.
3-— The skin.
4.— Rest.
1 his short codę will be applied first.

T H E  B O D Y  IN  G E N E R A L .

all m r t s o f S  ? ° Uld n0t ** l0St sig'ht ° f’ !t is a that paits of the body commence to decay when not exercised

stroy^by7/ Ut H SqUally trUe that over-exercise will de-
muscies Y i J ’ SUpP0rtInS tissue of the bones and 
muscles. Violence is at all tnnes to be ayoided. The ereat
a hletes all break down before they reach the prime of life 

“ S aCt S.h° U/d not make us afraid of exercise, for on theother h d) the b become as dry ag cha]k

bnttle when not used and exercised sufficiently; so with the 
muscles and other parts ot the body.

The first thing to be done is to learn to stand on the tips
.,h ,!°CS andu t0 keeP 111 8°od balance. This is of course

S s  We ’ 1 ^  ^ the main charm of ite suc-cess. We wtsh now to add to the difficulty by haying you

m eanTe e7 3 7  7 * ^  °f ^  ^  by the wernean the extremes of the toes.
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When this can be done easily, make an effort to rise, while 
counting five slowly, on the tips of the feet; then take each 
foot in turn. This is almost impossible to a nervous person, 
but its very difficulty adds to the glow of pleasure when it is 
accomplished, and keeps the attention of the person on the 
exercise. W e hołd that exercise done mechanically never 
produces the effects that are desired. For people, howevei 
sedentary they may be in their habits, to walk when they do 
not feel like it or do not take an interest in walkmg, is only 
to add to their weariness. Exercise should be desiied and 
liked in order to be exhilarating.

The next step to be taken is to place the right arm u: 
front of the body, and try to clinch the fist as tightly as pos- 
sible without moving the arm ; then try this with both anns 

in turn.
Endeavor to put all the will-power that you possess into 

the fists, for here lies the greatest physical expression of the 

body.
The next step to be taken is to bring the fists back to the 

breast with the greatest rapidity, while keeping them clinched 
with will-energy. Try to make the motion so rapid that the 
eye cannot detect the passing of the arm through the air. 
It is well known that those who practice legerdemam, or 
sleight of hand, deceive their audiences by the wonderful 
rapidity with which they can make the hand pass through 
the air. So we can all obtain that same speed by sufńcient 
practice; and we challenge any person to invent any morę 
pleasant or exhilarating exercise than this. Its effect on the 
health is very marked and speedy. All the good results, 
however, will be lost in the hands of a person who does not 
observe the precaution to keep the fists tightly clinched with 
all the will-power possible, while the arms are being moved 
with this great rapidity.

The next modę of exercising involves the whole body. 
Take a standing position and lower the body so that the 
heels are nearly or quite touched by the hips. Rise from

117
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this as slowly as possible. Repeat for a number of weeks 
until the limbs are madę very strong; then try to rise slowly, 
but with a little morę will-power each time, so that the tend- 
ency of the body on coming up is to jump from the floor 
about. an inch or so. Do not jump, as this is too yiolent. 
The rise must be steady and fuli of energy. Smoothness is 
better than a jerky leap. Ali jerky motions are injurious to 
good health and good nerves; in fact, it is well urged that 
the breaking down of the nervous system, which is so com- 
mon with all athletes sooner or later, is due directly to the 
bad habit of making so many jerky motions. This is the 
fault of all gymnasiums. The true principle is that great 
will-power and strong, steady energy should accompany 
all practice, without jerky movements. Mere rapidity, as 
we have shown, is not jerkiness.

i he most valuable of all our exercises, next to the first 
movements, is the following: Take a firm standing position, 
with the weight eąually on both feet, and the heels together 
as in the military position ; place the hands at the waist, on 
the soft, fleshy parts just above the hip-bones; then bend 
the body right and left, back and forward, as long as you 
can stand it without feeling weary. No bending must occur 
at the hip-joints; it should be confined to the waist alone. 
Heie is wheie sonie of our readers will prove their stupidity,

A  S H O R T  C O D Ę  O F  E N E R C IS E  F O R  T H E  LU N G S.

When we are born we commence to breathe, and do not 
cease until we die. Life is not only dependent upon the air 
we breathe, but our health is directly affected by the amount 
of oxygen we inhale. This is scientincally explained in a 
book published by the Martyn College, entitled “ Artistic 
Deep Breathing,” which every person should have, as it is 
an exhaustive treatise, having a large number of exercises 
arranged for a year’s practice at home or in school.

ih e ancient Greeks and Romans were perfect in shape, 
grace, and health. They were enthusiastic in their belief in
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exercises in Deep Breathing as a cure for all diseases of the 
lungs and throat. There has of late been a reviva of their 
methods, and many marvelous cures have resulted. In 
Germany there are schools of Deep Breathing for consump- 
tives ; and it is a well established fact that any case oi con- 
sumption, unless the victim is on the border of the grave, 
can be cured by the rnethod shown in the Ralston Book ol 
Complete Membership. These facts are cited to show the 
great value of breathing' exeicises.

W e will also say that any case of catarrh that the specihc 
exercises of breathing will not cure has yet to be found, and 
yet the worst case of catarrh can be caused by a wTong, 01 
a hap-hazard rnethod of respiration. This shows the neces- 
sity of a book of specific cures such as we have prepared 
for Complete Members.

In sleep nine persons out of ten inhale through the moinh. 
In waking hours nearly all persons inhale through^ the 
mouth while catching breath during conversation; while a 
majority who do not have catarrh keep the mouth shut when 
not conversing.

Mouth inhalations are dangerous to' the health lor ioui 
reasons : 1. They chill the throat and colds result; 2. They 
dry the throat and irritation results ; 3. They carry dusi 
into throat and lungs, and irritation and disease result, 4. 
They carry animal and yegetable liie into the system, ano 
poison to the blood, and contagious diseases result. How 
about the nose ? Well, there are spongy hlters m tire nasal 
chamber which catch all the dust and neutralize all poisons, 
furnish moisture, and prevent the direct contact of cold air 
against the throat. W e have experimented in thousands ot 
cases, and we are surę that persons who know nothmg ol the 
importance of nose-breathing, are ignorant ot the first great 
step toward health, and the avoidance of colds in the head, 
and throat and lung troubles. If the stornach is not empty 
and the person takes no breath through the mouth, it is per- 
fectly safe to enter any room where another is iii wath a eon-
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tagious disease. The following exercises will not develop 
the lungs but will keep them in good health :—

1. Inhale as deeply and as long as possible.
2. Exhale as deeply and as long as possible.
3. W alk five steps while holding the lungs as fuli of air 

as possible.
4. W alk five steps while the lungs are absolutely empty.
Rest at least a minutę between each exercise. Do not

practice the above at the time of practicing in GLAM E.

A  C O D Ę  O F  P R A C T IC E  F O R  T H E  SK IN .

This is not Massage,— that vast system of movements 
which has caused so many persons to arise as it were from 
the grave in the fuli restoration of health. As to that we 
will have morę to say ; but at this place our subject is morę 
superficial.

T he S k in . What is it fo r ?  To encase the body merely. 
But it has life, and is filled with thousands of avenues of 
inter-communication. The old claim is that the skin is 
designed for the purpose of exhaling the impurities of the 
body. W e assert that such is not the design of its creation : 
but it has been put to this use by the force of necessity. 
The ability of the skin to throw off refuse matter delays 
the approach of disease. Take away this power and death 
will ensue. The pores of the body inhale and exhale, and 
pour forth poisons in great profusion, yet all this should be 
done by other channels— a millenium of health which will 
never be accomplished until sonie of our members establish 
Revolutionist Clubs, and go at the work in real earnest. To 
compel the skin to act as a pathway for the disposal of cor- 
ruption is wrong, and yet until we do form Revolutionist 
Clubs, that wrong cannot be righted ; therefore, we must 
now do the next best thing,which is to keep the skin active.

Activity o f the Skin .— Stagnation is the first cause of 
decay, and the first step in it. Moving air purifies itself. 
Plants do not do so well in a room of still air, even if a new
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guantity of fresh air is let in every hour. Exercise in still 
air, however pure, is not as health-giring as in moving air. 
Still water alone becomes stagnant and inipure. Moving 
water purifies itself. A  ąuiet, inactive skin becomes stag
nant and putrid. The pores become blocked and fillecl 
,vith dead matter of the foulest character in many cases.

Cleansing is not sufficient. To be surę cleansing removes 
the debris already on hand, but does not give activity to the 
skin. The two should be combined. The skin is a cover- 
ing of leather, tough, tliick, and capable of renewing itself. 
lt°should be kept soft, firm, clean, and active. If tliese four 
things are obseryed the skin will last over nine hundred 
years.

1. How to keep the Skin Soft.— Activity is one of the best 
methods. This will be explained under that head. Com- 
bine activity with any lubricant, such as sweet o il; knead lt 
thoroughly into the skin for a few minutes every day, and 
the result will be purity of surface and softness. The com- 
plexion will improve wonderfully. filie oil should be com- 
nletely eradicated by the use of soap and hot water, fol- 
lowed by a dash of cold water over the skin.

2. How to keep the Skin Firm .— Actirity is one of the 
best methods to accomplish this ; cold water also is neces- 
sary, and generally should be preceded by hot water. A 
slight sudden dash of cold water on a hot skin produces a 
contrast which causes the skin to contract and solidify 
without losing its softness. This is excellent for skin dis- 
eases, and will ensure a grand complexion.

3. How to keep the Skin Clean.— See the chapter on
bathing.

4. Hoiv to keep the Skin Active.— This should be attended 
to daily as a means of exercise of the highest importance. 
W e do not claim that the entire body can be madę to 
endure morę than two centuries, but we do asseit, as 11 e 
have previously stated, that the skin may be madę to endure 
over nine hundred years. To be inactire is to become
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S Ł  „ t st, anfd sleep shou,d only be »cessations of actiyity, not as periods of decay. The two

and exhLr!ting: *  ^  ^  ^  * * *  Pleasa>*

Place the palm of the hand flatly and firmly on the sur-

left uo T d  the h^ d alternatdy in foup directions, right, 
left, up and down. Do this on every part of the scaln
orehead, face, neck, shoulders, arras, chest, back s id e f

abdomen, legs, and feet, in fact the entire body This

and H, T^  lnt,° life aH the ^ “ *8, tissuesf nerves 
nd blood yessels leadmg to the skin and in it. Do not

tate^t w T  ? e Sknl Under any circumstances, or irri- 
. ^ hea the ent,re bodyhasbeen thus treated the

next modę of exercising the flesh is to knead it. This is 
one by taking the skin in the hands between the thick of 

he and the fingers, and gathering up ^
• e flesh as possible, without pinching it—as to produce any 
mtation of the skra is to inyite to the surface the poisonous 
humois which would not otherwise have been excited 
mto lite and which will pass off in other directions This

:  £ erdsing the. t e h i s  ° ”  ° f ■ »« h«i,hf„imeans of keeping it active-; and actiyity is a surę way of 
preserying the hfe of the skin. The effect on the com pL-

11 1S,qU!te remarkable- w e have seen sonie of the worsf 
coraplexions that could be found anywhere, corapletely 
madę new by this and the other raodes of treating ft su ' 
gested m this book. The next chapter on cleanfińg the 
skin will aid in the results which we are seeking in this

REST.

Freąuent rests are morę yaluable than long ones A

' f  ° Wed ^  a mmUte’S a^  co n tL e d  a hali houi, or longer, would give many times ereate- 
lesults than the omission of rest, or the taking o ffo n g e r
periods in the midstofpractice. g gei

s i o f ^  w '  d6rtainly 3 Very imP °rtant theme for our discus- 
d°  n0t exPect to do much with our readers at
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the present time, but when a club of five Complete Mem- 
bers— called a Revolutionist’s Club— is formed m youi 
locality, we shall then reverse the order of thmgs and &e 
the proper amount of sleep at the proper time. _ ,

Let us discuss the ąuestion of sleep as it was onginal > 
intendedby Naturę. W e are all agreed that we get our 
lite from the sun; that, in fact, we are but creatur^s of the 
sun. This claim is admitted by all persons, and, thereiore 
is not up for discussion. W e must follow the great som c 
of our vitality. When the sun rs at work with rts act ve 
influences, we should be responsive to the reception of s 
influences ; and when the sun is withdrawing its influences 
we should reciprocate. How much vitality can we hope to 
acąuire when we are fighting the source of our very exist-

p n C p f* •,
“ It is an established fact that as soon as the sun passes 1 s 
meridian at noon time, its vitalizing influences ^ ^  
withdrawn. This withdrawing is not marked lor several 
hours! and it is not until the sun is Iow in the western sky 
that the flowers and cattle, and all life, both yegetable and 
anhnal-—excepting man-withdraw from the actnuties o 
the day, and prepare for slumber. All naturę sleeps in the 
early part of the night. W ith no vitality m the air, and
the influences of the great source of life bemg withdrawn 
it is intended that we should sleep from the begmmng of 
night to the stirring of moru. After the sun passes the 
zenith of the antipodes, at midmght.there is a stirring 
the returning influences, and it is then that t e vita 1 > o 
all creation is at the lowest ebb. Morę people die at his 
midnight hour than at any other time There J  yet no 
yitality in Naturę, but preparations are bemg madę. 
the infancy of the day, the weakest penod of the^twen y- 
four hours. It should be the begmmng of the last ha 
the nighfs sleep. And every breath we draw for the ne. 
{our hours should be moving towards a refreshmg 
ing, founded upon a good nighfs rest taken dming
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hours that preceded the midnight zenith of the sun, when 
all Naturę was sinking.

What folly to go to bed at the very hour when the sun—  
dre source of all our life— is preparing to get up, and with 
him bring an awakening power of renewing vitality. To be 
in accord with the sun, we should go to bed with the sun, or 
withm three hours afterwards, and we should arise with his 
solar majesty, or thereabouts. Will such a revolution ever 
be estabhshed ? No. W e do not expect it, for the reason 
that all the alfairs ot the business worki are conducted on 
the pnnciples of conyenience, rather than health. Some 
day, there may be a few strong, persistent men and women, 
who will stamp their character on the age by trying to make 
the business and social alfairs of life conform to the demands 
ot perfect health. To sleep with the sun always gives won- 
deriul wigor to the nerves, and is one of the means of curing 
nervous prostration, and all forms of neuralgia; in short
evei ything that can be traced to the nerves and their ill- 
health.

.hree hours sleep before midnight is equal to six hours 
aftei. Too much sleep in the morning deadens the nerves. 
because it is contrary to the yitalizing influences of the ex- 
istence we are passing through. Persons who sleep late in 
the morning are thick-headed. Too much sleep after mid
night is the cause.

T H E  T E E T H .

d o preserye the teeth we should put them to strong use. 
Remember the fact that to not use the bones of the&body 
will cause them to grow dry like chalk; so in the case of 
_he teeth, if we do not use them thoroughly and thereby 
make them gather unto themselves strength, they will decay. 
Benjamin Franklin discovered this fact in his own case, and 
saicl that morę teeth were ruined by eating soft food'that 
iequired no strength of biting than in any other way. The 
dog keeps his teeth strong by gnawing at bones. Pressing
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the teeth together firmly will add much to their power. W e 
have seen loose and apparently worthless teeth madę firm 
and restored to perfect health in.this way. The exercise 
shoulcl not be too vigorous at first; always remember in any 
exercise, that. there should be some reserve power. Any 
refuse matter about the teeth should be taken off as soon as 
it is found, and food ought not to be allowed to remain a 
moment after eating where it can touch the teeth. Thus we 
see the exemplification of the two principles that stagnation, 
or non-use, causes Disintegration, and lack of cleansing will 
cause the same thing.

T H E  H AIR.

The hair should never be worn less than two inches long. 
Very short hair before middle life causes a tendency to a 
weakening of the brain, and may lead to insanity. The 
health of the nerves is always much greater with hair that is 
two or morę inches in length than otherwise. The scalp 
should be kept in fuli exercise in the way suggested in the 
next chapter, and the hair should be constantly combed and 
brushed as dry as possible.

Life is wonderful; the human body is wonderful; and 
many are now for the first time learning what it is. When 
knowledge shall have ripened into experience, and that 
experience shall be life itself, then may you and ałl of us 
acąuire perfect health and a happy and independent 
longevity.
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BATHING FOR HEALTH.

It is a lamentable fact that very few persons know how to 
oathe correctly. I  here are many books that give advice as 
to the necessity of bathing, and some add a few hints • bu': 
we will be the first to deal with the subject in a thoróugh 
manner, and at the same time correct some of the popular 
notions as tothe effect of bathing. We do not agree with 
■ roi. Shaftesbury as to his statement that bathing in hot 
wateris injurious if persisted in toom uch; although he is 
correct in saying that hot water bathing wastes the mao-. 
netisrn of the body very rapidly. For the purposes of accu- 
mulaung magnetism under his regime, it is perhaps better 
to avoid too much hot water. But we are now discussing 
the value of bathing for the other purpose of cleansing the 
body. W e will not lose sight of the fact that the accumu- 
lation of dead matter on the surface of the body causes a 
rapid decay of the skin, and prepares it for the eruptions 

at are surę to follow. In the middle ages the people did 
not bathe at all, and skin diseases of all kinds, as well as 
plagues and epidemics, were rampant. In proportion as the 
peop e bathe they have good complexions, and elear skins 
;  he one law of death is only the law of disintegratiom 
Stagnation causes the latter, and that is why we die at all 

Ihe mach mery of the body does not break down until its 
parts commence to disintegrate. The cause is in our con
tro! ; the result depends upon us.

Before taking a bath find out first if one is needed • fo
li not, it is folly to bathe. Never bathe merely for’ the 
p easure of it. Whenever the body is dusty take a cold 
water bath in the following manner: Either get into a tub 
ot cold water, plunging into it all at once, after wettin° the
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head, or take a large sponge, dip it into a basm of cold 
water sponge the face and neck, and upper chest rapid y , 
then take a towel as dry and warm as you can get, and rub 
„ourself dry. Use plenty of dry towels m the endeavor to 
get dry as soon as possible. If you plunge into a bath-tub 
of water it is a good plan to re-sponge the parts agam, that 
is, to wet and wipe them once morę; this is very pleasant tn 
itś effects on the skin. It might be tried even with a basm 
of water. Then take in the lower chest, and wipe dry, io - 
lowing the same plan as before ; then the hips, which shoula 
be very thoroughly bathed, and finally the limbs and feet. 
The dry chest will be in a glow oi life, and there will be an 
unexpected warmth to the body in spite of the cold temper
aturę of a bath-room. Try it. W e dislike here to mention 
a fact that ought to bring a blush of shame to the country 
o-irls and in the winter season, to the young men whose life 
fs spent on the farm, or in the smaller towns; the occurrence 
of a bath is an epoch in their career. W e will not be be- 
lieyed except by the guilty parties themselves, when we say 
that the majority of our farmers and their famihes do not 
bathe at all, or if they do, it is only when driyen by their 
own disgust that they perform this act most unwillmgly. 
Yet in the life of a farmer we have nearly all the surroundmg 
influences that ought to make them healthier than city 
people, but the city people live longer as a rule.

The foregoing bath is intended only when the body is 
dusty from°outward causes. W e will come to it when its 
own deposits are present tending to cause Disintegration ; 
for if theseare allowedto remain we shall have a step towarcl 
the death of the skin. Here we must use very hot water. 
The hotter the belter. Get some good soap. Unitę the 
soap and the hot water and rub it into the flesh. Use plenty 
of soap and make a thick lather. This should be kneaded 
into the skin thoroughly. It is better to get througb. with 
the face, neck, and upper chest first. Then deal with the 
rest of the body in the same order as mentioned lor the cold
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water bath. I here is a special advantage in thus taking the 
separate parts of the body and wiping them dry befoo 
gomg to the other parts. Always get the chest dry as soon 
as possible. Do not prolong the bath. It is well to p r o W  
the tirne spent in wiping the skin for it cannot be madę tor 
dry, and the exercise given it in prolonged rubbing is verv 
good for the skin. However, do not irritate it, as humors 
may be brought to the surface. Never leave any soap on 
the skin, as it always weakens it. To prevent the weakening 
effects of a hot water bath always end by dashing water tha&t 
is cool on the body, then repeat with water a little cooler. 
until by degrees you can stand cold water. This hardens 
the surface and is good for the nerves. Always lie down 
after a hot water bath and sleep. Taking it at night K 
preferabk. A  hot water bath in the day, followed by 
exposure m the cold air, may produce weak lungs.

'The S c a l p . H ow to deal with this is an important 
ąuestion. It may be cleansed with hot water followed by 
cold, ifneuralgia does not follow. The application of hot 
water  ̂to the head thins the blood and often cures head- 
ache, lf followed by cold water and then rubbed very dry. 
x ne latter precaution is not observed by people generally.

henever the body or head has been subjected to cold 
water, the application of the cold water should be quicklv 
°ver> and, without any delay, the part be rubbed dry and 
warm. To wait until a chill is felt is not free from dangers. 
Aneadmg the scalp is very valuable. A  stiff fine brush
madę of good bristles, should be used for ńve minutes everv 
day.

Wherever there is any stagnation or any corruption in 
any part of the body, in or out, then there should be daily 
cleansmg.  ̂ Here we find a ąuestion of great difficulty 
staring us in the face. It seems easy to cleanse the body 
outwardly, for we can get at it. This of itself, we know 
will prolong life. But it will not add many years to our 
existence, say not morę than ten. This is a very fair
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estimate. The outward cleansing is always offset by the 
inward impurity; lor we know that all food aftei leaving 
the stornach and duodenum is mostly mere refuse, and in a 
bad State of corruption ; and it is often so in the stornach. 
The latter is a dangerous condition ol the health. .'/hile 
we are met by the inward corruption as an offset to the 
efforts toward cleanliness, we shall make but little progress 
towards preventing the wearing-out of the system. II 
there were morę inward cleanliness there would be less out
ward uncleanliness. It is even a fact that the diseases ot 
the kidneys are due to nothing but the unclean condition 
of the kidneys themselves. Could they be washed out, 
tendencies of naturę to lieal its injuries would go to work 
and restore even the worst cases of Bright’s disease to a 
perfect condition. W e are aware that this statement is 
very strong, but we have substantiations enough to warrant 
us in making it. And we will include also Diabetes and 
Gravel. These are due to the clogging of the kidneys. 
These little implements of water action are in their best 
health bad enough, and in their worst condition not much 
worse. It is their clogged condition that prevents their 
action, and corrupts the blood. Water, the element that 
they delight in, has a very ready and wonderful effect upon 
them. To be able to reach and flood thern witli water, 
and in certain cases with a slight mixture,is suie to tesult in 
a new life to these diseased organs.

Under our cleansing system, we have seen the worst cases 
of Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, and that dread disease Heart 
Trouble, perfectly cured.

The building up of powerful lungs belongs to another linę 
of practice and treatment mentioned hereinafter.



4th Diyision : Fourth Cardinal Point of Health : 

C H E ER FU LN E SS.

CHflPTER RINETEEW

THE NATURĘ OF CHEERFULNESS.

One of the great American papers, in a leading editorial 
recently gave utterance to the following views, which are 
published in fuli:

“ It is remarkable that a man S2 years of age should be 
at the head of the English government, and that he should 
be able to bear the strain of taking the chief part in the 
election which brought him there. Mr. Gladstone seems to 
defy all expectations, but the surprise is taken away 
when one finds out that his health has a substantial basis 
in three facts— a sound constitution whose integrity he has 
never yiolated, a devoted wife who saves him from worry 
and a first-class physician who regulates his living and sees 
to it that he does not go beyond the limits of what he can 
safely do. In exercise1 in rest, in diet, and in sleep every 
efłoit is madę to secuie for him the best possibłe condi- 
tions. Only in this way could his life be maintained at its 
present vigor. He is a fine example of what can be achieved 
when the foundation of life and usefulness is laid in physica] 
health. Mr. Gladstone is a standing witness of what a man 
can do who obeys the laws of his physical existence as care- 
fully as all men ought to obey the laws of God. He may 
hope to live, under present arrangements, until his physical 
system is entirely worn out. The late Dr. James Freeman 
Ciarkę was an instance oi what a man can accomplish who 
pursues a similar course. He was bom four months later 
-lian Ali. Gladstone, and might have been living to-day it
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an accident had not broken him up. He was remarkably 
busy down into old age, and was always remarkably w . 
When asked one day how he couldkeep up the stram n h s

following practically the same plan. „ j
Dr Ciarkę had four rules by which he hved the 

never worry,” and the last “ I maintam a cheerful dispo- 
■ ition ’• These are one and the same, and lt appears that 
the aloha and omega of his life were founded in cheerfulness. 

What is this one great factor of good health and loiigevi y ,
and w h e n c e  comes it? Is it light-heartedness. No, lor
that is often an illogical good naturę. Is it pleasuie . 
necessarily, for that is the lot of those who are fortunately 

itaated a, cl suci, is not the case with all of os at all trores.
“  orla, misconception of cheerfoloess occurs when one 

/ „k  to look pleasant, to smile, to be jolly to be e, n
rtippant Others are counted cheerful who aie fu o nur ,
but “ perie.ce shows tha, “ comical gemoses. have ther, 
“ e,sl ,  and the fu.ny »»n of to-day ,s the desponden,

mail of to-morrow.
True cheerfulness is of three kinds :
1. — Plain contentment.
2 —  Happy contentment.

degrees of each other, and we will discuss them 
nl their order ; but hrst we would lead our reader and mem- 
ber solemnly and sacredly into a morę profound constdeia- 
tion of that foundation of true cheerfulness wliich must 
laid in the depths of every life. A  structure cannot rest 
upon air, and here we have the grandest structure of our 
earthly existence. To be contented or cheerful upon not -

ino- is a false hope ; it cannot be.
Friends tell us that cheerfulness is the source oi health
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and happiness ; and therefore we are advised to be cheerful. 
It is preached from the pulpit, fulminated from the press, 
and drawn from the lives and sayings of all successful char- 
acters: be  c h e e r f u l . But how ? Can a person sit down 
and sumfnon a certain amount of this essence of health and 
happiness at will ? If so the amount could be regulated at 
will.

No, cheerfulness must grow, and it reąuires time. The 
seeds must be planted, the soil nurtured, the tree cared for ; 
and then, in the season of ripening, the fruit will fali at our 
ieet, perennial and life-lasting. The seeds of cheerfulness 
are ambition, mental employment, and an immediate pur- 
pose in life. These are taken from the great study of char- 
acter, and their growth is accompanied by the development 
of character which is the tree. The fruit is either plain con- 
tentment, happy contentment, or happiness.

Any member of the Ralston Health Club who possesses 
all three of these degrees of cheerfulness, and who abides 
by the simple rules of the other three Points o f Health 
ought to live, and will live, to an extreme and happy old 
age, retaining the fuli use of all the faculties, and shaming 
those younger persons who regard old age as a period of 
dependence and uselessness. Will you, with us, endeavor to 
hnger in the golden days of life’s early autumn by living a 
new existence from this time forward ?

If so, cheerfulness must be one corner-stone of such a life : 
and this must be cultivated. Therefore take the matter un- 
der careful consideration; and if you prefer mongrel health 
and a life shortened by carelessness, then close the book here 
and now : but if you wish to go with us as a good Ral- 
stonite, then read the next two chapters, and adopt the plan 
given in the latter.

Plam contentment is the first or lower stratum of cheer- 
iulness. It may abound in tears or siniles, have its ups and 
downs, its to-days and to-morrows; but it holds the even 
tenor of its way, like a ropę of gold amidst a rift of clouds,
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leading us ever upward and onward, and bindmg the soul
of to-day with the God of to-morrow.

Happy contentment is the middle stratum of cheei u ness. 
In it we find some of the sweetnesses ol lite, and the now 
budding graces of heart and mind. It is the richer and better
fruit in the ripening of our character. _ ,

HaPpiness is peace and joy found only m the citadel o 
character. It comes always and surely to those who seek 
i t ; and with it we learn that disease is a sin and poverty un- 

necessary..



CH flPTER TWENTY.

THE USES OF CHEERFULNESS.

Ali the world agrees that cheerfulness begets good.diges- 
tion ; brightens the eye ; lightens the heart; tempers pleas- 
ure; and stamps a rainbow upon every tear of sorrow.

These are its chief offices.
But how can a ąuality so evanescent affect the particles o i 

matter which make up the physical body ? There is no 
answer to this question except upon the theory that such a 
force as G LAM E exists : a theory now well established, 
although at first it received but little sanction except from 
scientists and thoughtful men and women; and if any 
person still lingers in doubt as to the existence of GLAM E, 
let that person think of the peculiar feeling of buoyancy 
which pervades the entire body of a cheerful indiridual. 
and cali that GLAM E. But this is id le; everybody 
believes in G L A M E ; and everybody who is in the 
Ralston Club will sonie day reach the looth Degree, and 
thereby enter the “ Shaftesbury School of Philosophy,” 
where the wonders of G LAM E and the great electric sea 
of the universe, AE, are set forth and proved in “ Our 
Existences.”

Take light from us and its absence is darkness. Take 
G LA M E  out of life and its absence is non-existence; both 
as to soul and body.

This great truth is everywhere presented to us in little 
things. A  pear is luscious : but we can pick up every day 
all the elements which form the pear, and we can mix them 
m the exact proportions of the most relishable pear ever 
tasted; but the result is nauseating. We cannot put
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G LAM E into the pear, nor can we Put G LA M E  mto any 
organism excepting ourown growing body. -et the pe 
X n  growing draws this subtle force, and we rehsh it 
The ancients called it osmazome and asserted that what we

now cali the flavor of food was a fibJe ^  
it. It is but one of the ofhces ot GLAM E,

PT » dexperime„t was once madę, in »hich a q»antity of 
;he tind of food most relished by «  oertain dog »as cooked 
»1 Sf.be flayo, «  gooe. The dog -efuaed ,o tooch 
„nd had nearly starved to death when the same food tuth 
•t" « a , yo . - » 8 given hi,,,. Wha, amode, .heo fba 
medicines are not relished; yet sonie people prefei

thT s G LA M E  is to food, so cheerfulness is to lts digestion. 
Experirnents were madę which showed that the stom^h ô  
a man refused to deposit the jmces necessary for dtgest 
when food which had lost its flaror was recen ed mto- ,
and in a certain case the process of digestion ceased eatire y • 
when a fancied slight at the dinner taWe caused a y on 
man to “ pout,” or become gloomy ; and m still another 
case of a serious and almost fatal attack of mdigestion, 11 
physician adopted the plan of having ''good news brotig , 
and thereupon the stornach deposited its jmces and t 
diltre s wasPsoon gone. A young lady was U m bed, had 
S t  her appetite, and seemed to be m a dechne. The 
promise o f^  trip to Europę revived her, and she at one 
began to get well. Such experiences are common and a 
thoughtless person exclaims: 11 O, well, the t oug i o
trip to Europę will revive anybody; it is pleasure. 
how ? A body can do ten times as much eK etasm gm p Y 
as in work, with less real weariness. A  girl who W  to 
dmące, was prostrated with a terrible headache; an unex 
pected invitation to an impromptu dance at once rernec 
L r  You all exclaim : "Any pleasure will make a peison 
well.” Yes, if the other Points of Health are looked aftei.
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Cheerfulness affects the stornach, lungs, heart, liver and 
dneys. How ? Simply because it draws G LA M e ’ into 

these organs, and that means life. The distinction Iw  
th= W y  should de borne i„ „  "

n o „ f  r ° '  ° d “ Sdf ” ° r anyatom of its composition; so the life of the body is not one
a om 0f  the lm ng body. Stop the breath, check the beatino-

but the b rd ° r n E WaVCS ° f  the brain> and life is gone* 
but the body immediatelydead is just the same- thoueh

and ph>'sid“ — s *

J . ° PP° ^ - ^ r ita b i l i ły ,  especially in priyate life is surę o

o f irrillbSty^ bT ; - ^  ^  T *  ^  dySPePsia is the cause
dyspepskt The T  that lrritability is the cause of•wa rS id"̂  czz:
The Th  W er  the lnexcusable 'rritability of the dispositkT 

t is not a theory but a fact, well proved
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by experiments, that lean persons who cultiyate the three 
degrees of cheerfulness will grow fat. Show us an exception 
to this rule as laid down in the Book of Complete Member- 
ship, and we will show sonie failure to comply with the rule.

Here is a nice looking man. He was with three com- 
panions a year ago, and all four agreed to live according to 
the Ralston plan as to food. Cheerfulness was adopted by 
one only ; he has just passed by ; he has assimilated all the 
food he ate, and he looks like a well-to-do, nicely fed gentle
man ; while his three companions say the Ralston method is 
not uniform in its good results.

In the last twenty years we have madę over ten thousand 
observations, and we find the following remarkable facts to 
be invariably true. As no searchers into the cause ol dis- 
ease have entered this field, we ask all physicians to obsene 
the uniformity of occurrence of the same facts. First, an 
irritable person breathes with difficulty, and the respirations 
are short. Second, a cheerful person breathes twice as 
much air, and with pleasant ease; conseąuently carrying 
niore oxygen mto the system. Third, disappointment, 01 
anything which detracts from cheerfulness, causes an almost 
complete cessation of the act of breathing; sometimes lead- 
to fainting or prostration. Fourth, an approaching headache 
i s  always accompanied by an action of holding the breath, 
and letting it out in sighs, or otherwise reducing the respi- 
ration to a minimum, which accelerates the headache. Sick- 
ness is always at first accompanied by the same decrease of 
breathing, and this causes the heart to beat laster in order to 
support life ; up goes the pulse and fever ensues. Fifth, the 
saliva of a human being is aflected by the disposition. All 
good physicians know this; and it is possible to cause hydro- 
phobia by the bite of an excessively irritable person. A 
child fed upon the milk of a vicious cow died for lack of 
assimilation. Such facts are wonderful and must open to 
scientists a new field of investigation.
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T H E  C U L T I Y A T I O N  O F  C H E E R F U L N E S S .

Ali of us may control our dispositions.. Nothing grows 
so fast as .rntability, and yet it never becomes indelible 
some habits are fixed, but this is the most readily remoyed 
ot any. The reason is plain. The one great purpose of 
creation is perfection. Remove the cause of dEease anc' 
i ness disappears; remove the cause of ill-nature and it 
yamshes at once. The cause of in.nature is similar fQ .
parallel, darkness, which is the absence of light. Brino- 0r 
the ligfht and darkness vanishes.

Cheerfulness is the light.

f o l i o m  3naly,Zed this affirmative principie 0f  health, and 
owed up a lme of experiments for years, it has been 

und necessary to furmsh a regular and thorough method 
ôr e cultiyation of its three degrees; which are plain 

ntentment, happy contentment, and happiness. This 
method is formed from necessity, and no other plan ha*

thatth?11 7 1Sf d, Can takS kS plaCe' W e have said 
a h S.eeds ° f 'cheerfulness are ambition, employment, and

Z Z T l r T  PUT Se m life' T ° fumish these reąuired 
he establishmg o fa  new system of self-culture, and such is

, e course of traimng known as the “ One Hundred Points
aracter It is designed as an adyanced course for

* rogressiye Ralstomtes, who upon reaching the 2oth Deo-ree

rndning61116*1 W'th 3 lar§e b° ° k containin& the system of

oa!Ldathbeen r °Peradon lor years; and those who haye 
passed the earlier stages haye felt the inspiring influences
o a growing noble character; while the later stages haye
revolutionized lives which might otherwise have been
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wasted A  life of real, substantial happiness is surę to 
attend those who enter into the Citadelof Characłer, which, 
like health, has its Four Cardinal Points. This rs a new 
education; a new means of unfolding the powers that he 
latent in every life. By such study, such disciplme suc ■ 
self-making we learn what we are capable of accomplishmg 
in ourselves; and the solid satisfaction that com es from 
knowledge of self-advancement in life, wrth its evidence o 
progress coming to us day by day, affords the only real 
happiness that humanity can glean from earth.

It is generally useless to ask a person to buy a couise o 
training no matter how beneficial it may be; and we have 
therefore outlined a generał plan whereby all kalsto 
members may take degrees, and by so doing obtain the very

best self-training known. _ f r , t •
Pupils may spend years m the School of Chaiacte

The pleasure of the etutly is so satisfactory t o  _o»e and a 
reoort • “ It keeps me constantly cheerful. As such it is 
to-day ; and never before has any means been devised 
the creation of real cheerfulness. If you ask anyone h 
keep constantly cheerful, the answer is : “ W hy, try to e,
and^you will be.’’ This has proved an unvarymg and dum

“ nciosingthischapterletus ask you to think solemnly 
of what you are, what you have been, and what you may 
be ; and to take that body of yours into Nature s repa 
shop and there rebuild it on the lines of perfect health, m 
ordS that it may be the fit dwehing place for the human

S° W e'w ill'help  you, encourage y o u ,  inspire you, and by
the light of latest science, guide you to that goal tha 
easily within your reach, Success.

T H E  C U L T IV A T IO N  O F  C H E E R F U L N E S S .
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Here is our resting place. The Four Cardinal Points of 
Health have been fully presented to you, and nothing 
remains for our General Members, or those who are in Class 
One. The chapters of this book furnish a safe, surę, and 
lasting guide to Perfect Health, and its unlimited preserya- 
tion. The Club, of which you are a member, relies upon 
ne great laws of Naturę, which are supreme. If your 

Inends, who do not care to join the Ralston Club, prefer to 
rely upon drugs and medicines, or doctors’ prescriptions let 
them remember that these are but lesser and perrerted 
p1 ocesses of the same great laws of Naturę which you, as a 
Kalstomte, advocate.

The Ralston Health Club is the first attempt ever madę 
to reach Naturę, and to adopt her plan as ours for the cure 
oi disease and the acąuisition of Health and Happiness.

As a Ralstomte you are expected to live up to these 
pnncrples m a generał way ; and occasionally to win another 
mio Lhe path of living designed by the great mother of life.

e two chapters that follow are not for you, unless you 
clesire to do some good in the world by quietly drawing 

rose over whom you have influence into this Club : or, 
unless you are not in perfect health, but desire to attain it.’

Jn either case you may read on.
li i ihng to us always mention your club number, and 

stale your f u l i  name and address. I f  you omit your club 
num er we cannot fin d  you on our books; and i f  you omit 
your name we cannot verify your number.

M O  T H E  R A L S T O N  H E A L T H  CLU B .



CHflPTER TWENTY-TWO.

C H A R I T Y  W O R K  O F  T H E  R A L S T O N  H E A L T H  C L U B  

I N  T H E  C U R E  O F  S P E C I A L  D I S E A S E S .

What true charity consists of, is a ąuestion. A  gentle
man travelling along a dusty road on a hot day called at a 
ladys house, and asked for a dinner, saying tnat he had. no 
money to give in payment for the same, but would saw wood 
as a means of remuneration. The bargam was madę and lauh-
fully executed.----- A  lady in needy circumstances was very iii,
and unable to exert herself in the slightest degree. Strangers 
cared for her, fed her, and brought her back to health; they
asked nothing in return.----- A tramp, too lazy to work, re-
ąuested a dinner, but refused to do a slight errand in pay

ment for the same. .
Here are three cases which are constantly presenting them- 

selves to those who are charitably disposed. The first and 
second are instances of true charity ; it was charitable on the 
part of the lady to allow a stranger to work for his dinner, 
although the exchange was even; and it was deeper charity 
to care for a helpless iiwalid. The third case,-that of the 
tramp,— is the comrnon nuisance of every-day occurrence, 
and to encourage the lazy is a mockery at charity. ^

The Ralston Health Club proposes to admit to lts mem- 
bership and to its kindest care all persons who desire health ; 
excepting the lazy. Leaving out of consideration the latter 
portion we find there are three other classes, all of whom 
we wish to add to our club:—

i Those who do not ask charity.
2. Those who ask charity and have no money, but can

remunerate us by their good-will.
, Those who ask charity and are physically helpless.
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The first of thesę may take Degrees as provided ia 
chapter twenty-one; or, instead, may purchase our books 
of Inside Membership and Complete Membership for five 
dollars. The second cłass are provided for in the present 
chapter. The third dass,— helpless invalids,— will be looked 
after by the Local Ralston Health Club of the town or county 
where they reside; and without expense.

The present chapter is written as a guide to persons who 
are not m perfect health ; but who are General Members of 
the Ralston Club ; and who wish to receive special treatment 
either in the book of Inside Membership, or in the laro-er 
work of Complete Membership, but are not able to pay&in 
money lor these books. They and all persons, sick or well 
should become Complete Members at once, if possible.

j Please bear in mind that persons who take the pledge o f a 
Progresswe Ralstonite are madę recipients of these and other 
advanced works free  ; and are not coyisidered in any sense as 
charity members. See chapter twenty-one.

For the conyenience of our members we will separate
the piesent chapter into the foliowing divisions :_

t-— First division : Price.
2.— Second division : Inside M nbership.
3- Third division : Complete Membership.
4- — Fourth division : Charity Conditions.
5- i ifth division: Inattentions; Complaints; How to 

write to us.
6. Sixth diyision : Local Ralston Clubs.
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First Division o f this Chapter: Pr ic e .

1. I he Book of Inside Membership costs one dollar. It 
is given free to any person who procures the Book of Com
plete Membership; or who complies with Condition One of 
the Charity Conditions ” of this chapter.

2. The Book of Complete Membership costs five dollars.
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with or without the Book of Inside Membership. It is free 
to all members who comply with the second condition.

C omments :— One visit from a physician and the drugs 
he prescribes cost morę than all memberships in the Ralston 
Club. Whatever medicines he may give can only opeiate 
as lesser forms of the great Natural Laws ol Health which 
vou as a Ralstomte, are upholding. Which do you preier, 
the greater or the less, the Natural or the perverted ? No  ̂
person can possibly be sick who lives half up to the Ralston 
doctrines. Neither have we failed to cure where the rules 
of health are adopted. W e have thousands of letters from 
our members.

Nearly every person has written us long letters, so many 
;n fact that we did not have time to answer them. They 
wrote in various languages, but each letter contained ideas 
somewhat like the following extract

“ Iprocuredyour book concerning the Club, and by giving 
a few circulars to my friends soon learned that Ihad become 
an Inside Ęember. Then I  was deliglited with the result.
I  niust confess tliat before Ijoined, I  lookedupon the mattei 
as yisionary and uncertain. Now Isee it is simple, practi- 
cal, and very yaluable."

The foregoing is the sentiment of one person, but voices 
the expression of nearly all others.

Many letters come to the College, and one said :
“ So vast are the possibilities of doing good with the 

Ralston Clubs that they ought to be established every- 
where, for the sake of charity, if no morę. Nearly everf- 
body in America has heard of the Martyn College and lts 
various branches, and your influence and wealth back of 
the Ralston movement, would soon place his wonderful dis- 
covery where it rnust do the great good which an all-wise 
Providence seems to have inspired the inventor with giving 
to mankind.

“ If your publishing house should undertake it, pray do 
not seek to turn it into financial profit. It would degrade

T H E  C U R E  O F  S P E C IA L  D ISE A SE S.
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this noble charity. Nor do not give it away, for people 
never appreciate anything that is entirely free."

In view of the universal approval of our members we have 
adopted the present plan as to prices, and experience stamps 
it as perfect. The receipt of one dollar for the first book 
just about keeps the Club alive.

Second Division of this Chapter: Inside Mem bership.

This consists of a smali book, containing specijic treat- 
ment, coupled with the three most effective generał cures of 
the Ralston Method. In applying for this it is necessary 
to make the pledge of secrecy. This pledge was formerly 
reąuired for both Inside and Complete Memberships, but 
has been removed from the latter. W e would gladly 
remove it also from the former; but many reasons exist 
why this cannot be. There are sonie things in life that 
are apart from the world,— notably the relationship of 
private life,— and this must be of them. Inside Member
ship contains three cures, and specific treatment, as 
follows:

1. — The Ralston Vitality Exercise.
2. — The Ralston Magnetic Bath.
3. — The Ralston Anti-Death Treatment.
The first, or Vitality Exercise, is in no way like the other 

treatments; it is original with Ralston, and is absolutely 
the only exercise of its kind ever invented. The results 
already accomplished by the great secret laws of Naturę 
are too remarkable to be chronicled. Let us tell you a 
little secret. The fluids above and around the stornach 
are design ed to perform the work of decomposing the food. 
Their purpose is to move into the stornach and onward. 
If, instead of performing this purpose, they pass into the 
circulation, or remain above and around the stornach, they 
decompose the blood, tissues, nerves, bones, etc., and cause
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a tendency to disease, headache, and generał ill Health. 
Wherever these fluids may be they cause decomposition. 
Their mission is to pass into the stornach, decompose fluid, 
and then go onward. as soon as possible. Right here hes 
the possibility of adding, at least, F iFn  \ e a r s  to life. _ 

The second treatment, or Ralston Magnetu Bath is

nuite another thing. . . _,
1 Here we have a delightful and fascmatmg exercise. he 

human body is capable of developing a vast amount of 
magnetism from its animal electricity, which is generated on 
the same principle that is used in the development oi elec
tricity for mechanical purposes.

The third or Anti-Death Treatment contams one oi the 
o-randest of all treatments ever invented for the cure oi 
disease. This treatment has been sold for many dollars, 
as much as five and ten dollars having been charged for 
it within a year. One doctor, it is claimed, has sold hali a 
million copies of a pamphlet under pledge oi secrecy, at a 
large price While the Ralston Health Club uses a sinnlar 
and better method, which is madę a part of the treatment 
of patients in hospitals and sanitarmms, and has entered 
into the practice of many of the most skillful physicians 
of the country, yet it forms but a very smali incident in the 
generał ine.hod ofonr dub. The presence of the ashes in 
the abdomen causes kid n ey  troubles, and prevents their 
cure. Owing to the porous naturę of the body the rank 
odor of these ashes reaches the skm last, and ii not 
removed by bathing, results in skin diseases. It is well 
known that in the middle ages, when baths were never 
taken, skin diseases were epidemie. This corruption, Corn
ing from the ashes of the abdomen before it reaches the 
surface of the body, must affect all the organs, and do 
incalculable damage to the heart, liver, and blood, as well 
as to the stornach. If its evil effect is so great upon the 
touo-h skin, what must it be upon the morę sensitive organs . 
Couple this danger with the disintegrating power of the
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upper fluids, and can we wonder tbat man does not live over 
three-score years and ten ! The Ralston Anti-Death Treat- 
ment, in its present shape, is now re-arranged for specific 
cures; and does away with the inconvenience formerly at- 
tending it. No other similar method compares with it.

The foregoing are the contents of the Book of Inside 
Membership. In sending for it you must copy and fili out 
the following

S T A T E M E N T  'A N D  P L E D G E .

I  enclose One Dollar fo r  the Inside Membership Book 
and pledge my honor to keep secret the contents thercof. 
My Club Number as a General Member is...............

(Name)...............................................................

Street and Number.............

Town...................................—  County,

State...........................................................

The promise of secrecy is not binding against husband 
and wife, or pastor.

But if you do not enclose the dollar, and prefer to rely 
upon the first condition of the “ Charity Conditions,” you 
must not send the foregoing, but instead, copy and fili out 
the following

S T A T E M E N T  A N D  P L E D G E .

I  liereby state that my Club Number as a General Mem
ber is...............; that I  have obtained a reeruit to this Club
whose Club Number is................ ■ and whose name and ad-
dress I  gwe as follows :
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/  therefore desire the Book o f Inside Membership, and 1  

pledge my liorior to keep sccret the contents thereof. My 
name and address are as fo/lows :

[Enclose 10 cents in stamps for mailing.]

Ifyour illness is specific, you must answer the following 
ąuestions, and mail the replies to us. It is not necessary to 
copy the ąuestions; merely answer them by numbers.

E X A M IN A T !O N  Q U E S T IO N S.

1. What is your height?
2. What is your weight ?
3. The measurement of your chest under the arms at 

fullest expansion?
4. Your complexion?
5. What special disease are you suffering from ?
6. How long have you had it?
7. What is your temperament ?
N otice .— If at any time during your membership you 

sliould fali from firSt rank of health to any other, please 
notify us at once, or else, in case of immediate danger, 
consult some Ralstonite in your locality, who shall be 
known to you by his seal and certificate.

In returning this, please enclose five two-cent stamps, to 
ensure an answer and pamphlets. Send to

MARTYN COLLEGE.
P. 0, Box 291,

Washington, D. C.

The temperaments are Osseous, Lymphatic, Sanguine, 
Melancholie, Executive, Hysterical, Mental, Visceral, and 
Spiritual. These are fully explained in “ Personal Mag- 
netism and are matters of comraon knowledge.
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The Book of Complete Membership can now be obtained 
without making any pledge of secrecy; and members may 
secure that book without possessing the Book of Inside 
Membership.

If you apply lor either book free, as a Progressive 
Ralstomte, it is not necessary to use the statements and 
pledges of this chapter, as you will take degrees under 
Chapter 21, which see.

Third Dimsion o f this Chapter: C o m ple te  M e m b e r sh ip .
- his consists of a book which is larger than both the 

Inside Membershio Book and General Membership Book. 
and is worth many times their combined value. W e State 
this because we wish to convey to the public an adeąuate 
idea of a work whose influence is destined to affect the 
health of an entire nation.

It is the most important book ever lssued, and should be 
m the hands of every man and woman, no rnatter what the 
cost. Lvery person who has a desire to do sorne good in 
the woild, tobenefit mankind, and to help to establish a new 
^ace, should aid at least one person to obtain this work. 
It will be an inspiration in days of health, and a certain 
means of cure in case of sickness. While it may be pur- 
chased for money we prefer to do as we have done— ofter 
it as a reward for the loyalty of our members. This book is 
accompanied by a seal and certificate of Complete Member
ship in the Ralston Health Club, with freedom from all dues 
and assessments for life, both in the National Club and Local 
Club, to which all Complete Members are admitted freely 
tor mutual help and advice. Therefore become a Complete 
Member at once. The following is a brief outline of the

B O O K  O F  C O M P L E T E  M E M B E R SH IP .

It is divided into Four Parts.

Part One o f the Book of Complete Membership contains 
the NINĘ GREAT l a w s  of  n a t u r e , designed by their pro- 
cesses to exoe 1 disease from the human system. These

1 4 S
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laws have been discovered by experiment, and while sonie 
7  hem have been known before, nonę have ever been 
presented intheir now infallible form. Ali physicians an

% £ Z ,  « •  —  *5 Vt r o'roc.ess=supon these Natural Laws, but m perverted Processef  
is better, therefore, for you as a Raistomte to seek hea 
under the great laws, than m their perveited and

^ P a r tT w o  of the Bock of Complete Membership contains 
the complete system of m assag e  an d  movement cu • 
rp, adcied to the Ralston system, not as a part her ,
but b e c i e  t y  - e  valuable and aid to hasten natural 
, es ~ They are accomplishing many marvellous results, an..

adopting both the Massage that these
Cure in the most etiective mannei • , r rew

w h t a t  e tr y  I m l l l d l d o p t  and
larly • and for that purpose we liave given all t
the fuli practice of every kind of mass g hundred
that whichhas heretofore cost front hity
dollars may now be had free in your club book.

Part' Two also becomes specially valuable m t  ̂ co 
tains the entire “ Ralston School of Physical Cultme a 
substitute for a complete gymnasium without appatam ■ 

S  divided into four courses, and each course «  M y  
described with the theories or science of physmal cul , 
in alecture, attending every movement and pa °f 
ment used. This is a complete progressive comse ol exer 
cises for schools, and as such must displace the less yaluable 
I t h o d s  nowin use. It isthehomeand schoolgymnasmm. 
A  complete course in the great colleges at Washington an 
Baltimore costs $40.00. Here it is obtamabie without cost 
There are four courses: the Herom; the Hygiemc “ e 
Psvchic • and the PEsthetic. The exercises embrace all d 
l  yaluable in the Ling, Delsarte, Ralston, and Shaftesbui>

T H E  C U R E  O F  S P E C IA L  D IS E A S E S .
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courses of self-culture for the cultivation of Health, Strength. 
and Beauty.

This system is to be introduced by us into every school 
in America.

Part Three o f the Book o f Complete Membership con- 
tains the Ra l s t o n  s p e c ia l  t r e a t m e n t s  for the cure of 
disease, each employing one or morę of the Ninę Great 
Natural Laws. These special treatments are numbered as 
follows, and cures are guaranteed whenever the specific di- 
1 ections are strictly obeyed. It must be remembered that 
no cure can be effected even by the most skilled and scien- 
tific physician, unless he uses one or morę of Nature’s Great 
Laws, with or without medicine.

Special Treatment No. 1 .— C a t a r r h . Cure guaranteed
in every case.

Special Ti eatment No. 2 .— L a G r ip p e . Xts prevention 
and cure guaranteed in every case.

Special Treatment No. 3 .— C o ld s . The prevention and 
cure of colds in the head, chest, and lungs guaranteed in 
every case.

Special Treatment No. 4 .— Cure of cold feet, cold hands 
or chilly surface of the body guaranteed in every case.

Special Treatment No. 5 .— Pn e u m o n ia . Its prevention
guaranteed in every case. Its cure not guaranteed.

Special Treatment No. 6 .—  T h r o a t  a n d  B r o n c h ia l  
I r o u b l e s . Cure guaranteed in every case.

Special Treatment No. 7 .— C on su m ptio n . Cure guaran
teed in nine cases out of every ten.

Special Treatment No. 8 .— L i v e r T roubi.es . Cure guar
anteed in every case, including biliousness.

Special Treatment No. O.— M a l a r ia . Cure guaranteed
in every case, including chills and fever.

Special Treatment No. 1 0 .— H e a r t  D is e a s e . Cure guar
anteed in every case.

SpecialTreatmentNo.il.— D y s p e p s ia . Cure guaranteed 
in every case.

'5<0
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LOSS OF

I5!

Speeial Treatment No. 1 2 .— W e a k  S to m ach  ;
A p p e t it e . Cure guaranteed in every case.

Speeial Treatment No. 1 3 .— C o n s t ip a t io N'. Cure guar

anteed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 1 4 . - D y s e n t e r y ; B o w el  C om- 

p l a i n t ; In f l a m m a t io n  o f  t h e  B o w e l s . Prevention 

guaranteed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 1 5 , - K id n e y  T r o u b le s . Cure. 

guaranteed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 76' . - B r ig h t ’s D is e a s e . _ Cure 

guaranteed in the majority of cases if not comphcatect.
Speeial Treatment No. 1 7 . - D ia b e t e s . Cure guaranteed

in every casc not complicnted.
Speeial Treatment No. 1 8 . - H e a d a c h e s . Cure guaran

teed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 1 9 .— P oor B lo o d . Cure g  « - 

anteed in every case. including poor circulation of the blood.
Speeial Treatment No. 2 0 . - S c r o f u l a . Cure guaran

teed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 

teed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 

anteed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No 

anteed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 2 4 -  N e r v o u s P r o s t r a t i o n . 

Cure guaranteed iii every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 2 5 . - S l e e p l e s s n e s s . Cure guar

anteed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 2 6 . - Ir r i t a b i l i t y . Cure

anteed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 2 7 .— G e n e r a l  W e a k n e ss  

weariness. Cure guaranteed in every case.
Speeial Treatment No. 2 8 . - M e l a n c h o l y  or desponden- 

cy. Cure guaranteed in every case.

2 1 . — Ne u r a lg ia . Cure guaran-

2 2 . — R h e u m a tism . Cure guar-

2 3 . — N e r y o u sn e s s . Cure guar-

guar-

or



Special Treatment No. 2 9 .— L o c a l  W e a k n e s s . Cure 
guaranteed in every case not complicated.

Special Treatment No. 3 0 .—  Al c o h o l is m . Cure guar
anteed in every case.

SpeeM Treatment No. 3 1 .— G o u t . Cure guaranteed in 
every case.

Special Treatment No. 3 2 .—  H e r e d it a r y  D is e a s e s . A  
cure or retardation guaranteed in every case.

Special Treatment No. 3 3 .— In s a n it y . Development pre- 
vented ; cure not guaranteed.

 ̂ Special Treatment No. 3 4 .— T um ors, U l c e r s , a n d  A bs- 
CESSES. Prevention guaranteed ; and cure in most cases.

Special Treatment No. 3 5 .— C a n c e r . Retardation and 
non-development guaranteed in every case; cure generally 
impossible.

. SPecial Treatment No. 3 6 —  Weak eyes and failing eye- 
sight. Cure guaranteed in every case.

Special Treatment No. 3 7 .—  Ap o p l e x y . Prevention guar
anteed in every case ; cure not guaranteed.

Special Treatment No. 3 8 .— S k in  D is e a s e s . Cure <niar- 
anteed in every case. &

Special Treatment No. 3 9 .—  S c a l p  D is e a s e s . Cure guar
anteed in every case.

Special Treatment No. 4 0 —  Co m ple x io n . The remoral 
of pimples and blotches from the face (excepting freckles 
and warts) guaranteed in every case.

Specml Treatment No. 4 1 .— B a l d n e s s . Prevention guar
anteed, but cure is generally impossible.

Special Treatment No. 4 2 .— L e a n n e ss . Cure guaran
teed in every case when rules are strictly followed.

Special Treatment No. 4 3 .— E x c e s s iv e  F a t t y  G r o w t h .
c-ure guaranteed in every case when rules are strictly 
followed.
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Special Treatment No. 4 4 .—  C h o l e r a . /ellow I<e\er. 
Epidemłcs, and Contagious Diseases. P -e n tio n  guai-

anteed in every case.
Special Treatment No. 4 5 . - Specific. directions for restor- 

;ng generał good health, so that persons m Class Two ma>

enter Class One.
Part Four o f the Book o f Complete Membership contams 

a m  description of the Local Ralston Health Club, whtch 
-ou are im ited to join; also the Charter, Preamble, Con- 
stitution, and By-Laws of your Local Club; also the plan 
and purposes of the Longevity Club, known as the 200- 
Y e ar  Club; and the fuli process of passing to the tooth

The foregoing description conveys only a partial idea > 
the value and importance of this Book of Complete Mem-

bl f £ »  are a General Mearber of the Club, »ith a Club 
Number.the Book of Complete Membership may be obtamed 
by paying five dollars (with the Book of Inside Membership 
'bee) or by complying with the Second Condition herem- 
after prescribed, or by taking the Fifth Degree as exp amed 
:n Chapter 21. Adopt any one of these courses Ifyou 
obtain it under the Second Condition, as heremafter pr^ 
scribed in this chapter, it is necessary to copy and fiU out

^ollowing S t A T E M E N T .

I hereby State that my Club Number as a General Mem- 
■„ : ....;  that I have obtained five recruits to tlns
club, whose names, addresses, and Club Numbers are as 

Jbllows :



1 therefore desire the Book of Complete 
My name and address are as follows:
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Membership,

[knclose io cents in stamps for mailing.]

If you are already an Inside Member, state your Inside
Number. If  you are not, and desire that book free add"a 
iequest to the foregomg statement, as follows: I also re 
quest the Book of Inside Membership free, and pledge my 
honor not to reveal its secrets.” g  }

Fourth Divisio„ of ihis Chapter, C h a r it y  C o n d it io n s .

„ PAS nSar.ly our General Members prefer to become 
dirio greSnVK Ralstonites’” the present chapter and its con- 
s ireTh  suPerfl^us. Yet for those who have no de-
world eC° me T  ° f  the m° Ving Potential influences of the 

ild, we append the following conditions. Before readino-

“ m tT o ,he fcSt tW°  Ol .!»  c l , ; . e r
• f  . r «  T “  y “  are “ ™ ble “  * » re  tho sum
recruit h,  C '/T“I  b'  Pe™ itttd <° °»e
Club in Membership of the Ralston Health

ib, m which case we will send your recruit the book and 
S T b.” ^  ? “ b 1“  »  > » d  present to yo„ ^ ” 1

sav^ y: » d* r e mbership' and adn,is” '’-

are Unabl'  *° 3P " «  sum 
“ “ " I  r hY ° “ Wi“  Purmittedto „to in  fi™
hio a,M Wh0m we Wl11 Send bo°k and member-

p, and present to you, without cost, the Book of Inside
Membership and the Book of Complete Membership, and 

the prmleges descnbed in connection therewith This 
baves y °u the sum of five dollars; and you are regarded a=
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a Complete Member for life, and a Progressive Ralstonite.
If you wish to know how to obtain recruits, read chapter 

21.

Fifth Dwision o f this Chapter: I n a t t e n t i o n s  ; Com- 

PLAINTS ; How TO W RITE TO US.

W e are always glad to hear from you. Write as often 
as you please. If you ask any ąuestion which is answered 
in any of the three books of the Health Club, we shall not 
always reply, as we think it is morę to your advantage to 
hunt for the answers, and thereby gain the knowledge of 
many things which students always delight to find in their 
searches through books. For this reason, and for your 
good, we leave it unanswered.

If your letter does not receive any attention it will be on 
account of one of six things : 1, you madę it toolong; 2,
you forgot to enclose stamps for return postage; 3, you 
ask questions the answers to which you could easily find in, 
the book; 4, you forgot to give your fuli address; 5, 
you did not fili out your statements properly; 6, you did 
not give us your Club Number. W e must know your 
Club Number at all events, and your Inside Number, and 
Complete Number, if you have any.

W e get many letters from persons who do not give lianie 
of State; some forget their town. A  man wrote us and 
signed his name and address “ Ohio,» no town. He got 
very angry at the delay. Another man did not sign his 
name at all, and .blamed us for not sending his book.

An old lady who had dyspepsia wrote to us as follows :
After reading your book through carefully, I find that my 

dyspepsia is no better.” W e did not reply. She again 
wrote: “ I read the book through once morę, and very 
slowly this time, but I am not yet cured.” We did not 
answer. Such letters are very common. W e receive on 
the average ten letters a day containing a family history,
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illegibly wntten; and because we cannot find time to read 
and answer them the writers complain of neglect. Any 
Complete Membęr may expect answers, but our thousands 
of General Members who are constantly writing for Infor
mation which is plainly and thoroughly supplied in the 
two books of Inside and Complete Membership, should 
be lenient with us for not answering them. It is for them 
and in answer to their ąuestions that we publish books of 
such countless value.

Keep your Club Numbers in a little book, for instance,
General Number.................. Inside Nurnber,...............;
•Complete Numbei',............... Write plainly the number,
or numbers, in all your letters to us and to other members, 
and we can look you up in five seconds, Know your consti- 
tution, temperament, and generał health. Record and 
keep the Club Numbers of as many other Ralstonites as 
possible. W e will show you later on the great advantage 
of this.

‘ 56

LOCAL RALSTON CLUBS

A N D  H O W  T O  O R G A N I Z E  T H E M .

W e need Complete Members for the following purposes:
1. To represent us in their Counties.
2. To organize Local Clubs.
3. To discuss the great ąuestions of Health.
4. To experiment with GLAM E, with all its possibilities 

for building a new race of men and women.
5. To establish among their acąuaintances an enthusi- 

astic following of the Ralston doctrines.
6. To create a healthy public sentiment in the matter of 

food and habits.
The tendency of the times is decidedly against the men- 

tal and physical health of all classes of people. This ter-
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rible rush and hurry can only end in a debilitated pos- 

terity.
The physical endowments of a past age are rapialy 

being lost.
The sordid desires of business men everywhere, stimu- 

iated by competition, have led to the universal adulteration 
of food, so that now to use the language of one of the
greatest American physicians:“It is a solemn and deplorable fact that every kind of food that can be adulterated is so mixed withforeign ingre- dients tliat the stornach is injured, constitutions are impaired, 
an d  Ufe is shortened. A strong ufrising of the peofite is 
needed to protect themseloes."

Let us have clean, honest, pure organizations in every 
county in this country. Let the members test their loy- 
alty and zeal by seekmg to spread the influence of these 
societies.

Speak to your neighbors, cali on your acąuaintances, 
mail our circulars to your friends, and write to them tell- 
ing them of the wonderful merits of GLAM E.

Ralstonites are denominated by Degrees.

L O C A L  R A L S T O N  CLU B S

are composed of persons who have become Complete Mem
bers, or hołd the position ol the 5th Degree, that is, have 
procured five members.

Any such person may join a Local Ralston Club. The 
advantages ofbelonging to such a club are the following:

1. It will be beneficial socially.
2. It will cost nothing, no matter how many years it 

continues.
3. It will save many dollars of doctors' bills, for no 

matter how long we retain perfect health, there comes a 
time, sooner or later, when disease attacks us.

4. ’ It will eventually draw into its membership the most 
learned and scientific men and women of the country.
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5. It will afford you many opportunities of obtaining ad- 
vice, suggestions, and help in your own needs.

6. It will enable each and all to experiment with the Life- 
principle, G LAM E ; for several persons working together 
develop it in great abundance, especially if each has de- 
reloped it singly in private practice.

7. It will bring together all experiences from all the mem- 
bers.

All 5th Degree members will now possess the second 
book, entitled “ Fuli Membership, with Specific Cures.” In 
addition to the specific cures, will be found a great deal of 
reading matter and explanations; and at the end the 

cons riTU rioN  a n d  b y-l a w s

to be used in forming Local Ralston Clubs, with fuli direc- 
tions for organizing, initiating members, holding meetings, 
conducting experiments, and much other information.

The Ralston System is the only system that avoids un- 
necessary loss oftime, and renders daily regime and practice 
easy. It is possible to live up to its doctrines.
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CHRPTER TWENTY-THREE.

H O W  T O  T A K E  D E G R E E S ,  A N D  B E C O M E  

P R O G R E S S I Y E  R A L S T O N I T E S .

It is said that every good deed done on earth is recorded 
;n heaven, where the act bears mterest; not so much for 
its greatness as for the heart’s good intention that prompted

lL “ Cast thy bread upon the waters, and it shall return atter

many duys  ̂ ^  kindness, however humble redounds as

gloriously to the credit of the doer, as the d y ^  mans g, 
of millions. Rich men attempt to make peace with God b> 
lar^e charities ; but the sweet fragrance of a httle act of kind- 
ness rises farther Heayenward than the smell of purse-bound 
“ id The smallnesses of life day by day grow mto moun- 
tains' that over-top the piles of wealth, and sweep a laiger

horizon.
-  Count that day lost whose Iow descending sun 

V iew s at thy hand no w orthy action dmie.

Do a httle good every day, and when night-fall comes 
the sweet satisfaction of “ something achieved” wdl rest : hke 
a crown of peace upon your brow, and follow you to
dreamless, hallowed sleep. ,

It is in suchaspirit that we ask you to approach the 
solemn step that shall make you a Progressive Ralstomte. 
That step once taken, Life will open anew to you ; swing- 
I g  i,s po,.ais of Opportonity, that you may « « ,  
into a larger field of usefulness. Would you hke 
trood in the world? Not openly and ostentatiously 
honor and famę, but ąuietly day by day addmg a 
w  to the mountain of Hope? Such » the opportumty

( 1 5  9>
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now offered. It reąuires no money, no self-denial, and no 
labor; nothing but quiet loyalty to the great principles of 
the club to which you belong, and the ever present desire 
to make them known to others. W e hołd that these two 
elements are sufficient, and we cali them actwe loyalty.

Will.you be acttvely loyalf
W e ask no money, no labor, no open efforts on you: 

part; nothing but your ever-present desire to make tfw 
great principles of health known to others. This is alh 
Wherever we refer to active loy alty,rememb er what it means.

Now think of the revolution that must eventually be 
wrought in the world if each member of the Health Club 
is actwely loyal. That desire to win others to your great 
doctrmes will eventually develop into an influence; and 
one by one, hke stars beginning to shine at night, your 
influences will blossom into results, and you will have won 
members into your club. Think, too, what a m orał change 
will be wrought: fo r  all physiologists agree that ill health 
causes irntability, morbid nerves, defective morał naturęs 
and morę than nine-tenths oj all the sin in the world. The 
key of morał reform is turned by the hand of Health.

ih e Ralston Club can never die. It was wrought in in- 
spiration, and its principles are Nature’s richest laws, framed 
oy an all-wise Creator solely and absolutely for man’s happi- 
ness. Its plan of existence reaches far forward into a rapidly 
multiplying growth which no power of man can check. The 
many great names now enrolled upon its list, and theintense 
mterest they take in spreading its influence and increasino 
ts membership, speak of a Higher Power working in the 

neaits of men and women to make the world better.
W e can work together. Your share is light, and consists 

ot oyalty to your club, and an ever-present desire to make 
a known to others. Our share is to furnish the system of 
degrees whereby you can rise from the first to the hundredth 

egree, and all the while receive benefits commensurate with 
the results of your influence. W e are pledged to make no



financial profit from the club; and a computation would 
establish the fact that the original sum of one dollar from 
each member will hardly keep the club alive; while in 
return every member is privileged to receive free many 
expensive emoluments as the Degrees are taken. Our 
officers also work without remuneration.

In order to become a Progressive Ralstonite you must 
make the g r e a t  pro m ise  stated in this book, and send us 
the n o tic e  of that fact. These are given you to copy in 
the present chapter, after you resolve to become a candidate 
for these Degrees. Before doing so it is well to comply with 
the followmg

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS.

1. Read the present book through at least three times. 
New light comes from re-reading. In the olden days when 
books were few, people read the same work many times, 
and became wise in so doing; and hence arose the remark, 
“ Beware of the man of one book.” A  single reading can 
only be superficial.

2. Procure a Record B ook; and in this keep the same 
record as you would if you were secretary of a society. In 
this book write the dates of all notices or letters sent to us, 
or to members of the clubs. Collect names and numbers of 
all Ralston members for futurę reference. Remember that 
a number is never changed. No two persons in the world 
can have the same number. In writing to us, or to other 
members you should write your numbers on the page, and 
in receiving letters on which you find numbers you should 
record them in this book.

3. In your Record Book, which need not be large 
(perhaps the blank leaves of this book will suffice), you 
should record all failures in obtaining recruits; the success 
will be recorded and remembered by you. These failures 
are and should be numerous. As seen in your g r e a t  
pro m ise  you are not under any obligations to speak or dc
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anythmg in the way of asking others to join the club. When 
you become a Progressive Ralstonite the only things re- 
ąmred of you are : Ouiet loyaliy to the greatprincipies of 
tiealth, and an everpresent desire to make them known 'to 
others. ̂  ̂W e hołd and know that what is "an ever-present 
desne in one’s life sooner or later becomes a fact. W e drift 
as we thmk MacMahon, a poor boy, was once told this 
law of evolution ; he said "then I will keep in my mind an 
ever-present desire to be Marshal of France.” He suc- 
ceeded.

4. You rnust not be discouraged by failure. There is a 
glory in a steadiness of purpose, unswerved and unbroken 
by failure. If at your first " Regular Meeting” you should 
report hity failures and no successes, it would not surprise 
us. The cymcism of mankind is alrnost universal. The 
greatest philosopher and preacher of the last generation 
said: "T h e  cynie puts all human actions into^only two 
classes— openly bad and secretly bad. All virtue, and o - e n -  
erosity, and disinterestedness, are merely the appearance of 
good; but selfish at the bottom. He holds that no man does 
a good thing except for profit. The effect of his conversa- 
tion upon your feehngs is to chill and sear them. His criti- 
cisms and mnuendoes fali indiscriminately upon every lovely 
thing hke frost upon the flowers.”

5- To manage a cynie, you reąuire a large amount of 
1 ersonal Magnetism; and this is acąuired from the book of 
the ioth Ralston Degree. If your feelings are dampened 
and your ardor cooled by the sneers of cynics, it is evidence 
oftheir superiority of influence over you. Rise abore the 
evil influence o f others.

6. The easiest way of spreading the influence of the 
Health Club is to have a few of our circulars on hand, 
and at every opportunity hand one to your friends. Every 
letter you write inclose one, signed by you. If you bave a' 
fiiend who is critically sick and needs immediate care 
recommend a physician. I)o not fali into the stupid error
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that “ faith” is to cure a sick person. It helps a physician. 
In immediate sickness, cali in a physician, and prefer a 
Ralston physician, all other things being equal; as you will 
get well much sooner, and stand no chance of having your 
futurę health impairęd by a wrong treatment. If you are 
a Ralstonite you will not get sick; if you are in Class Two 
when you join, you will get well by following the special 
course laid out for you in rhe Book of Inside Membership 
and the Book of Complete Membership. You can also 
treat yourself and others, if ill from any of the causes 
narned in chapter twenty. Whenever, therefore, you know 
of a person who is ill from any of the causes mentioned in 
the special treatments of the last chapter, cali such person’s 
attention to that chapter, show thiś book, recommend the 
Club, and if the person does not becorne a General Member 
before your next “ Regular Meeting,” record a failure. 
Also regard as a failure every mention you make of the 
Club to another, if that person does not join. W e honor 
you in proportion to your failures; for they serve as tests 
of your endurance, your persistency of purpose, and your 
strength of character. W e will keep you supplied free of 
cost with Ralston circulars to use. Can you use fifty, or a 
hundred, or a thousand ?

7. Send these circulars, if you desire, to all States in the 
Union, with your endorsement, if you can conscientiously 
endorse the cause. Cali on the leading people of your 
locality; ask the clergymen to cal] a public meeting. Get 
four others who, with yourself, will organize a Local Ralston 
Health Club. Create a healthy public sentiment. Read 
what is said of Local Ralston Health Clubs, at the end of 
chapter twenty-two. All these things are suggested to you, 
but you are under no obligation to do any of them. We be- 
lieve it is far better to allow you to use your own judgment, 
untrammelled by any obligatory pro.nise. Do whatever 
your loyalty suggests. If you and one other person should 
be instrumental in calling a public meeting, and several re-
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cruits are secured, you will share them eąually. One hun- 
dred General Members are easily obtained at a public 
meeting.

A SPEEDY WAY TO TAKE DEGREES.

8. If you do not wish to solicit new members, or in either 
case, it would be well to have a supply of General Member- 
ship Books always on hand. These cost only a dollar apiece, 
and sell at that price; so that you will not lose anything 
by keeping these books on hand. A  strong point in favor 
of having a supply of books on hand is that you can get 
recruits morę readily. A  person always wants a book right 
away ! Another advantage is,— you can takeDegrees now. 
Thus if you send for O ne  G e n e r a l  M e m ber sh ip  B ook 
with promise to try to get a member for it, you may take the 
First Degree.

If any member who has a Club Number sends for f iv e  
G e n e r a l  M e m ber sh ip  B ooks at one time, you will take 
the Fifth Degree and all its emoluments at once. If you 
send for ten books you may take the loth Degree at once ; 
or for twenty books, the 2oth D egree; and for one hundred 
books the iooth Degree. Nonę of these books must be 
sold at less than one dollar each. W e either give them away 
or sell them for one dollar, and you must do the same. If 
you have a supply of books on hand you may loan one; 
and a loan with us has always resulted in the borrower, after 
reading it, asking to be allowed to pay for it.

Every book so delwered to you will be a General Member
ship and will have the usual Club Number on it. They will 
all be credited to your name, and will stand so to the end 
of time.

W e come now to the important matter of the g r e a t  
pr o m ise . When you sign this you are a Progressive Rals- 
tonite, whether you take a Degree or not. The reason for 
asking a promise is that it is a help to you, an encourage- 
ment, a stimulus, a yanguard of success. “ The die is cast,” t

1 6 4
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said Cresar, and he boitnd himself to succeed. “ I will burn 
the bndges behind me,” said Napoleon, and he bound him
self to victory. “ Let’s burn the boats,” said Cortez, and he 
bound himself to conąuer. So all through life the great 
deeds are part of the one first decisive step. Little minds 
waver; strong souls think well, act deliberately, anct act de- 
cisively. The following promise is madę with the fuli 
knowledge that you will not at all times live up to it, but 
you are expected to “ recover” from a breach of it. Thus 
if you lose interest you will regain it some day, and go on 
with the promise.

Do not copy or tear this promise out of the book, keep it 
here at all times. Sign the great promise in ink in this Book 
of General Membership.

THE GREAT PROMISE.

I the undersigned, hereby State that I am desirous oi 
becoming a Progressive Ralstonite, both for the sake oł 
doing some good in the world by helping to spread the doc- 
trines of perfect health ; and for the sake of the advantages 
and emoluments arising from the various Degrees open to 
me. Therefore I make the following promise to myself, and 
1 appeal to my better judgment and persistency of purpose 
to keep the same. I promise that,—

t._I will at my convenience in the near futurę read the
present book at least twice ; and will adopt such of its doc- 
trines as I am able to observe; and will believe m and advo- 
cate the Four Cardinal Points of Health, as far as they seem 
reasonable and practicable.

2. — I will remain loyal to the great principles of health 
and have an ever-present desire to make them known to 
others.

3. — I will record either in the blank pages of this book, 
or ina spechd Record Book, my General Membership Num- 
ber, also the Inside and Complete Numbers if I shall have 
them. I will further record the Club Numbers of all
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recruits procured through my influence ; and I will make 
a collection from time to time of the Club Numbers of 
other members of whom I may hear, in order to unSte morę 
firmly the individual parts of this great organization.

4. — If in endeavoring to spread the usefulness of this 
Club I shall meet with many failures I will not be discour- 
aged thereby, and if at any time I shall grow careless or 
neglect to keep the provisions of this promise I will not 
utterly abandon it on account of said breach.

5. — I will attend the regular monthly meeting of the • 
General Club in the manner described hereinafter, and at 
such monthly meeting I will make a report of my failures 
and successes for that month, always mentioning my own 
Club Number and those of my recruits.

6. — Ifin  order to immediately take degrees and receive 
the emoluments I shall procure a supply of General 
Membership Books before procuring members for them, I 
will nevertheless as faithfully endeavor to obtain members 
as though I had not received the books in advance, and as 
fast as I obtain members for the books I will report to 
Martyn College, Washington, D. C., the name, fuli address, 
and Club Number of each member.

[Signed.]...................................................................

General Number....................................

Inside Number.......................................

Datę................... Complete Number.......................................

As soon as you have signed the foregoing promise you 
become at once a Progressive Ralstonite whether you 
obtain any recruits or not. You should immediately send 
us the following

NOTICE.

To the Martyn College, Washington, D. C. You are
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hereby notified that I hav'e this .......day o f ...........  189...
signed the g r e a t  pro m ise  and I desire to be recorded by 
you as a Progressive Ralstonite. I will endeavor during 
my life to maintain in myself and encourage in others the 
important doctrines of Health and Happiness.

[Signed]...................................................................

General Nuniber....................................

This notice should be copied and signed by the member, 
wbich copy must be forwarded to us. Do not under any 
circumstances tear any part of the leaf from the book.

REGULAR MONTHLY MEETING OF THE GENERAL CLUB.

Attending the monthly meeting is both a pleasure and a 
profit to every progressive member. If you belong to a 
Club you naturally expect to be present at its meetings, and 
once a month is not by any means a too freąuent draft 
upon your attentions. The General Club extends over the 
entire world. You would be surprised to know that the 
Ralston Health Club has members in every country and 
under every government on the face of the globe; yet 
such is the case, and our members even in Asia, Africa, 
Australia, and the Oceanie Islands join with those of 
Europę and America in attending our monthly meetings. 
It would be inconvenient for you to come to Washington, 
the Capital City of the Capital nation of the world, and 
therefore we arrange for you to attend the regular monthly 
meeting of the General Club by sitting down in your own 
home, in the bosom of your family, and conferring with us 
by mail. This meeting is announced the world over to be 
held on the fourth day of each month, and we respectfully 
reąuest you to attend the meeting at the same time. With 
you will be many personages of high official rank and title, 
many others of foremost position on the Roli of Famę, who



regard the Ralston Health Club as the most prolific agency 
for the accomplishment of good in the world, and who are 
ąuietly, unostentatiously, but with intense interest, working 
for the spread of these great doctrines of health. The great 
broad minds and hearts of the noblest men and women of 
to-day are wedded to this movement; they are the prompt- 
est of all our members in their reports. Willowe be of this 
company? Write to us no matter whether you have any- 
thing to say or not. You can always say atleast: “ I 
hereby desire to have you record my attendance at the reg- 
ular monthly meeting of the General Club.”

ATTENDING THE CLUB.

It is the duty of each Progressive Member of the Ralston 
Health Club to attend the monthly meetings ; and this duty 
should be impressed upon all who are interested in their 
own welfare and in the good of others.

The process of attending a monthly meeting is as follows :
1. On the fourth day of each month write to Martyn Col

lege, Washington, D. C.
2. State your Club Number or Numbers.
3. State your Degree.
4. State the Club Numbers of your recruits.
5. State failures during past month.
6. Remarks.

A MEMBER IN GOOD STANDING.

W e are often called upon to State if a certain person is a 
member of the Ralston Health Club in good standing. W e 
measure the standing of each member by the faithfulness of 
his monthly reports to us, which are regarded as “ attend
ance at the Club.” A report is due from you on the fourth day 
of next month. If you “ attend Club,” that is send in your 
report, you are credited with an “ attendance mark.” If 
you fail to do so, we wait until the fifteenth day and then, if 
you have still madę no report, we place a black mark of 
“ non-attendance” against your name. From these, in a few
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nonths, your “ standing ” as a faithful member will be 
estimated in percentage. Thus, if you have never missed a 
monthly meeting, your standing will be 100 per cent or 
perfect.

To be a member in good standing is valuable to you ; and 
:ts importance may be seen whenever you are ilł or in dis- 
tress, and need aid and guidance to health and better circurn- 
stances. The Ralston Health Club is weaving a network oi 
influence in every part of the world, the power of which is 
even now being felt for the good of mankind. W e ask only 
good men and women, with good motives, to join us in this 
grand reform ; and we wish to hear from them every month. 
Pause for a moment and think of the vast numbers of per- 
sons of every rank in life, who write to us on the fourth day 
of each month. It is said that when many earnest souls 
unitę in one wish it cannot be denied them; and we there- 
fore have hope in our deathless Club; for whose instrument
alny in bringing health and happiness to each and all of us, 
many thousands upon thousands of earnest souls unitę in 
one inspired wish on the

FOURTH DAY OF EVERY MONTH.

In encouraging a person to join the Health Club always 
State frankly and clearly, as we do in our circulars, that 
ihere are three memberships— General, Inside, and Complete; 
that the fuli cost is six dollars if cash is paid, but that the 
General Membership may be had for one dollar, and that 
the payment of the further sum may be avoided under 
special privileges offered by the Club.

ANECDOTES OF THE GREAT MONTHLY MEETING.
Humań naturę never showed itself in rnore ample form 

than in our membership. A  majority of the members fail to 
keep their promise to attend the “ meeting.” They attend 
one or two meetings and “ forget” it after a while. Our 
First Degree Members, who never attend the monthly 
meeting, are soon lostsight of; but when sickness comes, as
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it does to the careless in any matter, they are too glad to 
be aided by us. While First Degree Members as a rule do 
not attend monthly meetings, the Fifth Degree Members 
are present almost in fuli force.

The letters we receive are so pleasant and encouraging 
that it seems like one great family re-union each month. Are 
they read? Yes, indeed. Every Ralstonite who writes to the 
Club at Washington gets a fuli hearing. W e know our 
Fifth Degree Members very well. They are intelligent, 
sensible, and interesting. W e cannot answer our many 
correspondents— that is a physical impossibility,— but we can 
be with them in all their good wishes. It is not a breach of 
confidence on our part to publish a few extracts from our 
representatwe members; by “ representative ” we mean 
those who are educated and successful in life, and our mem
bers as a rule are such. W e will not give any nam es, and 
only a few remarks from some of their most striking letters.

A  school teacher writes : “ I am very busy at this time
of the month, but I cannot let the Fourth go by. I teach 
the Ralston ideas continually, but unconsciously at most 
times.”

A  lady writes: “ A t first I thought the duty of writing 
every month very irksome, but I would not, could not, miss 
it now. I know and feel that my letters are read; I love 
the writing of them. May Heaven’s richest blessings attend 
the Ralston Club. (My husband says ; Amen ’ to this.) 
W e are both well for the first time in fourteen years.”

Another lady writes: “ My boy, a lad of seven years. 
came to me to-day and said: ‘ Mama, it’s Ralston Day.’ 
To be surę it was. I ’m afraid I shall forget sometimes, I 
keep so busy.”

A  banker says : “ It may appear strange to you that a 
inan who stands at the head of the largest bank in a large 
city should enjoy the monthly meeting of the Club, and 
should write my attendance. I neglected this duty for sev- 
eral months, but I have learned to attend promptly. I



enjoy it very heartily. It also serves to keep my mind on 
the Ralston doctrines, and keep my health good. Enclosed 
find draft for fifty dollars. Send forty books in cloth. I 
will give them to my siekły customers, and hope to retain 
their patronage so much the longer, if they live longer.”

A well known astronomer sends us the following curious- 
calculation : “ Your scheme of inereasing your membership 
beats everything in mathematical or astronomical calcula- 
tions that man ever devised. Now I am a Ralstonite ; I 
have procured five reeruits ; four of these have procured 
five each: my membership has inereased in one month 
twenty-five fold. Assume that you have 100 new members 
daily, or 3000 in one month. Each inereases 25-fold =  75,000 
these in the second month would inerease to 1,875,000; in 
the third month to 36,875,000; in the fourth month to 
921,875,000; etc., etc. Now let all members do their duty, 
and the glorious Ralston Club will reform the world. I 
believe it to be inspired, and I say God bless it. I send you 
a money order for fifteen dollars. I propose to look after 
my reeruits and make them get five each.”

Speaking in the same vein a college President, who is now 
a Forty-fifth Degree Ralstonite, writes : “ The problem of 
inerease is a mighty factor in our Club. Who invented it ? 
* * * If members but half perform their simple duty, why 
should not this movement prove to be the most tremendous- 
and most victorious of our day and generation. I am con- 
vinced that Ralston is right, morally and scientifically, and 
I shall go on obtaining reeruits as long as I live. I  will do 
my duty no matter how others may ad."

The last words were noble ; we shall yet make them his
torie. A  clergyman writes: “ When I die I want to be 
remembered as having done my fellow beings as much good 
as possible. Send me ten books. Health is the strongest 
help to temperance and religion.”

A  business man writes: “ Your Club has been my best 
physician. I paid one dollar for General Membership, and
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haye had no difficulty in getting people tojoin sińce. I am 
low a well man. My recovery was a miracle. * * *
For that dollar and very little effort I have come into the 
possession of emoluments (free) which I would not part 
■ with for a thousand dollars.”

atten J ° f T n WriteS : “ ThiS iS the lŁSt meetin& I shall ever attend if I cannot get an answer to my letters, and I am not
the only one who fails to get replies. I have asked several 
times how oldis Dr. Ralston? Is he married or single? Is 
it healthy to allow the nails to grow a half inch long? I 
hat e read the book through once, and am not yet cured of 
a very severe corn on the first joint of the second toe of my 
nght ioot. I begm to lose faith in the Club.”

A  la^y wntes : “ Knowing the unreasonable demands of 
lany Club Members of iny acąuaintance, I wish to commend 

you for your patience and uniform courtesy. Your rule not 
to make public the names of members is a good one; it 
saves many from being accosted by perfect strangers. ’ I 
;ove the Club and am delighted at the privilege of attendiim 
it every month by correspondence.”

Another says : “ How charming the idea of attending the
meeting every month ! ”

Another: “ I would not miss attending the meeting for 
anything.” &

We have tons of letters containing the clause: “ Gad 
■ fdess the Ralston Health Club! ”

A  timid woman writes : “ I tried to sell a General Mem- 
bership Book last year to a doctor. He examined it and 
said, sickness was a blessing, it cleaned up the system I 
■ tned to sell one to a theatre man. He said it was a scheme 
to make naoney, and to sell books. I told him that I was 
once a confirmed invalid, but had become perfectly well 
solely by following the Ralston books. He said it was my
imagination. Since then both these men have been taken ill,_
the doctor and the manager,— and they came to me to get 
.the books. Be patient and wait, is my motto.”
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A  man writes : “ I thought ayear or two ago, when asked 
to join the Club, that it was a money-making scheme. Since 
joining and seeing its grand work right here in our midst, I 
am convinced that it is the noblest charity in the world. I 
would not take ten thousand dollars for the good it has done 
me. But how can I answer the doubts of those whom I ask 
to jo in ?”

A  well known American lady writes: “ Forgive me for 
my impatience at your failure to answer my letters. I find 
that they are all answered in the books.”

1 7 3 '

W e come now to a description of the Progressive Course 
provided for those who have signed the g reat  promise. 
As good health depends upon an even balance of the three 
o-reat divisions of our naturę,— the physical, the mental, 
and the emotional,— we have provided just such a course 
of training as would best develop and strengthen these; 
and the Philosophical Course, with which the Degrees end, 
will prove a life-long blessing to those who wish to investi- 
gate, to solve, and to enter into the mysteries of “ our 
e x i s t e n c e s . ”  However you will be just as good a Ral- 
stonite if you go no further than the Fifth Degree.

T H E  F U L L  P R O G R E S S I V E  C O U R S E .

Herein we give a description ol the steps taken by a 
Progressive Ralstonite, commencing at the ist Degree and 
reaching to the highest honors attainable; together with 
the emoluments.

On reaching the First Degree, the Book of Inside Mem- 
bership may be claimed by the member.

On reaching the Fifth Degree, chapter 24, the Book of 
Complete Membership may be claimed, together with the 
right to attend all Local Clubs without charge. The mem
ber is now a fuli and complete Ralstonite, and is entitled to 
recognition as such by every Fifth Degree Member or
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Local Club in any part of the world. While no obli^ation 
. P aCed upon a°y  mera ber, it has nevertheless been ~ 

pleasure to all Fifth Degree Members to extend n iu L l 
syrapathy and eordla! greeting upon r e c o ^ ^
11 er‘ 01 thls reason it is well to know the Club Num 

bers of many members; and to wear the 5th Degree token 
Jhich consists of a star, having five points, one for each 
degree, and on one side the inscription • R H C tl

,“ d “  ,h'  »'“ »  aud Club Numbets
wh,ch w,11 be three, General, Iuside, and Con.plete T h lś  
token mus, no, be wider ,ha„ one ineh from polu, poi„ “
and may be ofs.I.er or gold. Any jeweler will make you 

" ‘ I' Bl« ht We do „o, furnish lokens „ f  the
- T  a, any price; bu, will sell a Tentl, D e m e
Badge for one Dollar. It costs us morę.
• The Fifth Degree may be taken outright instead of beino- 
taken in the order described; and it is better to do so.

Next comes the Tenth Degree and the emolument con
sists of an excellent book specially prepared to impart that 
course of traimng which should follow the Health Club 
exercises. W e have constantly referred to Magnetism as 
the highest species of actual life in the body, and it is often 
necessary to generale magnetism in order to develop 
GLAM E. Many physicians order magnetism as a course 
o treatment for patients: and medical concerns are sellino- 
apparatus at $25 for weakly persons who need magnetism’ 
We all need magnetism; but no real good ever came of it 
in a deorganized form. Like oxygen it must eonie into the 
system naturally. Therefore we say, avoid all mechanical 
and Chemical electricity and magnetism; saue expense ■ 
generate thus great vital power in your own body naturally 
and by Nature’s own methods. Take the Tenth Degree ■ 
and cłami as a reward a fuli course of training in the grand- 
est health system ever invented to generate electricity.
\ nte to us for the book entitled “Mechanics of Personal 

Magnetism.” It is now 111 its Fifth Edition, and physicians
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and scientists declare it to be the most wonderful book of 
the century. You may now procure as a token a ten 
pointed star, with inscription as before, except as to the 
number of Degree.

The Twentietli Degree next brings you as an emolument 
the book which contains the source of true cheerfulness and 
solid happiness, “ The One Hundred Points o f Character 
referred to in chapter twenty-one of Health Club. Please 
read that chapter for information as to its usefulness. The 
token should contain twenty stars.

The last and highest rank is the One Hundredth Degree; 
and the emolument consists of the course in Philosophy 
entitled “ O U R E X ISTE N C E S.” This is issued in one 
laree book in one hundred divisions. It is a book of train- 
ing, of study, of adoption, and absorption; culminating in 
Graduation, Diploma, and Title of Ph. D. or Doctor of 
Philosophy,, conferred by the Shaftesbury College of W ash
ington, D. C., an institution chartered by the United States. 
The books on “ Magnetism” explain this course morę fully 
than we can in the space we have to devote to it here; and 
these books should be very carefully examined. But to 
describe it very briefly we will say “ Our Existences” is in 
three great parts and one hundred divisions : answering the 
100 Problems of Existence. ist Part— Our Past Existences. 
2nd Part— Our Present Existences. jrd Part— Our Futurę 
Existences. In the first division there are answers to the 
three great problems of the past. In the second division there 
are answers to the Ninety Great Problems of our earthly life. 
In the third division there are answers to the seven great 
problems of “ Our Futurę Existences.”

“ Our Existences,” in short, will be found to contain a 
series of one hundred of the profoundest studies ever offered 
to mankind. These studies are an epitome of all the science 
of the world upon the problems of life, tested by the stand
ard of power furnished in the operations of AE. To own, 
to read, to understand, to retain the knowledge contained in



several thousand scientific works, is almost an impossibilitr 
“leven the most favored of human lives; and would cost 
thousands of dollars. To extract the substantial facts from 
such a mass of literaturę and experiment is the study oJ 
morę than a life time ; but to connect them with the under-
lymg prmciple of all existence is the work of pure inspira- 
tion. F

The cost ot such a course of study can not be less thai; 
one hundied dollars. It is not a book of reading. The 
pupil who graduates from this course in competent degree 
is regrarded as a philosopher; for that he will have knowl 
edge ot life and its profoundest problerns.

. he title o f Ph. D.,— Doctor of Philosophy, will be con- 
ferred upon such graduate by the Shaftesbury Colleee of 
Washington, D. C.

Our Existences ’ and all the opportunities for advance- 
ment connected therewith, belong to a Progressive Ralston- 
ite, as of right, when he reaches the iooth Degree.

Any Ralstonite ot the iooth Degree may obtain an addi- 
tional honor, known as the iooth Degree medal. This medal 
contains one hundred star points, not in regular shape but 
diversified in every manner of beauty and rich design. This 
medal contains forty dollars worth of pure gold ; and, with 
its magnificent workmanship, reaches a value of sixty dol
lars. It is ofifered to members of the iooth Degree who car 
darni one hundred recruits.all of whom are Complete Mem
bers of the Health Club. This may seem at first difficult to 
accomplish, and it is our purpose to make it s o ; but it is 
much easier than would at first appear. Nearly every 
person who joins the Health Club becomes a Complete 
Meraber in a very short time. In fact our records show 
that nme out of every ten of our earnest members become 
Complete Members within thirty days. Your difficulty will 
be to obtain the one hundred members ; after that it will not 
be a difficult matter to encourage them to take the Fifth  
Degree. You should keep yourself well informed of the

176  T H E  R A L S T O N  H E A L T H  CLUB.
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Club Numbers of your recruits, and obtain from them thc 
numbers of their recruits, so that you may know what pro
gresu they are making.

Any Ralstonite holding the Medal of the iooth Degree 
and who desires to come before the public as a lecturer in 
the cause of Idealth, will be educated at our expense in the 
Shaftesbury College either in Baltimore or Washington, or in 
the Martyn College of Oratory at Washington; and will be 
employed at a reasonable salary thereafter to go out into the 
world in behalf of the Ralston Health Club, to piesem its 
great doctrines to public audiences, and to aid in the work 
of universal reform, first in Health ; and, through Health, 
in Morahty.

M OTTO -.— “ Perfect Health."
P U R P O S E “ To establish a new Race."



C H H P T F R  T W E R T Y -F O U R ,

THE FUTURĘ OF THE RALSTON HEALTH CLUB.

What is our futurę ? Who will predict it ? W e came 
mto existence to do good, nothing but good. Good to the 
ortunate good to the unfortunate. Sonie day we shall tell 

oui members just how we started the Club; the little incident

Not many years hence we will control the fabric of p w - 
ernment; not as a political party, but as a great morał and 
hygiemc orgamzation. The Ralston Club is surę to exist as 
long as cmlization is found on the face of the earth The 
very prop of its unending life is its membership plan' One 
membei obtams five; each of the five obtains five ; and so 
on , his great scheme is approved by business men and 
all active members.

But to make the membership plan an immediate success 
m ojerwhelrmng proportions, each member must do his or

worldU> 7 A X  h° W S° ° n ^  Sh°Uld sweeP A e entire world! A  physician wrote: “ I want to live ten, yes
t wenty years longer, to see what must be the inevitable
futurę of the Ralston Club. Macauley declared that Wes!
leyism changed the face of England ; but Wesleyism cannot
be said to have reached the height of power which Ralston-

r  L S daeyT>>aCCOmPliSh’ and Very S00n’ to0- I live to

p r e p a r a t io n s  fo r  a  g r e a t  m o v e m e n t .

Ralstonism is on the eve of a great and far reaching move- 
ment! Gather all your forces together as soon as possible >
- e years just passed m public ąuietude have served to test

(U8)
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the great strength of the Ralston Doctrines. They are 
right. They have won the approval of good men and 
women. They have endured and overwhelmed all adverse 
criticism, because they are right.

The time is now ripe. Our mails are loaded with well 
wishes, and the encouragement of the best conservative 
classes. Men and women offer to espouse and champion 
the cause. W e need leaders everywhere; strong supporters 
in every town and city. Who will join us in the movement ?

Bring your wives and husbands, sons, daughters, andrela- 
tives into the Club. Bring every man and woman of intelli- 
gence into the Club. W e want a majority of the good 
people of your county to join at once. Our plan is to ac- 
complish four things in the immediate futurę.

1. A  Ralston Sanitarium in every county.
2. A  Ralston Free School in every county.
3. Ralston Stores in every town.
4. Ralston Distilleries.

R A L S T O N  SA N IT A R IU M S .

Of late years sanitariums have sprung up in nearly all the 
States. They are simply hotels where proper food and 
hygiene are prescribed under the guidance of physicians. 
They pay very large profits. A  Ralston Sanitarium would 
pay any person handsomely from the very start.

R A L S T O N  S C H O O L S .

These are to teach health, physiology, and a generał edu- 
cation, under the laws of perfect development of mind and 
body.

R A L S T O N  S T O R E S .

These are to keep only pure food, and to exclude all 
articles which are adulterated. Such a storę would have the 
largest patronage, and would pay.

R A L S T O N  D I S T l C L E R I E S .

No water is fit to drink in perfect safety, unless it is boiled 
or distilled. Boiled water is free from animal and vegetable
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germ-life, but contains tbe calcareous matters which abound 
everywhere.

Weil water is, at its best, a hastener of the “  ills that flesh 
is heir to.” W e can prove that all typhoids, nearly all ma- 
larial, contagious, and organie diseases are due to the water 
we drink. Every glass of water we drink carries death to 
some tissues. Alcohol cannot be substituted, for it is surę to 
produce some degree of congestion. Tea and coffee are bift 
partial substitutes; they attack the welfare of the nervous 
system, and it is only a ąuestion of time when the penalty 
must be paid.

Distilled water is absolutely pure ; it is free from all calca
reous deposits, and becomes in the body a powerful solvent 
of old-age materiał, completely throwing it off and out of 
the system. A  familiar experiment was recently madę very 
elear at our hands. Two young ladies, one under twenty- 
five and the other past that age, and growing old most un- 
mistakably, were the subjeets. The latter drank no liąuid 
except distilled water iced, for three years; and at the end 
of that period she looked younger, fresher, and sweeter than 
her sister ; just reversing their previous conditions.

How to get pure drinking water is and must continue to 
be the great problem of all who live. A  still does not cost 
much. Water can be distilled and sold for one cent a galion, 
and a profit of one-half easily madę. The great physicians 
of America have declared that the drinking water ąuestion 
must be settled before we can guarantee health even to the care- 
ful. Such diseases as diphtheria, catarrh, biliousness, and 
kidney troubles must always prevail as long as human blood 
is poisoned by such water as we find in town and country. 
The difference between the Ralston claim and that of physi
cians is this : physicians declare that all drinking water 
must be boiled or distilled; R alston declares that it should 
be distilled; as boiling the water only kills the disease 
germs in it, whereas distilling it removes the calcareous 
matter,— the sole cause of old age.



Hygienic ice can now be madę at a very Iow price; and is 
in fact madę in hundreds of cities and towns.

THE FUTURĘ OF THE RALSTON HEALTH CLUB. jSi

TO  SUM UP.

The Ralston Doctrine teaches
1. Health of Body, Brain, and Nerves, by
2. Cultivation of Cheerfulness, Exercise, and GLA.ME ;
3. Eating Proper Foods and Fruits ; and
4. Drinking Distilled Water Iced.
5. By reason of our numbers we claim the right to con- 

trol the government of towns, counties, and States, in so far 
as they; afifect the

H EALTH , H APPINESS, a n d  HOM ES
OF OUR MEMBERS.

6. W e are pledged to justice, common sense, absolute 
right, and an earnest purpose to do good by every proper 
means.

7. W e advance no wild theories, and are not responsible 
for the unfounded claims of many who profess to be Ral- 
stonites, but who have no standing on our books.

8. W e believe that there is but one way to win the great 
battle of success, and that is to become a source of substan- 
tial benefit to each and every one of our members who places 
his shoulder to the wheel and works with us.

We now bring our labors to a close as far as this book is 
concerned and leave the results to you, as far as those results 
lie in the path of your influence. As has been said before, 
the Ralston Club can never die. It will live and flourish by 
the law of propagation until the work of uniyersal reform 
has been achieved.

It is well to remember that the Ralston doctrines of health 
aie Naturę s first laws ; that their foundations are laid deeper 
than the hand of man can plant; and their turrets, let us 
hope, reach Heavenward. Their principles cannot be
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shaken; for they are r ig h t . If the physician can cure, if  
drugs and medicines can restore health, it must be through 
the agency of these laws ; but always in lesser degree. It 
is the common remark of physicians and scientists that they 
know but little morę of disease and its cure in this century, 
than did the ancients of Greece and Romę. In the dawn- 
ing light of this new education let us believe that the intelli- 
gence of man will prompt him to adopt the higher laws of 
existence and health, and take them direct from the hand of 
Naturę.

i hat this may be possible, and that the means of preserv- 
ing the integrity of the human organism from its fell de- 
stroyer may be as simple as it is certain, the Ralston Health 
Club has presented a system that is easily adopted by rich 
and poor, by the scientist and the layman, by the learned 
and unlearned alike. You, and all of us, will find it both 
easy and pleasurable to live up to the Ralston System.

This book we commit to your charge and with it the 
General Membership which it implies. May you and it be 
inseparable companions; may its pages open up to you new 
truths, to be conned and learned until their spirit shall 
become a part of your desires; may you never lay it aside 
in finał parting; but on the other hand we hope that you 
shall be the first to leave it, not in the years that mark the 
highway of the present generation, but in the hazy distance 
of Life’s long autumn, far, far away from the day your 
name was first enrolled as a member of
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SH A E TE SBU R Y L IB R A R Y  OE PE R SO N A L GHETURE,
I N F O U R  C O U R S E S .

FIEST COURSE.
Lessons in A rtistic Deep Breathing, .................. $ i .5o

SECONB COURSE.
Lessons in Grace and Deportment...........................  2.00

THIRD COURSE.
Lessons in The Mechanics of Personal Magnetism, 4.00 

FOURTH COURSE.
Lessons in T he 100 Points of Character, . . . .  4.00

If the Library of ‘£ Personal Culture” is procured all 
at one time, the price will be $ 10.00.

SH A F TE SB U R Y  L IB R A R Y  OF E X P R E SS IO N ,
I N  F I V E  C O U R S E S .

FIFTH COURSE.
Lessons in V oice Culture, . . . .

SIXTH COURSE. 
Lessons in Emphasis, .......................

SEVENTH COURSE.
Lessons in Extemporaneous Speaicing, .................. 2.00

EIGHTH COURSE.
Lessons in A cting.......................................................... 10 00

NINTH COURSE.
Lessons in Facial Expression, ......................................

If the Library of Expression ” is procured all at one 
time, the price will be $24.00.

TH E  S U B L IM E  L IB R A R Y ,
I N  T W O  C O U R S E S .

TENTH COURSE.
Lessons in Higher Magnetism (Private),
Lessons in Our Existences (Priyate),

If taken at one time, $122.00.
The Eleven Courses Complete in the Three Libraries,

$ 25.00 
100.00

$150.00.
Address :

MARTYN COLLEGE OF ORATORY,
W A S H I N G T O N , C.

A ll Checks and Orders Payable to  WEBSTER ED G ER LYeJpćO , -8ÓX'.291.
T h e  M a r t y n  C o lte y e o f  O r a to r y  is  C h a r te r e tl  by  t h e  U n ite d  S ta te s .



The foregoing Courses of Instruction are described morę 
fu lly  as fo llo w s:

N O .  1

L essons in A rtistic D eep B reathing,
IN B O O K  F O R M .

B Y  E D M U N D  S H A F T E S B U R Y .

The sales have been very large. The book has been purehased by all classes 
ot people, and Is beiug introduced into Colleges, Aeademies, and Schools eyery- 
where. Every lady and gentleman; eyery teacker and pupil; every lawyer 
minister, physieian, aetor, reader, and speaker, and eyery business man should 
haye it. Deep Breathing as a means of health; promoting the Art of Song 
and of Speech; curing weakness and affections of the Throat and Lungs. 
especially Consumption, Asthma, and Colds; preyenting Pneumonia and 
Malaria; and giying to the'entire body Strength, Vitality, and Energy.

False teaehing should be ayoided, as injuries may be caused thereby.
“ Where inspiration is fuli and yigorous life is energeiie. Where it is feeble 

Tfe is torpid. Man liyes in proportion as he breathes. If the lungs are 
strong and actiye there is eourage, boldness,and health; if feeble there is 
cowardice and debility. To be out bf spirits is to be out of breath. When 
eager and fuli of enterprise we consume large ąuantities of air. Howeyer 
well we feel ourselyes, if we do not breathe enough we do not take on good 
conditions, but beeome irritable and lose our ambition in life.”

“ As the lungs of themselyes do not fully perform their function, they lose 
their elasticity and are restrained in their plastic processes. As a result 
yarious diseases originate in the lungs and in other parts of the body affected 
by the eondition of the lungs. Aboye all consumption results.”

Plutarch asserted that true breathing cured diseases of the lungs and diges- 
tive organs, and Ctelius Aurelius prescribed the same as a remedy for catarrłn 
headache, and insanity.

Dr. Lennox Brown, surgeon to Her Majesty’s Italian Opera in London, 
demonstrated that singers’ injured yoiees were the fruit of wrong breathing.

In the schools of Stockhausen, of Dr. Gunz, of Cav. Lamperti, of Warteł, 
and ofothers, a thorough rnethod of deep breathing isrelied upon, as may be 
eyidenced in Patti, Trebelli, Nillson, Albani, Crunelli, Faure, Marie Bose, 
Montbelli, and others.

Many mistakes exist at the present day owing to a false understanding as 
to the true method of Deep Breathing. When once learned in the proper way 
it may afterwards be safely pracfciced.

U . 8 . S e n a t e , W a s h in g t o n , D. C ., Sept. 4 ,1 8 8 8  
,TEr? STATES SENATOR-I haye examined the book “ Lessons 

m Artistic Deep Breathing, and thmk it is a very yaluable one. I cheerfully 
recommend it to persons whose occupation in life reąuires a knowledge of 
publm speakmg. Yours respectfully, S

W IL K IN S O N  C A L L .
P^TT1. the greatest liying singer, says; “ I positiyely declare 

that I owe much of my yoice to DEEP BREATHING, which Americansneglect."
Net Price (no discount)................................................. 50



NO. 2.

— #3= LESSONS iN

Grace * and * Deportment,
IN BOOK FORM.

B Y  E D M U N D  S H A F T E S B U R Y .

A natural grace of body instinctively inspires a natural grace of mind, 
which has always been the leading charm of the world’s greatest men and 
women. The present work treats of a graceful conduct of every part of the 
body for every occasion in life. A magnificent presence alone inyites the 
respect of all beholders. Perfect grace, free from affeetation, is a passport to 
every situation in the Professional, Social, or Business world.

Besides containing all the Exercises and Rules of Grace that have been 
nsed from the time o f the Greeks and Romans down to the present day, for all 
pnrposes, suchas DRAWING, SCULPTURE, ACTING, SPEAICING, RECITING, 
WALKING. STANDING, ETC., it also treats of GRACE in  GESTURE and DE
PORTMENT for eyery phase of life.

Net Price (no discount)..................................................$2.00.

N O .  3 .

LESSOłTS IDfcT THE

MECHANICS OF PERSONAL MAGNETISM,
By  EDMUND SHAFTESBURY.

Net Price (no discount),............................................$4.00.

As this course is the most important in the Library of Personal Culture, in 
that it will accomplish morę for a person than any other means of training; and 
as the book should be in the hands of every person of intelligence, we recom- 
mend it to Members of the Health Club, and especially to persons who are 
neiwous, or lacking in yitality. Electricity and Magnetism are necessary in the 
human system and should be personally developed. Address:

WEBSTER EDGERLY, P r e sid en t,

W ash ington , D . C.Care o f M a r t y n  C o l l e g e ,



NO. 4.

T h e  One H undred P o in ts  o f  C h a ra c te r ,
B y  EDMUND SHAFTESBURY.

A COURSE of Private Lessons for Home Study, consisting 
of ioo Lessons in Self-Training, based upon the method 
m use for many years among Priyate Pupils, and taught 

in pamphlet lessons in precisely the same way as in the Post- 
Graduate course of the

Sbaftestmrs College of Washington, 2). c .,
of which it forms a part.

He, who on the advent oj a new hope, shuddering at the past, makes pledge to his own soul of a new and better life, with purpose strong enough to command its fulfillment, brings a snute to the face of the recording angel and places himselj under the sheltering wing of the Almighty
There are Four Cardinal Points of Character. These are 

gradually approached by stages which may be travelled simul- 
taneously or successively.

1. The First Realni is “ In the Workshop.”-H e r e  the
character is madę and molded in its four-fold naturę.

2 . The Seeond Realm is “ Out in the W orld.”— Here the 
pupil is placed in contact with the experiences of life.

3. The Third Realm is “ Down in the Depths.”— Here 
the character is tested.

4. The Fourth Realm is “ On the Heights.” -H ere  the
Four Cardinal Points of Character are found.

Net Price (no discount)................................$4.00.

A li the fo rego iug  books eom prise the L IB K A R T  O F  P E R S O N A L  

C U ŁTU R E , and may be procured as a lib ra ry  I f  talcen at one time  
for *10.



NO. 5.

LESSONS IN VOICE CULTURE,
I N  B O O K  F O R M .

By EDMUND SHAFTESBURY.

F O R  T H E  R E A D E R ,  O R A T O R ,  A C T O R ,  A N D  S I N G E R .

A complete treatise, giving all the exercises for developing 
purifying, and enriching the human voice. The Shaftes- 

bury Method is now acknowledged to be superior to all 
others, as it is a resurrection of what was valuable 

in the old Italian Method, combined with the 
improvements madę by the best masters of 

the present century, including the suc- 
cessful instructors of Germany,

Italy, France, England, and America.
The system employed teaches the 

proper positions and use of all the vocal 
organs, takes away all impurities from the 

voice, changes disagreeable tones into pleasant 
ones, and imparts fullness, volume, great rangę, 

smoothness, eyenness, flexibility, sympathy, consistency, 
and power. The voice need never get fatigued nor grow hoarse.

[Extract from letter by the Pastor of the largest Baptist Church in Wash- 
ington, D. C.]

“ I have an abiding enthusiasm in your excellent methods 
of Vocal lnstruction.”

R e v . S a m u e l  H . G r e e n e ,

Residence, 1320 Q  Street,
April 26, 1889. Washington, D. C.

This work is a foundation study, both for Speaking and 
Singing. Net Price (W holesale  or retail, no discount), I2.00.



A N  I N T E L L E C T U A L  F E A S T  !!!

L E SSO W S IW E M P H A S I S ,
I N  B O O K  F O R M .

By EDMUND SHAFTESBURY.

T h i s  b o o k  is d e s i g n e d  o n l y f o r  i n t e l l e c t u a l  p e r s o n s ,  o r  
f o r t h o s e  w h o  d a s i r e  t o  d e v e l o p  a s t r o n g  

a n d  o l o s e l y  a n a l y t i c a l  m i n d .

I t  is dedicated to the excellent actor, M e . E d w in  B ooth, whose kind 
cimtrilmtkm to i ho Martyn College of Elocution and Oratory is well 
known.

Tliis study is one of the most yaluable known. Almost the iirst eriti- 
cism to wliieh a reader is snbjected is as to liis or her Emphasis. The 
most, beautiful passages in literaturę are often robbed of their rneaning by 
liap-hazard emphasis. The most famous professional readers, speakers 
and actors have mado themselyes successful by a thorough in.asl.6ry of this 
study. The book eontains all the Rules of Emphasis ; all the Methods of 
Emphasis; Groupmg; Analysis of Thought; and lessons for daily prac- 
t.cemfmchng and expressing the meaningof any sełection howeyer difli- 
cnlt. Desides being a beautiful study it teaches close thinkine and 
strengthens the mind.

Net Price (no discount under any oircunistnnoes), . . . .  sy.Oli

NO. 6.

N O .  7 .

LESSONS IN THE ART OF EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING,
IN BOOK FORM.

B Y  E D M U N D  S H A F T E S B U R Y .

PRBSIDENT {pro hm.) OP UNITED 
s iA l t t b  bEAAlE , and the most powerful orator of the Fiftieth Congress, 
m apersonal letter to the author (the entire letter not being published),’ 
satu : “ Your book on Estemporaneous Speaking is a v e r y  v a l u a b l e  
and in t e e es t in g  work. I am confident that sucli study is indispensable 
to the aeąmsition ofarich, picturesąue, and liexible yocabulary ”

„  .. , , Very truły yours, JOHN J. itfGALLS.
United States Senat®, Washington, D. C., April 2, 1889,

The book also eontains a thorough course in the art of c o n v e e s a t io n . 
Excepting hisremarkable worlc on “  Personal Magnetism,” no system 

ever myented by Mr. Shaftesbury is morę ably treated than this. It sliows ;i 
npe mind, a thorough schoiarship, and afamiliarity witli the principles of 
natuial oratory, It is not a book of advice and theory, hut of pr actick . 
it is deyoted solely to the subject of Extemporaneous Speaking. AVe 
guaran tee that-any person who passes through the exercises of this yol- 
ume, wnl be an excellent Exteinporaneous Speaker, a splendid conyersa- 
tionalist, and a master of the English language. The metliod is simnle 
out eitectiye, v '

Net Price (no discount). $2.00



LESSONS IN ACTING
I N  B O O K  F O R M .  ’

Intended for Professionals and those who desire to become suci,
By EDMUND SHAFTESBURY.

“  The Dramatic Power is the Life of Oratory 
II ISisby fanłioLAEGESTbookoffteoight. Itisalso the most valtjable as 

- ̂  !h ÛtT̂ or s pnee ior the manus°ript alone was Twenty-five thousand dol- 
Pboto i. It contams a large number of F u li Page illustrations taken from 
Action lfe; giving Oratorioal aud Dramatic Attitudes and

,,,hsA„lh™ af  C°urse in one WT Jarge yolume. If there is any book now pub 
asiied whieh teaches Acting without the aid of an instructor we are not aware 
of its existence. This new book, therefore, will prove of great yalue to all 
persons whose means areso limited as to preyent the outlay of the large sum of 
money necessary to atteud a School of Acting. The eomparatiyely Iow p ™  of 
Ihe 'vU1 brl“ S11 wuhin ‘hę reach of all classes excePting the yery poorest 

Ctmgis necessary not only m studying for the Stage, but the Dramlttc Art is 
llwv„ aCoomPanime“tto Oratory and eyen to good Eecitation. Byery 

? .V>er’ every great pulpit orator, every successful reader has possessed 
dramatic power. It is the charm which draws audiences
contentsh-°W great“  “  work lve gi'’e a of‘the chapters and their

?fmarkS" Ckap■ 2- “The Shaftesbury Method " 
O h a p - 6 -  The Iwo Classes ofAct,on.” Chap. 4.-“Oratorical Positions.” Chan

a'_<rr? f M0VententS' ’ CkaP' 6' ~ “  MeaninS of Oratorical Gestures” Chap 
?  o fG e s t™ e s ”  Ch°p - 8.—“Typieal and Emphatic Gestures ” Ghapś 

1 1 6' êstures f°r Direct Address, Important.Unimportant, and Kemote Ilefer ’
ences, and Special Gestures.” Chap. 17-“ Meanings of the Voice and its Dses ” 

T  Doctrl“ aof Tendencies.” Chap. 20.-“ Dramatic Action.” Chaps 

Flhnws T “ atlC Mo™ments of the Legs, Hands, Head, Shouder Chelt' 
lbows, Torso, Ivnees, etc., and the Meanings of eaeh.” Chap. 26 —“The Variom 
 ̂ageFans ” chaps. 27 to 36.-“Studies and Praetice in Acting, showing how 

UłePnnoipJesof Voice and Action are combined.” Chap. 37.-“The Theoryof
' 1 ° hap ' s8' - “ExPlanation of Stage Terms and Phrases ”
Chap. 39. The 44 Rulesof Stage Conduct.” Chap. 40.—'“Stage Business Staye 
settmg and Scene Acting, with Studies and Praetice.” Chap. 41- “Studies fn
t  53eS'.’ 06 ay-” ^  43- “How to ManageaPart.’ Chaps u
to o 3 _  106 Attitudes, with Meanings and Applications to Plays.”
reasJseIyThTstadv0Ul<1 ^  ^  great worŁ iu his library for the following reasons. The Study is eonduciye to the fullest health ofthe body the besT
derelopment of the Morał, Mentol, and Emotional natures : if learned aright it 
makes a man a king among men ; and an orator a person of great power The 
book is profusely illustrated, is acourse of Lessons in the Art, is complete" in its 
1 eachings, is Practieal, takes the place of a personal instructor anTyffl nrlnarl 
a person for the highest position on the Stage. ’ aua will prepare

to all whô seek the cuUure ofUs^age^ °f pleasure' happiness, and refinement 
edge tmder a êrsoimn™structortłl tkl'e expense acąuiring the same knowl- 

Net Price (no discount under any circumstances), . . .  f 10 oo

NO. 8.



NO. 9.

hcssoys \r) Facial F x p rc ss io r)1
I N  B O O K  F O R M .

By EDMUND SHAFTESBURY.
T I B  ONLY W ORK OF T M  KIND PUBLISHSD. PROFDSBLY ILLU STRiTED.

THIS is the most faseinating and interesting of all studies. The traman face 
is moved in its expressions by laws and principles that are now for the 
flrst time systematized and reduced to a perfect science by Mr. Sbaftes- 

bury. Facial Expression is the chief element in Acting, Dramatic Reading, 
Personation, and Legitimate Pantomimę; and may be madę the foundation of 
many accomplishments. Delsarte claimed that it added beauty to the face, and 
strengthened the eyes very much. It is not a difficult thing to learn to langh 
with one side of the face and weep with the other at the same time. A skillfii1 
pupil will be able to disgulse his own face, in a second, beyond the recognition 
of his own friends, without contortion.

In this study we also learn to read human naturę and discern character 
with unerring certainty.

It contains a full series of FACIAL MUSCULAR EXERCISE3, for the 
control of every part of the face; a poll series of ELEMENTARY FACIAL 
EXPRESSIONS, with the natural meanino of each; a full series of FACIAL 
COMBINATIONS, madę up of Elementary Facial Expressions; Personations 
of Characters and Characterizations; the Study of the Humań Face as a Key to 
Character; Practice in Facial Espression, combined with Reading, Speaking, 
and Acting, etc., etc. The Personations of Character are finely illustrated; not 
from theoretical or fancy faces, but from photographs of one perso.n’s face, 
showing what one can do in actual FACT.

No work of its kind was ever published. The nearest that approaches it is 
Rimmer's Aut, which costs $15.00, and contains merely drawings; but Mr. Shaf 
tesbury's work contains photograph EXPRESSION3, DRAWINGS, and IN- 
STRUCTIONS, making it three times as valuable and less in price. It will be 
a notable addition to the library of auy person who is fortunate enough to pos- 
sess the means necessary to procure it.

The book is very large and quite expensire, but its intrinsic yalue exeeeds 
many times its price.

NET PRICE (no discount under any circumstances)..................$10.

All the foregoing books comprise the
L I B R A R Y  O F  E X P R E S S I O N ,

and may be procured as a library if taken at one time for . . . 
Both Libraries,...................................................................

M o .  X O .

F R IY A T E  LE SSO N S IN HIGHER M A G N E TISM ,
By EDMUND SHAFTESBURY.

NET PRICE (no discount under any circumstances),.................. $25.



OUR EX ISTEN CES,
By EDMUND SHAFTESBURY.

I n  t h r e e  g r e a t  p a r t s ,  a n d  o n e  h u n d r e d  d i v i s i o n s :  a n s w e r -  
i n g  t h e  l O O  P r o b l e m s  o f  E x i s t e n c e .

ls t  Part— OUR PAST EXISTEITCE.

2nd P art-O U R  PRESEN T EXISTENCE.

3rd P art-O U R  FU TU RĘ EXISTENCE.

NO 11.

OUE EXISTENCES, ” in sliort, will be found to contain a series of 
one hundred of the profoundest studies ever offered to mankind. These studies 
are an epitome of all the science of the world upon the problems of life, tested 
by the standard of power furnished in the operations of AE. To own to read 
to understaud, to retain the knowledgecontained in seyeral thousand śeientiflo 
works, rs almost an impossibility in eyeu the most fayored of human liyes: and 
will cost thousands of dollars. To extract the substantial facts from such a 
mass of literaturę and experiment is the study of morę than a life time: but to 
conneet them withthe underlying principle of all existenee is the work of pure 
mspiration.

„n„The °f a °0nrSe °f stalsr s!lould nit b3 le« one hundred 
tu  « nota book of reading. The pupil who graduates from this course
m competeut degree is regarded as a Philosopher; for that he will have kuowl- 
edge of life and lts profoundest problems.

J> ~ D o c to r ° f  P M lo iophy , will be eonferred upon such grad- 
uate by the Shaftesbury College of Expression.

Sbaftesburg College of iStpresslon
O F  W A S H I N G T O N ,  D.  C.

Is a Corporation, chartered by the United States, under aet of Congress, and is 
authomed to confer Degrees and Titles. (The IUustrated College Book will be 
sent to any address on reeeipt of thirty cents).

College Courses at the Shaftesbury College
I N  W A S H I N G T O N ,  D.  O.

1. -Class Course in EXPRESSIOX, Junior,
2. —Class Course in EXPRE8SION, Senior’
3. —EUROPEAN COURSE...............
4. —Priyate Course, “ MECHANIC3 OF PERSONAL
5. —Priyate Course, “ HIGKER MAGNETISM ” MAGNETISM,” . .

*100.
*100.
*200.
*100.
*100.



THE

S h a f t e s b u r y  L ibrary,
CO N SISTIN G  OF

Eleven Courses of Instruction.

THE admirers of Edmund Shaftesbury and the followers of liis doetrines 
may be numbered by thousands and tens of tliousands. It lias 
been we 11 said of him that “ he has eh a n ged  the c u r r e n t  o f  m e n ’ s 

łh ou gJ its .”  One of the most scliolarly clergymen of the age wrote to him: 
“ Imarvel much at the reyolution which your works must eyentually 
bring about in tlie thinking and praetice of men.” Another person of 
nationai reputation once said: 11A generation hence tlie flnger of history 
pointing backward to the persona whose liyes liaye madę the world greater 
and better, will rest upon the name of Edmund Shaftesbury as the grand- 
est philosopher of the nineteenth century.”

Portunate indeed is the person whose inclination draws him to the 
higher studies embraeed in the foregoing libraries.

F O R  S A L E  B Y

M artyn College of Oratory,
W A S H I N G T O N ,  D.  O.

ONE HDNDRED EESSON S IN PUNGTIIATION.
A fixed System of Rules for the use of all punctuation marks, the construction 

of sentences, and the arrangement of thoughts. Price, One Dollar.
Tliese R u les liave no exceptions. Tliey are fixed and im perative, 

and must necess^rily become tlie only A u tho rity  on Punctuation , 
as w e slia ll se ll T E N  M IL Ł IO N  C O PIES  IN  A M E R IC A .

No book like this has ever been published. Its necessity appears when we 
say that, of the hundreds of lectures and speeches sent to us for correction from 
jawyers and clergymen, very few are properly punctuated. The thoughts are 
often obscure. Every professional man, and every person who WRITES A 
LETTER, should adopt the only fixed method of Punctuation ever established 

An examination of the letters of ten thousand school teachers showed that 
less than ten per cent of this number knew how to punctuate correctly.

W H A T  FI1TE DOLLARS W IL L  PU R C H ASE .
We have many professional friends who wish to invest five dollars in books 

and studies for self-improvement, and to receive the most for their money. We 
make the following special offer, and include only such books as every intelligent 
person should have.

Artistic Deep Breathing, Simplified Physiology, The New Book on Punctua
tion, Shaftesbury Magazine for four years, Authority Dictionary, Illustrated Ex- 
pression (very beautiful). In sendingunder this special offer please refer to this 
book. Address,

Box 291. W E B S T E R  E D G E R L Y ,  W a s h i n g t o n , D. C.



BRAI N REGI  ME.
A Special work by E Y E R E T T  RALSTON.

CHAPTERS OF THE NEW BOOIC “ BRAIN REGI ME ”

1,—The substance of the Physical Brain.
2—A Look inthe Physical Brain. 
o.—The Spinał Cord.
4. —The Brain Fluids.
5. —Ho w to Develop the Physical Brain.
(>.—The Growth and care of the Brain after the Body ceases to Gro w.
7. —How to Produce Sleep and Rest of the Physical Brain.
8. —The Best Brain Foods.
9. —A Look into the Thinking Brain.

10. —Development of the Thinking Brain.
11. —Mental Yision.
12. —The Creation of Thought.
13. —Exercises for Strengthening Weak Minds.
14. —Exercises for Increasing the Intelligence of the Brain.
15. —Exercises for Strengthening Minds which are easily Influenced by other

Persons or Circumstances.
10.—Exercises for Strengthening the Memory.
17. —How to Rest the Thinking Brain.
18. —Exercises for the Development of Inspired Thought, Poetic Fancy, and

Genius.
19. —A Course of Daily Conduct for the Perfect Health of the Brain. A Chapter

for Students, Professional Persons, and Hard Thinkers.
20. —Mind and Thought.
21. —Perfect Brains.

Price, two dollars in cloth, one dollar in strong, durable card covers.

WORKS OF WEBSTER EDGERLY.
1. — Natura! R e a r i e r , ...................................................... ..........  $1.50
2 .  — Authority  D i c t i o n a r y , ................................................................. 1 .5 0

ćrbe Ihatural IReaber Is a book of great value, as it contains the 
----------------------------—---  secret of correct reading.

Ube Hutboritg 2>tctt0narp Is a smal1 book, and apparently
---------------------------- --------------- - is not worth $1.50, but its chief
value is in the iact that it contains only the thousauds of words which are 
generally mispronounced; aided by the new system of rules and marks, which 
are taught most successfully at the Washington Colleges.

For three dollars we will mail to any address prepaid, Natural Reader, the 
Authority Dictionary, and a book containingl25of the latest and best Recitations-,



“ The Most Influential College of  Oratory in the World ,”

MARTYN COLLEGE
—  ™  —

O R A T O R Y ,
O F  W A S H I N G T O N ,  D. C .

In co rpo ra  ted  by the United States, tender A c t o/ Congress.

IION. FRANCIS G. MARTYN, Fouuder.
WEBSTER EDGERLY, A. M., Ph.D., President.

Hon. EDWIN B. HAY, Chairman of Board of Trustees

Mr. Hay is well known as the Grand Exalted Ruler of the Order of Elks of the 
United States.

By the terms of its charter The Martyn College of Oratory is empowered to 
furnish distinct courses of instruction, and to confer Diplomas, Degrees,TitIes 
and Licenses to Teach. The courses are:

1. A Complete Course in ELOCUTION.

2. A Complete Course in ORATORY.

3. A Complete Course in PHYSICAL CULTURE.

Fuli descriptiye catalogue sent to any address on receipt of ten centa in 
stamps. Address:

M artyn C ollege of O ratory,

1223,1225,1227,1229,1231 G St, WASHINGTON.O.C
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